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\b-ffiflhe car you can test drive 
The Alfa Romeo GTV~6  is not one of those country club 
performance cars you master in a matter of miles. It is, instead, a car 
you'll want to keep on driving. Because no matter how much you drive 
this car, it will keep on challenging you more. 
Every aspect of this Alfa was conceived to help you do 
just that. From an aluminum alloy SOHC  V~6 that delivers more than 
1 hp for every cubic inch of displacement. 
To a de Dion racing~type rear suspension system that 
maximizes the transfer of all that power to the road.  . 
From the very first moment you experience this Alfa's 
extraordinary balance of acceleration and control, you'll know you'll 
never outdrive it. But with such a heightened sense of self and road, 
you'll never want to stop trying. 
Test yourself against the extraordinary $19,000* Alfa 
Romeo GTV~6  at your nearest Alfa Romeo Dealer now. 
*Mh'•· _.,.,reo;!  ~k•"  P.QE. ;, $18,995, hi,ho lo Q.t;( ~  ~ 
Actual prices vary by dealer. Destn. chrgs., taxes, d.ealer prep,  "' 
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proceeds, to reverse it by dismantling trade barriers." So said 
the leaders of seven leading industrialized countries and of  the 
E.C. at their 1983 Western economic summit in Williamsburg, 
Virginia. T  h~ ringing words of  Williamsburg seemed more piau- . 
sible and'even inspiring in that quaint colonial setting. They 
. were spoken by U.S.  President Ronald Reagan to a 3,000-
strong press corps from a specially constructed platform where 
Reagan stood flanked by other Western leaders and the flags of 
the summit nations. It was an impressive production and 
seemed a fitting conclusion to a meeting whose agenda had in-
cluded most of  the serious problems of  the day. 
In the fou~ . months since the summit, the economic recovery 
has become' more evident in the United States as consumer 
spending has begun to rebound from recession-inspired jitters 
and unemployment and has began to moderate. In fact, econo-
mists and policymakers alike have even expressed some sur-
prise.  at the strength of the U.S. economy. In Europe there is 
· guarded optimism, even though the European recovery is  ··ex- · 
, .  Pt?Cted to be.) lower and weaker than the American one and de- · 
spite fears that high U.S. interest rates may divert to the United 
States the capital European business would need for expansion. 
Given the generally rosier economic outlook and the commit-
ments made at Williamsburg, shouldn't we expect, any day 
now, to see barriers to free  trade begin dropping like flies?  In 
practical terms: probably not. Why? Because traditional indus-
tries in many~,\f!estern countries are still under fire.  Although 
'economic  .reG~l/ery will no·  doubt help them to some extent; they 
:probably will. never return to the prosperity they once enjoyed  .. 
Take, for example, the ailing steel industries in both the 
United States''and Europe, which have seen massive plant c/o-
.  sures a;,d worker lay-offs in recent years.  Free trade has enor-
mous ecot!-()mic advantages, but often hefty domestic political 
.. costs.  Unle.;s ~spmeone leads the way i11)indjng an equitable 
way to distribute the latter, the dismantling of trade barriers 
pledged at Williamsburg is likely to proceed, if at all, at a less 
than dizzying speed. 
Today, many of the industrialized countries still see  them~ 
selves beseiged on all sides by the Hunfair trading practices'' 
used by their customers or competitors. But the practices .t~~y 
perceive as unfair vary. The United States, for instance/ ,  . 
strongly objects to what it sees as the E.C.'s use ofc'unfair" ex-
port subsidies to peddle European farm goods abroad. The 
E. C. objects equally strongly to what it sees as predatory raids. 
by the United States of traditional-E. C. farm-product ma·rke!S  . . 
I~ . our cover story, Nancy Dunne examines th~ farm'it;fldA . 
a)~f/ict and the interplay between domestic and' iilternf1~~1J#r  ·~ 
considerations tHat have helped bring it to a head. NeitHer side 
wants the farm trade issue to blossom into a trade war, but neii. 
ther side seems to know how to prevent that from happening, 
Dunne concludes. 
Elsewhere on the trade·front, C.  Fred Bergsten, directot 9f 
the W  ashington~based Institute for I n(frnational Economic$,  ex~  · 
. amines another factor which will ha~e a growing  impact o~·  i~­
ternational commerce. Bergsten looks at the impact the balloon-
ingU.S. trade deficit might have on the future of  free  trade, as 
well as on the debt problem that threatens to sap the strength of 
many of  th~ · leading developing countries. 
Also in thfs issue of Europe., best-selling author Luigi Barzini  · 
provides a thought-provoking portrait of the people of Italy and 
the.ir  politi~s~ .The Italians, says Baizini, are fervent supporters 
o(Europecm unity and have played an invaluable rule in  .;mak-
in_g peace between their E.C. neighbors. Bonn
Film makers in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many are up in arms at what they claim is an
attempt  by Chancellor Helmut Kohl's conser-
vative Government  to censor their produc-
tions. Actually, Interior  Minister  Friedrich
Zimmermann  proposes only to change  the
rules under which it subsidizes  film making  in
order to favor movies appealing to a mass
market  over those more narrowly aimed.  But
to a majority of the Federal Republic's film
makers, that is synonomous with censorship.
In Germany, as on most of the European
continent, theatrical  productions always have
been undertaken  under royal or state patron-
age. Even most privately-owned stages  here
demand and receive  regular grants from fed-
eral, regional or municipal  governments.  So it
was but natural  that the state also should
subsidize  film making.  Beginning in the
1950s, it was done by granting  cash prizes to
the makers of good films so that they could
make more. Since the federal parliament
passed the Film Promotions Act in 1968,  an
action soon copied by all of the state legisla-
tures, state aid includes not only the prizes,
but also straight grant subsidies  to production
and distribution  companies and to cinema
owners.
Federal  and state grant subsidies  to film
producers and distributors last year totalled
about 70 million marks (about $27 million),
and a similar amount will be paid out this
year. That works out to about 1 million
marks (about $385,000) per film made in the
Federal Republic  of Germany. In 1982,70
feature films were made here, 13 of them co-
produced  with foreign  companies.
The fact is that few German-made  cinema
films ever make money. Although  most of
the more than 30 films made by the late
Rainer Werner Fassbinder  received rave re-
views in New York, for instance, very few of
them recovered their costs. Fassbinder.  bv the
way, never saw any contradiction  between
accepting state grant subsidies,  which he did
repeatedlS for films that regularly  attacked
German society as rotten.
German-made  films have, of course, suf-
fered from the general drop in movie-going
since'the  advent of television.  During the
early 1950s, 800 million cinema tickets were
sold annually.  By 1,982, the number of tick-
ets sold had dropped to 124.5 million, and
that was about 12 percent fewer than the
previous  year. In addition,  German-made
films generally compete  badly with foreign-
made movies. both because so few are made
in Germany and because so many of those
that are produced in Germany  lack popular
appeal.
ln 1.982, films shown in German  cinemas
brought in about $115 million. Of that
amount, 55.4 percent was earned by Ameri-
can films, 1^1,.7 percent by French films, 1 1.3
of $115,000 to Herbert Achternbusch,  who
writes, directs, and acts in his own films.
At issue, said Zimmermann, was
Achternbusch's  film, "Das Gespenst"  (The
Specter),  in which he plays Christ returned  to
today's earth. The Interior Minister  said he
agreed with the Proiestant  and Catholic Bish-
op's conferences that the film "disparaged"
Jesus Christ and thus offended most German
taxpayers. Such a film, Zimmermann argued,
therefore did not deserve to be financed  in
part by the taxpayers. "But this isn't censor-
ship," Zimmermann said. "Any citizen is
quite at liberty to see the film in any cinema
and draw his own opinion while helping to
finance the film by paying for his cinema
ticket."
In fact, despite the huge amount of unpaid
publicity  Achternbusch's  film thus enjoyed,
few moviegoers seemed willing to help pay
for it. The Frankfurter Allgemeine  Zeitung re-
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percent by films from the Federal Republic,
9.5 percent by ltalian films, and 4.8 percent
by British films.
Film makers sensed real trouble,  however,
only when Friedrich Zimmermann, the Bavar-
ian who became Minister of Interior  when
the Christian Democrats  ousted the Social
Democrats  from office in Bonn in October,
suddenly cancelled part of a promised  grant
ported that at the height of the controversy,
an afternoon pe-rformance in Munich's
Schwabing district-center of the city's uni-
versity, intellectual, and artistic life-drew
eight customers.
Fifty leading German directors disagreed
with Zimmermann. Once the state has de-
cided to subsidize film making, the directors
said, then it must subsidize movies from tax
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revenues. The state cannot say that it will 
subsidize bland films with taxpayer's money, 
but will not subsidize irritating films with tax-
payer's money," the directors said. "That 
would be censorship." 
The directors also objected that Zimmer-
mann overrode the recommendation of an in-
dependent, unpaid board that Achternbusch's 
film  receive the grant. The Minister retorted 
that he was responsible to Parliament and to 
the federal accounting office for all monies 
spent by his shop. Furthermore, said Zimmer-
mann, "We ought not to forget that film 
making is part of the private economy and in 
principle should itself assure its profitability. 
State subsidies should not be seen as crutches 
for the infirm, but as a means of helping re-
store a convalescent to health." 
The film  makers remain angry and dissatis-
fied. They have called a national congress for 
September to coordinate their protests against 
what they allege is yet another attempt by 
Chancellor Kohl's Government to change the 
character of German Society. WELLINGTON LONG 
Luxembourg 
You might be given a toaster just for opening 
a bank account in Des Moines, but things 
simply don't work that way in this country. 
To most casual visitors, banking in Luxem-
bourg is rather like an esoteric religion whose 
strange rites are conducted in grim, fortress-
like buildings. I once heard an American 
tourist complain that she couldn't even get a 
quote on some obscure over-the-counter 
stock in a Luxembourg bank, let alone place 
a buy order. "And they call this place one of 
the leading financial centers in Europe," she 
commented bitterly. 
So they do, and with excellent reason. The 
banks in Luxembourg are to Main-Street 
money shops roughly what a commodities 
trader is to a food supermarket. The retail 
customer knows little of their activities, but 
without them the business of eating daily or 
sustaining the world's finances would be a lot 
more difficult. In particular, Luxembourg has 
mastered that particular branch of the art of 
international banking known as the Euro-dol-
lar business, in which U.S. dollars are depos-
ited and re-lent outside the United States. 
The solidity of bank buildings in Luxem-
bourg often gives the impression that the 
country has been processing people's money 
since currencies were invented. In fact, how-
ever, its eminence is of comparatively recent 
making. It really began to take off in the early 
1970s when the big German banks set up 
house in order to avoid national reserve re-
quirements and domestic lending ceilings 
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which sharply -restricted their commercial op-
erations. 
There is no central or national bank in 
Luxembourg and, in that sense, no "big 
brother" looking over the shoulder of the 
private banks. It would be wrong to infer 
from this that the country is a tax haven, 
though, as Prime Minister Pierre Werner said 
recently, "Luxembourg nevertheless has in-
troduced certain fiscal  measures that are con-
ducive to the mustering of capital." In par-
ticular, said Werner, this applies to holding 
companies, where special tax exemptions 
have been applied since 1929. 
The growth in Luxembourg banking has 
been spectacular over the past 15 years, dur-
ing which period the number of banks estab-
lished has multiplied more than four times to 
115 and the total assets held in the city have 
soared from $20 billion to nearly $1,100 bil-
lion. The Germans still dominate the busi-
ness, holding half the total assets, followed 
by Luxembourg/ Belgian banks, Scandina-
vians, and the French and the Swiss. The 
American banks were, for a time, a consider-
able power, but they soon determined that 
London offered a more congenial center, 
with the result that only 3 percent of present 
assets are U.S.-owned. 
The chances of further growth on anything 
like the scale of recent years are, however, 
now frankly poor. No new banks have been 
opened in the city since 1981. Luxembourg 
did well to. weather the international banking 
storms last year, but the conditions that made 
it a record year for banking profits-such as 
the trend in world interest rates-can hardly 
be relied on to recur. Moreover, there re-
mains an ever-present danger that the German 
authorities will one day move to bring the ac-
tivities of overseas banking subsidiaries into 
the central bank's lending regulations, which 
would end, virtually overnight, Luxembourg's 
charm for the latter. 
Given that more than one in every 12 of 
Luxembourg's working population is em-
ployed in the financial sector and that bank-
ing contributes about four fifths of the Grand 
Duchy's entire corporate tax revenues, the 
implications of these developments are worry-
ing and it is small wonder that diversification 
is under active consideration. In particular, 
there is talk of extending banking activities 
into the "retail" sector, perhaps in compe-
tition with Switzerland for the business of the 
private customer. 
Luxembourg faces two serious disad-
vantages, however. Its membership in the Eu-
ropean Community will bar it from stepping 
too far out of line in offering tax or other in-
ducements to private clients while it lacks, at 
present, the wealth of portfolio expertise nec-
essary to service such accounts. No one 
doubts the country has the enterprise or the 
ambition to launch an assault on new mar-
kets, but, as one American banker here com-
menrs, "Another golden period of growth 
like the past dozen years or so is going to call 
for phenomenal effort and more than a little 
luck." ALAN OSBORN 
Paris 
The Eiffel Tower has gotten a new lease on 
life at the age of 94. The symbol of Paris 
emerged this summer from a $27  -million ren-
ovation project that began two and a half 
years ago, after architects determined the 
tower was in danger of crumbling. The 300-
meter tower was the tallest man-made struc-
ture on earth when it was opened at the Paris 
Centennial Exhibition of 1889 to mark the 
tOOth anniversary of the French revolution. 
At its birth, the architectural wonder that 
Gustav Eiffel built weighed 7,500 tons. But, 
over the years, one addition after another 
built of brick and concrete pushed up the Eif-
fel  Tower's weight to 11,000 tons. Engineers 
warned the tower's legs could no longer ade-
quately support the weight and advised a diet. 
During the renovation, the Grand Dame of 
Paris has shed 1,000 tons in a process that in-
cluded replacing its concrete flooring with 
steel plates. While the work was going on, 
huge green nets stretched across the tower to 
protect the people below from falling objects. 
At least one of the tower's three platforms al-
ways was open to the public while workers 
reinforced the tower's steel girders and re-
placed its aging hydraulic elevators with elec-
tric ones. The Eiffel Tower also has obtained 
a cinema, reception hall, and a post office in 
the renovation project. Its three new restau-
rants-all with spectacular views-are under 
the direction of Paris' famed Maxim's. 
One hundred million tourists have visited 
the tower that has been a haunt of lovers, 
protestors, artists, film makers, and suicides 
in the nine decades it has dominated the sky-
line of the City of Light. People have climbed 
the Eiffel Tower backward, on their hands on 
stilts, piggyback, and naked. The mayor of 
Montmartre once rode down its steps on a bicycle. It also has been used as a giant ad-
vertising billboard and strung with lights like
a Christrnas tree.
The tower has also been deadlS more than
360 people have jumped  to their deaths from
it. A pilot was killed while trying to fly his
plane through the tower's arches and a Hun-
garian tailor once made a fatal leap when he
attempted to demonstrate a combination  rain-
coat and parachute.
Gustav Eiffel, a master engineer who also
helped design the Panama Canal, built the
tower for $1.5 million. It took 200 men 27
months to construct it. "l should be jealous
of the tower," Eiffel said shortly before  his
death in 1923. "|t's more famous than I am."
But the tower has not always been popular.
During its construction, it caused an uproar
among Paris artists. In an open letter, they
called it "a dizzy, ridiculous tower dominat-
ing Paris like a gigantic factory chimney."
French writer Guy de Maupassant once
noted, "l fled Paris and even France, because
the Eiffel Tower ended up bothering me so
much."
The tower almost didn't make it past its
20th birthday. It was scheduled to be torn
down in 1909 and was saved from destruc-
tion only when the French army discovered
the tower would make an excellent  commu-
nications station. During World War I, it was
the tower's aerial and wireless station that in-
tercepted a radio message that led to the ar-
rest and execution  of Mata Hari as a spy.
(.AI{Ol)',N  t.f.Stl
Amsterdam
Amsterdam's  squatter community  has evolved
from an outlaw element blamed for civil un-
rest to a broad-based community  bent on
building its own counterculture. The city now
hosts Western Europe's largest squatter popu-
lation-estimated  by City Hall at 5,000 to
7,000 people.
Henk Kersting,  a well-known Dutch law-
yer specializing in squatter problems, believes
that the phenomenon  is a result of two prob-
lems in the city which became the interna-
tional hippie capital in the 1950s. Those
years loosened many of the social structures
in this Calvinist country and, as a result,
youths began to leave home at a younger  age,
looking for a life and apartment  of their own.
Many of them were drawn by the bright
lights of the big city.
Waiting for them was a housing shonage
which has plagued the city since'World'War
II. Compounded by the action of speculators
who had a vested interest in vacant dwellings.
Kersting noted that it is not unheard of for
one building to change  hands four times in
24 hours, raising the cost many times.
ff,,,,
The young people  jamming  the city since
the 1960s were quick to note the number of
antiquated  dwellings  standing empty and for
sale and they used crowbars  to move right in.
To fight this, the absentee  landlords often
furnished  the empty building to give an ap-
pearance  of occupancy and even have hired
guards known  as knokpktegen, for the empty
buildings,  which range from empty  canal
houses to obsolete  factories.
Aiding the squatters is a 1973 court ruling
that their occupancy of empty buildings is not
illegal, only the act of breaking  in is against
the law. Once the squatters are in, however,
their eviction involves a lengthy, and often
costly, legal process  for the landlords. At
present more than 50,000 people are on
municipal waiting lists for housing in Amster-
dam, about the same number of unemployed
in that city of about 700,000.  Many of the
squatters live on minimum social security
benefits of 935 guilders (about $328) a month.
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outbursts of street violence,  such as that at-
tending the inauguration  of Queen Beatrix  in
1980, the squatters  are primarily a peaceable
shadow society within a society. In its varied
makeup, the squatter population parallels
straight societS with its lower and middle
classes,  its dropouts and professionals,  its wel-
fare recipients and entrepreneurial  class.
Amsterdam's  squatters  are loosely  orga-
nized by neighborhoods  and many of the
larger builders  they occupy  resemble com-
munes, with their own maintenance setups
and even informal welfare organizations.  Nu-
merous social agencies-some  governm€nt-fi-
nanced-provide  help and information  to the
squatters, who even have their own publica-
tions. One of them, the "Squatter's  Hand-
book,"  deals with such varied subjects as
how to break into a house and how to obtain
legal aid when you're caught. NEL sLIS
Copenhagen
To be expelled from the Danish Parliament,
the Folketizg, is uncommon enough. To try
to continue  a political career from a prison
cell is unique and, to most serious  political
commentators,  a quite preposterous proposi-
tion. But this is what Mogens Glistrup, the
57-year-old  founder of Denmark's  fourth
largest party, the Progress PartS intends to
do.
Sentenced  by the Supreme  Court of Den-
mark in June to three years imprisonment' a
large fine, and permanent  disbarment'
Glistrup reacted with characteristic  defiance.
He finished  a public denouncement  of Dan-
ish justice by what many considered a far-out
analogy,  shouting  "we shall overcome" in
front of the Supreme  Court.
Glistrup is expected to staft serving his
prison term in the early autumn, almost cer-
tainly putting a full stop to a l2-year political
career, one of the most colorful in Danish
history. Citing the almost total lack of visible
parliamentary  success-less than a handful of
bills proposed  by the party have been enacted
by Parliament-many claim that Glistrup's
party has been a total failure.
Without prejudicing the verdict of history
this would  seem to be a premature,  and per-
haps unjustified, opinion.  Even the former
socialist Government  had started to adopt a
more critical approach to the public sector
and public expenditure  growth. And the con-
servative-led Government  which came to
power last autumn is now actually  trying to
reduce  the public sector and cut taxes' steal-
ing the fire-and the voters-of the Progress
Party. The opinion polls in fact show that vir-
tually all change in Danish politics is within
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Christiansbrtrg  Castle, seat of Parliament  and the
Supreme Court in Denmark.
the non-socialist  and socialist groups, not be-
tween them.
However, in the short term at least,
Glistrup will control at least one vote in Par-
liament from the outside-namely  the vote
of a member of the party who has publicly
committed himself to Glistrup's highly critical
view of the conservative Government.  The
Government needs all the votes it can get to
survive, and, though almost all members of
the party's  parliamentary  group have decided
to support the Government, disavowing  the
leadership of Glistrup in the process,  there
may still be suspense in some of the impor-
tant votes in the autumn, notably the vote on
the budget.
The polls show the Prime Minister, Poul
Schliiter,  would double the number of con-
servative  seats if he calls for an election. Until
now, however,  he has resisted  the temptation,
claiming-not  without reason-that the re-
markable resurgence  of the Danish economy
would suffer during the uncertainties  of an
election period. LEIF BECK FALLF-sEN
Dublin
A wedding in Dublin on July 30 illustrated
neatly the workings of the dynastic principle
in the politics of republican  lreland. Mark
FitzGerald,  son of Prime Minister  Garret Fitz-
Gerald, married Derval O'Higgins, daughter
of the Chief Justice and twice unsuccessful
presidential  candidate, Tom O'Higgins.
The marriage forged another link between
two of a group of leading families  in the Fine
Gael Party, a group already linked by many
ties of blood, friendship, and professional
association and which is powerful in the
Catholic Church, the professions (especially
the law), academic life, and politics.
Fine Gael, now governing  in coalition with
the minoriry  Labor Party, has a right wing
and a social democratic  wing and corre-
sponds very roughly with the Republican
Party in the United States. The populist
Fianna Fail-which, again very roughly,  cor-
responds  with the American Democrats-is
the biggest  party. It has had much the biggest
share of office, including two uninterrupted
'1,6-year periods in Government, in the state's
6'1.-year history. But Fine Gael remains the
establishment pafth and the FitzGerald  and
O'Higgins families are at the core of the
establishment.
Garret FitzGerald's  father, Desmond,
served in the state's first Government  in the
dangerous 1920s along with O'Higgins'un-
cle, Kevin, who was murdered  in 1927 by un-
identified assassins.  The Prime Minister was
William T. Cosgrave; the Attorney-General,
John A. Costello. In the 1950s, John A. Cos-
tello was Prime Minister for a total of six
years. His ministers included  Thomas  O'Hig-
gins, father of Chief Justice O'Higgins, and
Liam Cosgrave,  son of Villiam T. Cosgrave.
From 1,973 to 1977 , Liam Cosgrave
headed a Government  which included Garret
FitzGerald  as Foreign Affairs Minister and
Declan Costello, son of John A. Costello, as
Anorney  General. Those  three then held the'
three offices which had been held by their re-
spective fathers 50 years earlier.
When Garret FitzGerald  himself became
Prime Minister, he appointed  as his special
adviser a close friend, Alexis FitzGerald,  head
lrish Prime  Minister Garret Fitzcerald  and Chief
Justice Tom O'Higgins.
of a prominent law firm. The two are not re-
lated, but Alexis FitzGerald's  first wife was
the daughter of the former Prime Minister,
John A. Costello. And Mark FitzGerald
works for a real estate company  headed by
another  Alexis FitzGerald,  nephew of Garret
FitzGerald's  friend and adviser.
The dynastic principle prevails in other
Irish parties too. It is common for widows
and other close relations to "inherit" the Dail
(lower house of Parliament) seats of former
deputies, sometimes down to the third gen-
eration. Some families  have unbroken Dail
service of over half a century. The former
Prime Minister and leader of the Fianna Fail
party, Charles HaugheS  is himself the son-in-
law of another  former Prime Minister, Sean
Lemass.
Other panies, and other families,  cannot ri-val the network of the leading Fine Gael fam-
ilies, Irelancl's  nearest answer to America's
"Eastern  Establishnrsnl"-f161r  which, how-
ever, they c'liffer in one irttportant respect.
Thcy are not, for the most part, rich; and
even the great FitzGerald-O'Higgins dynastic
w,eclcling was no glittering society affair, but
quict and withor-rt ostentetion.  l,\NlFs lx)\\'NF-\'
Brussels
A New Yorker will have found the condition
of nrany Belgian cities disturbingly familiar
this summer, and not just because of tem-
peratlrres  in the 90s. Thc problem has been
one of the real and threatened bankruptcy of
municipal  authorities  on a scale that presents
real hazards to the nranagers of the national
economy in Brussels.
There frankly can't be many people with
less enviable jobs in Belgium at the moment
than Philippe Maystadt, the 35-year-old Bud-
get Minister, trying on the one hand to re-
duce the state's massive public-sector deficit
and on the other to keep the cities running,
handle the rnounting  financial strains  posed
by the seriously ailing Cockerill-Sambre  steel-
making giant, and finally tackle the monu-
mental social security deficit. His success  or
failure "will deterrline  the timing of the next
political  crisis," commented  a Belgian news-
paper in .f uly.
You had to be in Lidge, the industrial cen-
ter of French-speaking  \Wallonia, to get a real
tastc of the afflictions that can face a city
that suddenly has run out of money. For two
months  this summer, the 7,000 municipal
ernployees  were put on quafter pay and the
public services were cut to a level consistent
with city day-to-day  income  from such things
as parking  nrcters. Nine employees, represent-
ing the police, firenren, and clerical staff went
on a hunger strike while garbagemen dumped
10 truck loads of trash in the city streets and
set fire to it. Firenren then turned water hoses
on civil guardsmen ordered to clear the rub-
bish.
Lidge's  problems  stemmed from its inabil-
ity to nreet interest and debt repayments on
obligations,  which in turn arosc from the
large increirses in wages agreed in recent years
for city workers by the socialist mayor. The
Governnrcnt's  price for rescuing  the city
through further loans and subsidies  was ex-
acting. Automatic cost-of-living raises for city
enrployees  would be forfcited until wages
hacl clropped to the level of those of central
govcrnment  workcrs. Local  taxes would be
raiscd ancl any further financial  plans would
require approval  by Brr.rssels.
t-idge was not alone however. It was calcu-
lated in.f uly that only 62 of Belgium's  589
communes actually had enough money to
meet their bills. Even the largest of the local
authorities, the thriving port of Antwerp,  was
in the line for assistance. A Brussels radio sta-
tion complained  that Government leaders
lacked any idea of how city inhabitants  lived.
Three regional  leaders were asked the price
of a ride on the Brussels transport system  and
all wildly underestimated  it.
The bill from the local authorities occurs
at a tinre when the social funds are under un-
precedented strain from the high level of un-
en.rployment. This is unlikely to ease given
that the steel industry will have to sack 8,000
workers in the near future to meet E.C. Com-
mission demands for capacity cutbacks  in the
industry.  Already there is an annual deficit of
over $1.2 billion in the social security system.
Against this background, the Government
is cletermined to halt the growth in public
spending which has given Belgium the highest
public-sector deficit in the Community. Its
succcss so far has been one of the center-
right coalition's most striking achievements.
Fronr 16 percent of gross national product in
1982, the deficit fell to 12,25 percent  last
year-the first drop since the early 1970s.
Public spending is expected to rise by a mod-
erate 4.9 percent this year, a substantial  fall
fronr the 15 percent of 1984. The improve-
ment has been praised by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development,
but even that stern authority  wonders  if the
Government's  plans might not be too ambi-
tious. Certainly it will be a small miracle if
the public-sector dcficit does not resume its
upward colrrse this year given the long line of
:t:l]l1,r 
on central sovernment funds. ataN
Athens
In the century  and a half since Athens  be-
canrc thc ca;rital of the infirnt Greek state,  a
dusty Ottonran village has grown into a pol-
lLrtion-ridclcn nrodcrn city that sprawls over
nrost of the Attica peninsula. There were no
official celebrations  this sunrmer for the anni-
versary, but the Environnrent Ministry came
up with what shoulcl prove an enduring  birth-
day present-a mastcr plan for Athens and its
surrounclings, only the second in the city's
modern history.
A Berlin-trained Greek architect, Stamatis
Cleanthis,  clesignecl  Athens' first city plan to-
gether with a Gernran colleague,  Edward
Schaubert, after it was selected as the capital
of a newly independent  Greece ruled by a
Gernran nronrtrch, Otto of Bavaria.  This time,
Greek architects and planners have paced ev-
ery inch oi Athens and the Attica district, re-
cording ir diversity  of constructions from an-
cient roads irncl meclieval  towers to modern
factories  irncl supertrtarket  complexes.
The results are mapped and displayed in a
special exhibit that illustrates  what the new
nraster plan intends to achieve. It should re-
ceive government  approval  later this year. The
plan seeks to impose strict restrictions  on
building in and around Athens and to bring
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f. LJ lt o I't, Septernber-October  1 983 7the city's ancient past back into focus. Many
famous classical  landmarks are hidden now in
ugly industrial  areas, forgotten by all but the
most dedicated antiqttarian.
Crnstitutfum  Squarc in dowtttttwn  Athens.
It envisions  a broad belt of park land cut-
ting through the city center and enclosing
classical  ruins and more recent architecture
along pedestrian walkways.  Public buildings,
among them most of Greece's ministries,
would move from inconvenient  areas to new
sites along the ancient sacred way that led to
the Acropolis. It is presently lined with
shabby factories and auto repair yards. New
hotels will not be permitted in the citS but a
few small countryside  inns are planned for
travelers who want to retrace the history of
Attica by walking through it.
Few Athenians have quarreled with the
new master plan for the citS which now has
3.4 million residents,  or one third of Greece's
population, and which also is the site of two-
thirds of Greek industry. Nevertheless, the
Environment Ministry's  new measures to Pro-
tect the city's surroundings  from further in-
roads by property speculators-illegal sum-
mer homes built this year were pulled
down-provoked an uproar.
The master  plan aims at curbing  construc-
tion both in the forested hills around the city
and along the Attica coastline. More than
230,000 illegal suinmer homes-ranging
from prefabricated  huts to luxury villas and
apartment blocks-have  gone up in Attica
over the past 20 years in an illicit constmc-
tion boom.
The tradition  began around Athens a de-
cade earlier, when villagers coming  to work in
new industries erected illegal homes in the
western suburbs which eventually were ab-
sorbed into the city. So when the government
bulldozers  moved in, uprooting fences around
private homes that blocked access to the
bearhes  and leveling concrete skeletons of
new.summer  hontes, there were angry dem-
onstrations.  Owners  claimed their illegal
houses should be included in the master  plan,
but the experts are adamant there is no more
room in Attica for unplanned  eyesores.
KF-RIN IIOI'I,
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London
For nrost tourists corrting to l-onclon  the cen-
ter of irttrirction  is oftcrr I'iccaclilly (.ircr-rs
where people sit uncler the stirttre of the
wirrged (iocl of [.ove, F.ros, ancl watch the
world go by. But ir new nrirgnet is clrawing
thcnr nowadays half a tttile away to [.eicester
Square. There, irnothe r stiltttc lreckons  the
tourists. lt is a tribute to a little nran with a
bowler hat ancl a cttrved crrne who was born
in l-onclon in I tl89 ancl ntacle the whole
world laugh-C.harlic (.haplin.  What draws
thc biggest  crowds, however, to Leicester
Square is a snrall wooden hut painted  in
green ancl yellow-the  Half-Price Theater
Ticket booth.
Thc iclea was borrowed by Vincent Burke
of the Society oi \il7est E.nd Theaters from the
booth in New York's Times  Square where
thc "twofers"  schente-two tickets for the
price of one-was  first laLrnched on a regr'rlar
daily basis. Ancl the word has got around fast
among tourists to London. Six days a week  a
long line snakes across  Leiccster Square with
people waiting to buy cheap theater tickets-
two out of eve ry three of thent Anlericans.
Often it is extremely difficult to nrake a
choice from the galaxy of star-stuclded pro-
ductions. Lonc'lon's theater  is currently at its
most glittering with, among other offerings,
an elegant, ntuch-acclaimed  revival of John
Osborne's  "A Patriot For Me" with Alan
Bates in the leacl; Glenda Jackson in a new
play by Botho Strauss called "Great and
Small;" Torn Stoppard's award-winning play
"The Rcal Thing;" and what is hailed as the
best British musical since "Jesus Christ Super-
star," \flilly Russell's "Blood Brothers."
Burke, whose society represents  46 Lon-
don theaters-which  other capital city could
boast of such a figure?-said the schente  is so
popular that up to 10,000 tickets are sold
each week. "'We are delighted not to have
empty rows of seats in our theaters. It pleases
theater-lovers  because they get a bargain."
The booth is open from noon until 2 P.M.
for rnatinee tickets and fronr 2:30 P.M. until
6:30 P.M. for tickets to evening perfor-
mances. No advance booking can be made.
Tickets are sold only for performances  on the
sanre day.
A blackboarcl  outside the booth tells peo-
plc which theaters have made tickets available
for that day. The ternrs are half-price plus a
handling  charge of 50 pence, which nrakes
the best box seat only $8. Burke explained:
"lt all c'lepencls on the variotts box-office
managers  how ttrany tickets are released for
sale on any one day at the booth. Sometintes
it could be as fcw as 20 tickets, other days it
could be over 100; and there could a choice
of up to 20 the;rters. The idea was to encour-
age young people to go to the theater at
prices they coulcl afford and half the people
who turn up at the booth are rtnder 35 years
old. It was also intended  to enable the not-
so-young who could not afforc'l to go very of-
ten to the theater to get there nrore fre-
quently by cheap tickets."  There is no
resentnrent against tourists clainring  the bar-
gains because for the six months of spring
and surnnrer l-oncion's  theaters are sttstained
by visiting Anrericans taking up half the seats.
One theatcr which stays aloof frorn the
Leicester Square lrargain offers is thc presti-
gious Nationel Theater on a rtutiestic site on
the south bank of the Thames. It runs its own
discount schenre. Each tinre there is a new
procluction on any one of its three starges-
and that mcans atrout 15 times a year-there
are arrangenrents for a special bargain night
whcn all tickets are sold on the day of the
perfornrance  at $3, which is 20 percent of the
nornral cost of the best seat. lt has ntcant
bargain tickets for lavish prodtrctions of
"Guys ancl Dollsr" "You Can't Take lt With
You," and the new David Hare play "A Map
of the Worlc|."
For the largest auditoriunr thcre are 1,000
tickets on sale fronr 8:30 A.M. on the day of
perfornrance-ancl the nranagentent often of-
fers coffee and biscuits to those with a long
wait. The bargains  are mircle possible lry a do-
nation of $7-5,000 left by an anonyntous  the-
ater-lover. His legacy is for special occasions.
For the tourist-of-all-seasons  the best advice
is: Make for l-eicester Square for cheap the-
ater tickets and take the chance to aclntire the
little statue which was unveiled,  appropriately
enough,  l'ry that greet octogenrrrirtn actor of
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Shall they beat their plc
European agricultural reforuns could trigger renewed dtisputn wi,th the Americarts.
NANCY DUNNE
The United States and the L,.C. agree more than they disagree
in their dispute over farm export subsidies, yet the squabble
rhreatens to explode into an agricultural trade war, engulf
other areas of commerce,  and strain the unity of the Atlantic
alliance.  The latest irritant in the battle is a proposal by the
E.C. which would result in a tax on the consumption of oils
and fats within the Cornmunity  and limit the import of corn
(maize) gluten feed. "There is nothing else the Community
could do to prompt a stronger  U.S. response,"  a U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture (ustle) official said.
The proposal is contained in a scheme which would other-
wise bring joy to the heart of John Block, the U.S. Secretary of
Agriculture. For more than two years he has attacked the
E.(..'s usc of export subsidies,  which he says has driven Ameri-
cans out of their traditional overseas agricultu'al markets. ln
his view, while the United States has spent billions to take
farrnland out of prodtrction, the Europeen Community has
encouraged increased planting by raising domestic prices and
selling the surplus cheaply in foreign markets.
After insisting that the 20-year-old Common  Agriculture
Policy (t.,lt'), the backbone  of the 8.C., could not be changed,
l)rtltttst'tl rtflrrns to tltt' I:..(..'s (.tnrrrttttrr
the L,.(,. Commission is now considering  reforms which virtu-
ally would end its existing  system of unlimited  price supports.
The mushrooming costs of the c.AP, which rose 30 percent  in
1983 alone, have driven the E.C. to propose moving prices
gradually closer to market levels. The move would reduce and
perhaps eliminate the need for budget-busting  trade subsidies.
"The accent must be placed more and more on production  at
a competitive price," the Commission  concluded.
While the plan, if it is adopted by the E.C. Council of
Ministers would reduce the costs of the (Al'-perhaps by as
much as 15 percent, or $23 billion, in 1984-85-it  would
also reduce agricultural  incomes. Objections  from the politi-
cally powerful European  farmers could kill or seriously dilute
the proposals.  Block is scarcely  less outraged than E.C. agricul-
tural interests.  He sees the scheme to tax oils and limit corn
imports as a move to shift the burdensome  costs of the (.AP to
thc backs of American farmers. Yet, in principle, he agrees
with the proposed reforms. He has said repeatedly:  "Market
forces, rather than Governments,  are far more effective regula-
tors of agricultural production  and the flow of trade."
Sir Roy Dennran, head of the Delegation of the Commission
l'tlicl,t,irtudlh,ursultl  od  its r'.rr-s1111g -st,-(/('rn ol totlintited priL'( sttpp()rts. Shrn'rt hcrc is d lLtrttt in I)t'l.qitrtr. Agricultural
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of the European  Communities in Washington, likes to point
out that the European Community is the United States' best
regional  customer  for agricultural goods. Indeed, only the de-
sire to protect that $8.2-billion market has restrained Con-
gress, particularly  the House of Representatives' from taking
major retaliatory actions against E.C. expon subsidies. How-
ever, the E.C. proposals jeopardize more than half the mar-
ket's value. Last year the Community  spent $748 million for
American corn, $2.8 billion for soybeans, and $891 million
for soybean meal.
The Commission's proposals do not represent a sudden
change of direction. In 1981, the E.C. concluded  that "lt is no
longer reasonable or possible to provide unlimited (open-
ended) guarantees  of price and intervention  when the outlets
do not exist." Opposition prevented change, however' and the
Community  spent billions growing crops it no longer needed
and had to pay to expoft. The Commission  proposes to con-
trol expenses by fixing production limits beyond which pro-
ducers will assume a share of the costs of disposal. Obiections
are expected to be strongest from producers of milk, the
E.C.'s largest cash crop. The Commission  proposes to recover
the costs of disposal by lowering milk prices 12 percent.
While in the future milk producers will enjoy a full price
guarantee for quotas based on a 1982 reference period, they
will pay a levy based on the disposal costs for what they
produce over that limit. Their pain will be widely distributed.
"lf the Community  is to demand greater discipline of its own
agricultural  producers, it must be prepared to take parallel
action in respect to imports. . ." the Commission  said. Hence,
the proposed tax on fats and oils and quotas on soybeans.
Should the United States seek to retaliate,  E.C. milk produc-
ers are the most likely target. The massive American  "dairy
mountain" could be released from stocks and dumped on the
open market. "lt would cripple the Community overnight,"
said Joseph Zak, division manager of the American  Soybean
Association.  U.S. poultry and egg producers, who contend that
the E.C. has been stealing away markets in the Middle East
through the use of trade subsidies, have generated wide sup-
port in the Senate for action on their behalf. One proposal is
to give government-owned  dairy stocks as bonuses to foreign
customers purchasing U.S. poultry and eggs.
Approval of the E.C. proposals  could well dislodge legisla-
tion awaiting action in Congress.  One bill would provide $300
million in the next two years to subsidize U.S. farm exports.
Another  requires the Government to sell a portion of its dairy
Tht'sc samc rcfirms uuruld jerpardizc  ccrtain U.S. farm cxports ttt Eurttpe,
acurding kt Amcrican officials. l'articularly  hard hit wrruld  hc xryhcan  farms
such as tbt'tnrc  alxn,e.  Lastyaar  thc Ctrnmuilitv  spcrtt $2.U hillimforU.S.
xnlx'ans and $ll() 1 ftr U.S. x4tfislr,  me al. a ( h.rrlr.n I'h.t.s
t tJ l{ () l't. Septenrber-October  I 983 llsurplus in the next three years, with half the proceeds going
for "export enhancement" programs. The Senate has already
passed  an amendment  to the International Monetary  Fund bill
requiring  the U.S. director to oppose loans to countries found
to use predatory subsidy practices unless the borrowing coun-
try agrees to phase out its subsidies over a period of three
years.
The Americans,  however,  are beginning  to learn that tough
countermeasures can boomerang. Their pursuit of the Egyp-
tian wheat-flour and dairy markets has proved to be an expen-
sive "hit and run operation." Because the usDA lacked enough
government-owned  stocks to provide wheat bonuses to Egypt,
the depanment actually had to go on the open market to buy
up wheat for its 1 million-ton  wheat-flour sale. At the insis-
tence of the U.S. Maritime Administration,  exporters  then had
to ship half the wheat-flour  in expensive  U.S. ships.
The United States has not disclosed  the cost of the subsi-
dized sale of 28,000 tons of butter and cheese to Egypt an-
nounced early this month, but half the amount must also be
shipped on U.S. vessels. The Administration's subsidized or
"blended" credit program cost almost $t billion this year
before the department ran out of money. The USDA is now
pondering a retreat from the Egyptian wheat-flour  market.
Although the Egyptians have expressed interest in buying addi-
tional amounts after the 1 million ton sale is completed  in
October, the depanment has not yet decided if it can afford
the subsidy  costs.
Block had reasons for speaking with conviction when he
said in Rio de Janeiro: "The long run futility and high cost of
export subsidization  are becoming  apparent to more and more
nations. Whenever countries strike to undercut one another
with bigger and bigger subsidies, the consequences  are a gen-
eral reduction  in world price levels as well as a tremendous
drain on national coffers."
The Reagan Administration can ill afford that drain. It is  Nanty  Danne  rcyrts froln washinston D.C. for de FinancialTimes  ry'
now presiding  over the most expensive farm program in his-  ktn&n.
Last J anuary,  the Elropeax  Commu ty cbatged the Uniad Sutes  Luitb unfdir  trade ptuctices Lhen the united States  subsidized the sale to FSypt d 1 million  tons
of Ametican whcat flottt- Shown  here is wheat  being knded for erptttt. <an*v u
tory. Loans to farmers who put crops in government storage,
payments when prices fall below "target"  levels, and the com-
modity surplus giveaway in the payment-in-kind (ntr) program
will cost about $21 billion for fiscal 1983. The program may
emerge as a colossal blunder. Together with the summer  heat
wave, PIK has reduced  U.S. grain production 19 percent, and
maize output is expected to sink to its lowest point since
1974. While the resulting  higher prices are good news for the
farmers whose crops have survived the drought, food costs are
expected to shoot up-with the Reagan Administration  taking
the blame. Block has tried to reduce the cost of the farm
program by freezing target price levels, but,. thus far, Congress
has refused to cooperate. The President could decide that
more money for agriculture spending in the form of subsidies
or subsidized credit is out of the question.
Both the United States and the E.C. unquestionably  would
prefer a peaceful settlement  of their dispute, if only one could
be found. Negotiations thus far have only produced talks
between a bilaterial working group' begun on July 25, to
define and clarify General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
rules governing  subsidies  and other forms of export assistance.
Leaving aside the proposals obiectionable to the United States
in the E.C. plan, the two sides ought to be able to find
common ground. Despite political pressures  from their farm
constituencies,  both are seeking to reduce price supports  and
control dairy production.
Both recognize  that farm production capability has f.ar
outstripped demand, and both have accepted the fact that
Governments cannot forever afford to subsidize inefficient,
marginal farming operations.  The CAP is on the edge of bank-
ruptcy. The United States has a $200 billion budget deficit
poised menacingly  over the economic recovery. Neither  wants
trade war and neither  has yet found a way to avoid it. C
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Will US. plan to merge Commerce Department with other agencies enhance 
protectionist tendencies? 
JOHN STARRELS 
This past  April  25, U.S.  Commerce Secretary  Malcolm Bald-
rige  announced  the  Reagan  Administration's  intention  to  es-
tablish  a  brand  new  Department  of International  Trade  and 
Industry  (DITI).  Modeled  in  the  image  of Japan's  formidable 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry  MIT!,  the White 
House  goal  is  to  establish  a  "lean  and  mean"  department, 
designed  to pull  together America's dispersed  trade policy re-
sponsibilities,  to  enhance  U.S.  inte- rnational  competitiveness. 
The head of the proposed department would have the title of 
U.S.  Trade Representative, while also serving as  vice  chairman 
of  the  Export-Import  Bank  and  chairman  of  the  Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation. Reagan's proposal specifically 
calls  for  merging  the  trade  responsibilities  of the  Commerce 
Department with  the current Office of the U.S.  Trade Repre-
sentative (USTR).  Together, they would equal DITI. 
This idea seems long overdue. Over the past several decades, 
America's  trade  responsibilities  have  dramatically  multiplied. 
As  The New York Times wrote in  the immediate aftermath of 
the  White  House  announcement:  "Exports  and  imports  are 
increasingly  important  to  the  economy.  The share  of foreign 
trade in  total activity has  more than doubled in  10 years.  The 
shrinkage in  our export surplus  in  the last  two years  explains 
more  of  the  recession  than  home-building  or  auto  sales." 
Added  to this  is  the fact  that the United States  is  engaged  in 
serious  efforts  with  its  Japanese  and  European  partners  to 
maintain the dynamism and integrity of the international trad-
ing  system.  For all  these  reasons,  then,  it's  hardly  surprising 
that  the  U.S.  Government  is  increasingly  concerned with  the 
organizational dimension of American trade policy these days. 
However,  would  establishment  of a  DITI  enhance  protec-
tionist tendencies in  the United States? Maybe. Since announc-
ing  its  intention to submit appropriate legislation  to the Con-
gress,  the  Reagan  Administration  has  reportedly  promised 
representatives of a number of industrial sectors-textiles, for 
one-that their political support for a new department would 
be rewarded with increased clout in determining White House 
import policies. Commerce Secretary Baldrige, however, denies 
that the White House is  engaging in  such sales tactics.  As  the 
chief Administration  salesperson  of the DITI,  he  has  affirmed 
the Administration's commitment to, in  his  words, "keep pro-
tectionism down to the lowest possible level." 
For America's Japanese and European Community partners, 
however, the spectre of protectionism-at any level-will not 
easily dissolve. Trade between the United States and the Com-
munity  alone  reached  a  whopping  $92  billion  in  1981. Any 
adverse  movement in  the direction of trade limitation cannot 
but  excite  the  nervous  attention  of this  nation's  close  asso-
ciates. So  how serious  is  the charge that DITI would enhance 
those  protectionist  pressures?  To  answer  this  question,  two 
considerations require attention: the background leading up to 
the April  25  reorganization proposal; followed by the experts' 
opinion as  to whether-and if  so, how-the DITI  concept is 
inherently protectionist. 
Reorganization History 
The White House proposal to create a Department of Interna-
tional Trade and Industry is a direct result of America's lagging 
trade performance. Until the Mid-1970s, the United States ran 
comfortable surpluses in  its  trade account. As  world oil prices 
exploded, and as  import competition in  the American market 
grew,  however,  the  terms  of trade shifted  against  the  United 
States. Charging that this country was losing its ability to com-
pete,  many  people  in  and  outside  of Washington  began  to 
argue that the United States needed a centralized approach in 
conducting its  trade policies.  Their solution:· a  new  trade de-
partment. 
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compromise,  of sorts. The Administration  agreed with critics,
especially those in Congress, who called for more coherence
and direction in the conduct of U.S. trade and commercial
policy, but the White House was opposed to the creation of a
new department. In place of that idea, the Administration
convinced Congress that the establishment  of a new division
of labor between the Commerce Department and the Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative  was the best alternative.
Under the Trade Reorganization  Plan of January 1980,
these two agencies were given main responsibility for the im-
plementation (Commerce) and formulation (U.S. Trade Repre-
sentative) of American trade policy. The big losers from the
reorganization were the Department of State and the Treasury
Department which respectively  lost the Foreign Commercial
Service and enforcement  of the nation's impon laws-both  to
Commerce.
But the Reagan proposal to create a DITI represents  official
dissatisfaction with the 1980 Reorganization  Plan. The White
House wants to go further in centralizing  trade policy than the
Carter Administration did. Why? Baldrige and ustn's head,
William Brock, provide an answer: "Trade policy formulation,
negotiation, regulation, and promotion are closely intertwined
. . . . rVe need the institutional  strength that comes from com-
bining authority for policy coordination  and negotiations  with
real organization  power and resources.  Our other major func-
tions in government-foreign  affairs, defense matters, financial
matters, and others, have strong Cabinet departments responsi-
ble for both developing policy and carrying it through to
completion. So should trade."
Senator William Roth (R-Delaware),  who along with Abra-
ham Ribicoff co-authored a bill to create a trade department
in the late 1970s continues: "Does it make any sense for this
nation to conduct its trade policy out of two different of-
fices-Commerce  and usrn? Indeed, it does not!" "'We need,"
Roth concludes, "to speak with a single trade voice." His new
bill incorporates the Administration's proposal and Roth is
publicly confident that the Senate will pass it by mid-fall of
this year. In the meantime,  Congress  will be mulling over the
Administration  proposal. As it does so, one of the more im-
portant questions deserving  serious Congressional  mulling  is
whether the Dlrl idea contains the porential of protectionist
politics within it.
The Protectionist Potential
Up to now, the \White House reorganization  proposal  has been
met with something less than thunderous applause. True, the
business  community has come out in favor of the plan, in a
way. "Trade reorgnization  is long overdue,"  acknowledges
Michael Samuels, who heads up the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce's international division. "But," he adds, "if it turns out
that the proposal will encourage protectionist  practices,  then
we'll have no compunction  about reevaluating  our position."
And that's the nub.
With the National  Association  of Manufacturers, the Cham-
ber of Commerce  favors U.S. Government effons to stimulate
American export competitiveness. By integrating the Com-
merce Department's export promotion functions with the ne-
gotiating clout of the USTR, a new Department  of International
Mai'naini8th?ifteg/ityoftheintenatiohaltradin8syste',1isainctedsindymapconcernforaIlco!emments.Picntedhercfromleto
mrting ant: lapan's formn Ministcr  of IntunationalTrade  and Industr!, Sudanori  Yamanka;  Canada's  Minister of Statz for lftc  ational Trade,  Cerald  Regan;
IJ.5.Tftdc  Rcp/esentatiw  William Bntck; and E.C. Commissb Vice Prcsident responsible  for external  relatkns  Wilbelm Haferkamp.
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Trade and Industry might be able to accomplish  just that. At a
price, perhaps.  The price being protectionism.  Explains  Henry
Owen, coordinator of the annual economic  summits during
the previous Administration:  "The White House proposal will
funher weaken the State Department's  trade role-a role sup-
ponive of free-trade positions. More immediately, it will also
serve to enhance  the influence of the Commerce  Department,
which is already the American Government's most ardent ad-
vocate of impon control policies and retaliatory trade actions.
This department would, if anything, gain influence within  a
DITI.''
The focal point of concern on the paft of those people who
worry about the protectionist  potential of a DITI involves the
future status of the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative.
As former Deputy U.S. Trade Representative, Roben Hormats
says: "l am concerned  about any move which might reduce
the direct access of trade-policy  officials to the President."
Hormats wonders  whether the reoqganization plan-which  in
effect calls for the dissolution of both Commerce and the
USTR-would  remove a voice of moderation from the execu-
tive office of the \fhite House.
Commerce Secretary Baldrige meanwhile, has attempted to
blunt such speculation.  [n testimony delivered  before the Sen-
ate Committee on Governmental Affairs in late June, for ex-
ample, Baldrige emphasized that "the lead role of the Office
of the United  States Trade Representative in trade policy and
trade negotiation. . . . will be continued  as the primary trade
functions of the new department."  The "access" issue, how-
ever, has not been resolved yet. In the present organizational
scheme, the Trade Representative's Office enjoys direct access
to the President. A position which is accorded greater influ-
ence by virtue of the fact that the head of the usrR runs the
powerful Trade Policy Committee. $7hat would happen to the
USTR and its Committee in the Administration's  plan? "A small
\0fhite House staff will handle trade issue coordination,"  an-
swers Baldrige. Over the next few months,  however, he and
Brock will undoubtedly  be called upon to provide more de-
tails on just how the usrR's role will be protected in the
proposed new depaftment.
There are powerful currents of opinion suppoftive of the
White House trade reorganization proposal as well. Lester
Thurow of the Massachussetts  Institutq of Technology,  speaks
for a growing number of "industrial policy" advocates when
he says "[ am sympathetic with efforts designed to combine
similar functions into one agency.  And that's my understand-
ing of what the Reagan  Administration  is trying to achieve in
its trade reorganization package."  Asked whether the DITI con-
cept would enhance protectionist forces in the United States,
Thurow replied that creation of such a department "would
not, in itself, enhance or weaken these forces."
Moreover, there are many trade expefts who believe that
such a department would go a long way in the direction of
putting America's trade house in order. As these people  see it,
one of the most valuable features of the \fhite House pro-
posal is im deliberate  fusing of the trade policy functions per-
formed by Commerce  and the usTR. As former Undersecretary
of Commerce for International Trade Roben Herzstein  ex-
presses ir: "The division of functions  between the U.S. Trade
Representative and the Secretary of Commerce inevitably cre-
ates a measure of overlap and confusion." And what is the
result? "Unnecessary rivalries and inefficiencies  in dealing with
our trading partners and our own industriesr"  Herzstein ex-
plains. He's not alone in thinking this.
In the midst of ongoing trade disputes between  the United
States and the European Community-over speciality steel im-
ports into the U.S., for one; heightened  competition  for agri-
cultural market  shares in the Third 'World, for another-the
last thing the Atlantic partnership needs is another confronta-
tion over trade. \fould a Dtrl enhance those unappetizing
prospects?  No one knows for sure. Much would depend on
the trade policy of the Administration-and the viewpoint of
the person who headed up the new depaftment. In the mean-
time, however, don't be surprised if America's erstwhile  Japa-
nese and European partners end up following the course of
this debate with greater interest than the Americans do. For in
the end, they have a good deal to gain or lose over this issue. C
John Starrels is a freelance writer  hased in Washingon D.C.
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The Spacelab program is the largest cooperative venture between the European Space  Agency and the National Aeronautics &  Space Administration. It has involved 
an expenditure of around $900 million by 10 European nations.  courtesy ESA 
BOUND FOR  SPACE 
The October Space Shuttle mission will carry Europe's Spacelab. 
IAN PRYKE 
If all  goes well, the end of October will  see  the ninth launch 
of a Space Shuttle from the Kennedy Space Center in  Florida. 
In  the  payload  bay  of the  orbiter will  be  the  Spacelab,  Eu-
rope's contribution  to the  U.S.  Space  Transportation System. 
Spacelab  has  been developed and built, over the past decade, 
by  European industry, working under the overall management 
of the European Space Agency (ESA).  Some 40 European com-
panies, under the prime contractor VFW-ERNO of Bremen (now 
MBB-ERNO),  have worked on the program, the industrial work 
force  peaking  at  around  2,000.  The  total  program  has  in-
volved  an  expenditure  of around  $900 million  by  10 Euro-
pean nations-Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, the Federal 
Republic  of Germany,  Italy,  the  Netherlands,  Spain,  Switzer-
land, and the United  Kingdom with the Federal  Republic  be-
ing  the  main  contributor,  providing  over  50 percent  of the 
total budget. 
The  Spacelab  program  is  the  largest  cooperative  venture 
between ESA and the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA)  to date, and is  the subject of both an  intergov-
ernmental agreement  between  the participating European na-
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tions  and  the  United  States,  and  of  a  memorandum  of 
understanding between the two agencies.  Under the terms  of 
these agreements,  ESA  is  providing to NASA,  free  of charge,  a 
Spacelab  engineering  model,  flight  hardware,  two  sets  of 
ground  support  equipment  and  engineering  support  for  the 
first  two flights. NASA  for its  part is  providing the launch and 
the  mission  support for  the  first  (joint)  mission  and is  in  the 
process  of purchasing a second flight  unit and additional  ex-
periment  racks  from  Europe,  to  provide  an  inventory  of 
Spacelab hardware adequate to meet the requirements of cur-
rently foreseen missions. 
Following  delivery  to  the  United  States  of  the  Spacelab 
hardware that had  been designed, developed, and constructed 
in  Europe, ESA  stationed teams of agency and European indus-
try  personnel in  two  NASA centers.  One team  is  based  at the 
Kennedy Space Center and is  involved with the preparation of 
the  Spacelab  hardware  and  the  European  component of the 
payload  for  the  first  flight.  A  second  team  located  at  the 
Marshall  Space  Flight  Center  at  Huntsville,  Alabama,  is  in-
volved  in  other aspects  of the first  mission,  including ground 
operations.  The teams  will  also  be  involved  in  providing the 
engineering support, through the second mission. The first  ESA/NASA  joint Spacelab mission scheduled for the 
launch  at  the  end  of October (target  date  is  the  28th)  was 
conceived with two main objectives: 
•  To verify  the ShuttlejSpacelab system  and Spacelab subsys-
tem performance under flight conditions. 
•  To perform  a  multitude of experiments  in  diverse  science, 
applications and technology disciplines, so demonstrating the 
utility of the Spacelab as a research facility. 
For this mission, which is scheduled to last for nine days, with 
a  landing  at  Edwards  Air  Force  Base  in  California,  Spacelab 
will  be  flown  in  the  so  called "long module  (two  segments) 
plus single pallet configuration." 
The Spacelab has  been designed as  a facility for the perfor-
mance of man-tended experiments in  low earth orbit. It con-
sists of three principal components, namely: 
•  A pressurized module where scientists and technicians, nor-
mally referred to as  payload specialists, can work in a shirt-
sleeve  environment,  on experiments that make up  the pay-
load  of the  specific  mission  being  flown.  The  module  is 
cylindrical in shape with a diameter of 4 meters and consists 
of one or two segments each around 3  meters in  length. A 
two-segment module provides a working environment in ex-
cess  of 22 cubic  meters, and can carry a payload of about 
4.5  tons.  One segment, known as  the core module, houses 
essential Spacelab subsystems such as  electrical supply, com-
puters,  thermal  control, and  has  some space  for  mounting 
experiments.  A  second  segment  would  be  used  exclusively 
for experiments. 
•  An  unpressurized  pallet,  approximately  3  meters  long  on 
which  experiments  can  be  mounted for direct  exposure  to 
space.  A  number  of pallets  (maximum  5)  can  be  utilized, 
depending on the overall payload requirements of a mission. 
The Space Sled was designed to further research into various bodily cavities 
and hollows such as the inner ear.  Originally scheduled for the first Spacelab 
mission, it will be part of a later flight.  courtesy EsA 
•  An instrument pointing system which is a gimballed structure 
on which can  be  mounted observation instruments that re-
quire a pointing accuracy better than can be provided by the 
shuttle orbiter itself. 
The Spacelab  hardware remains  in  the  orbiter payload  bay 
throughout a mission. It has been designed in a modular man-
ner such  that  the  various  components  can  be  configured  to 
best meet the requirements of a specific mission. The module 
is  reached from the lower flight  deck of the orbiter by means 
of a NASA developed transfer tunnel. 
The  available  payload  resources  such  as  electrical  power, 
mass,  crew time,  and so  on have  been allocated on a  50-50 
basis  between  ESA  and NASA.  These resources will  be  divided 
among a total of about 70 different experiments which will be 
operated during  the course of the mission.  In  terms of num-
bers, Europe is  flying many more. experiments than the United 
States, though the U.S.  experiments are, in  general, larger and 
hence  individually  account  for  a  greater  percentage  of  re-
sources. The U.S.  component of the payload will also include 
experiments from Japan and Canada. 
In  accordance with the memorandum of understanding be-
tween ESA  and NASA,  the six-man crew for the mission will  be 
international  in  nature.  The commander Gohn  Young),  pilot 
(Brewster Shaw) and two mission specialists (Owen Garriot and 
Roger Parker),  come from  NASA's  astronaut corps.  Two pay-
load  specialists,  representing  the  investigators  whose  experi-
ments  are  in  the payload,  will  also  fly.  One  is  an  American 
biomedical engineer,  Byron Lichtenberg, and the other is  Eu-
ropean, Ulf Merbold, a German physicist. A further two back-
up  payload specialists,  one American  (Michael  Lampton) and 
one Dutch (Wubbo Ockels), will  work in  the payload opera-
tions control center at the Johnson Space Center in  Houston, 
Texas, throughout the mission. 
Work  is  already  underway  on  future  Spacelab  missions. 
Spacelab  is  scheduled  to  fly  in  a  long-module  configuration 
(Spacelab 3)  in November 1984 and in a pallet-only configura-
tion (Spacelab  2)  in  March 1985. In  total the current Shuttle 
manifest  lists  nine  Spacelab  missions  between  now and  Sep-
tember 1988, plus  a  number of uses  of individual  pallets  to 
carry a variety of payloads. Of particular interest to Europe is 
the  German  D-1  mission  (long  module  only)  scheduled  for 
June 1985. Dr.  Ockels, the backup payload specialist  for the 
Spacelab  1 mission, and a German candidate, who still has  to 
be  selected,  will  serve  as  payload  specialists  on the  mission, 
which  is  primarily  dedicated  to medical  and  material  science 
studies in  the microgravity environment. The European Space 
Agency  will  provide  certain  experiment facilities  for the pay-
load. 
It is  to be hoped that the advent of Spacelab will initiate an 
era  of continuing  involvement  in  manned  spaceflight  by  the 
nations  of Western  Europe.  To this  end studies  are  now un-
derway at both a European and national level to determine the 
role,  if any,  Europe should seek in  the event that the United 
States  decides  to pursue the development of a  manned space 
station, as  its next major goal in space. Decisions on the space 
station can be expected within the next few years. E 
Ian Pryke is assistant to the head of the European Space Agency's office in 
Washington, D.C. 
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The U.S. trade deficit hit a record level in the second quarter
of this year and Administration officials have stated publicly
that it may soar to $100 billion in 1984. Even factoring in the
sizable  U.S. surplus on services transactions, the red ink in the
current account is likely to reach $75 billion-five  times the
pre-1983 record.
The more rapid economic recovery in the United States than
in Europe and elsewhere, and the constraint on imports deriv-
ing from the debt crisis in a number of developing countries,
are contributing to this deterioration in the U.S. trade balance.
But the main problem is the massive overvaluation  of the
dollar in the exchange  markets. Since late 1978, the dollar has
risen by more than one-third in value against  the Japanese yen
while U.S. inflation ran at least 20 percent more than in Ja-
pan-producing  a stunning deterioration of over 50 percent in
U.S. price competitiveness  against its major rival in interna-
tional trade (and explaining much of the U.S.-Japan  economic
conflict). On average, the current overpricing of the dollar has
the same effect as placing a tax of 20-25 percent on all U.S.
exports and paying a like subsidy on all foreign products (in-
cluding tourism)  imponed by Americans.
The impact on the U.S. economy itself is severe. The deteri-
oration in U.S. net exports (in real terms) accounted  for three
quarters of the decline in the total economy from early 1981
through late 1982, more than double the effect of the housing
slump and by far the greatest single cause of the recession.
Data Resources Inc. has estimated that the gross national
product (cNp) is already off more than $100 billion as a result,
with much greater losses ahead. By 1.984,2 to 3 million jobs
will have been sacrificed. Any offsetting benefits through
lower inflation will be reversed, and then some, when the
dollar eventually falls back to (and perhaps beyond) equilib-
rium levels. The U.S. recovery will be significantly  retarded,
and its sustainability threatened,  by the continuing  deteriora-
tion of America's  international  position.
Moreover,  since a country's  exporting  firms are by defini-
tion its most competitive,  some of the most important U.S.
industries bear the brunt of these losses. Hi-tech progress is
crucial to America's economic future, but leading companies
such as Hewlett Packard, TRw, and \Vang have testified to the
enormous trade losses they are suffering.  Key companies in
basic industries  such as Caterpillar, Cincinnati Milacron,  Du-
pont, Ingersoll Rand, and the entire auto and steel industries
are hurt badly as well. Agricultural  exports are retarded. Elimi-
nating the enormous price disadvantage now facing U.S. pro-
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ducers in the world market place is much more important  to
revitalizing the international  competitiveness  of American in-
dustry than creating a new "industrial policyr" however de-
fined.
The situation is getting worse, however. The dollar has
recently risen to new highs against the European currencies
and remains overpriced by at least 20 percent  against  the yen.
Given the lags between  currency movements  and trade flows,
the trade deterioration  will thus continue at least into 1985
even if the problem were now corrected  quickly.
Moreover, there appears to be a growing tendency in the
United States to rationalize the problem rather than promote
efforts to correct it. For example, the chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers, Martin Feldstein, has suggested that the
United  States may experience large trade deficits as long as it
experiences large budget deficits. He has noted that, in the
absence of major policy changes, the budget deficits will prob-
ably remain at about 6 percent of cNp. Since net private
savings are only about 7 percent of GNR, virtually all private
investment would be "crowded out." The only escape is to
attract large ongoing inflows of capital from abroad, which
Feldstein and others advocate as a "second-best" approach  in
a world of continuing high budget imbalances.
Basic industrics  such as autom()bile  manufacturing  are hurt badly by the
tperualuation of the drillar and this contrihutes  to the deterioration  of the U.S.
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Such inflows will occur, however, only if U.S. interest rates
remain substantially higher than those abroad and if the
strength of the dollar is viewed as likely to persist. The result
would be continuing, or even growing, dollar overvaluation
and still further declines in U.S. jobs and profits. Such an
outcome would perpetuate the decimation of America's inter-
national  competitiveness.
From a purely American stahdpoint,  this approach suffers
farally from three internal inconsistencies.  First, it is hardly
plausible to expect the pickup in investment  needed to sustain
the economy if the strong dollar continues to undermine the
competitive position of most of the firms counted on for such
investments. Second, such huge external deficits will generate
massive protectionist pressuresl the postwar history of U.S.
trade policy shows that dollar overvaluation, even more than
unemployment,  is the most telling "leading indicator" of devi-
ations from free trade. Third, the exchange rate of the dollar
would almost surely plummet in the face of such deficits
unless there were continuing increases in U.S. interest  rates,
which would intensify our domestic ills still further, to offset
the fear of future currency weakness.
Nonetheless,  current policy seems to have largely adopted
this latest version of "malign neglect." As a result, Americans
and foreigners alike are reminded once more that most U.S.
officials view international  trade as largely irrelevant. Observ-
ers throughout the world wonder why the richest country of
all should become a quasi-permanent  importer of capital and
French President Frangois Mitterrand can argue that foreigners
are being asked to finance America's budget deficits. The spec-
ter of perpetually high U.S. interest rates raises new doubts as
to the possibiliry of resolving the global debt problem without
major disruptions and promises steady pressure  on the mone-
tary policies  (and thus economic fortunes) of our industrialized
allies as well.
It should be noted that some observers, in Europe and
elsewhere, seem to welcome dollar overvaluation as a kind of
"global Keynesianism"  because of its spur to their own com-
petitive positions. In doing so, however, they forget several key
elements of the situation. First, the same high interest rates
which prop the dollar depress their economies by hamstringing
the flexibiliry of their own monetary  policies; it is conceivable
that a few small countries might benefit more from trade
expansion  than they lose from domestic monetary tightening,
but such an outcome is highly improbable for most larger
nations. Second, the U.S. protectionism induced by the ex-
change-rate problems will both restrain any resulting export
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trading nations. Third, the resulting intensification of the debt 
problem will also hamper export markets directly and increase 
the possibility of severe systemic dislocation. 
The best answer to the dollar problem is  of course prompt 
action  now to reduce substantially the  outyear deficits  in  the 
U.S.  Government  budget,  which  now  look like  remaining  in 
the $200 billion range "for as  far ahead as the eye can see," to 
quote  Office  of  Management  and  Budget  director  David 
Stockman. This would permit a reduction in  U.S.  interest rates 
and cut substantially, if not reverse, the huge inflow of capital 
which  is  propping  up  the  dollar.  Unfortunately,  there  is  at 
present  little  sign  of  the  political  compromises  needed  to 
achieve such an outcome, including both responsible action by 
the Congress and a willingness  by  the Administration to slow 
its defense buildup and support recouping some of the revenue 
losses from the massive tax cuts of 1981. 
If there is  no decisive budget action, the dollar misalignment 
will  have to be addressed directly.  Intervention in  the currency 
markets  cannot  reverse  the  basic  trend  but coordinated pur-
_ chases of yen  and deutsch  marks  by  the  Federal  Reserve and 
foreign  central  banks  can  keep  things  from  getting  worse. 
When market forces push rates in  the proper direction, as they 
inevitably do from  time to time, coordinated intervention can 
also accelerate the pace and extent of the correction. For the 
longer run,  we  will  need  to move  to "target zones" or some 
other  reformed  international  monetary  system  which  avoids 
the seemingly  endemic overshooting of the present exchange 
rate regime. 
,.. 
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The United States  may  also  have  to work with its  allies  to 
initiate adjustment from their side,  including more expansion-
ary fiscal  policies in  countries (especially Japan and the Federal 
Republic  of Germany)  where  inflation  is  under control,  the 
external accounts are in  surplus,  budget deficits are low rela-
tive  to  national  savings,  and  growth  remains  sluggish.  To 
strengthen the yen, as in  1979-80, Japan for a time could also 
both borrow heavily  abroad and  curtail  its  huge  capital  out-
flows  through administrative guidance.  Such  help  from  other 
countries would of course be  more likely if the U.S.  authori-
ties  pledged  in  return  a  serious  effort  to  break  the  budget 
logjam and agreed to intervene seriously to support corrective• 
movements. 
Whichever course is  chosen,  urgent action  is  required.  Ab-
sent  corrective  steps,  the  United  States  will  face  huge  (and 
probably growing)  trade deficits  "as far ahead as  the  eye  can 
see."  American  job and profit  losses  will  mount.  U.S.  firms 
will  increasingly  be  forced  to  invest  and  source  their  sales 
abroad.  America  will suffer deindustrialization.  Recovery  will 
be  severely  retarded  in  the  short  run,  stable  growth  under-
mined  in  the  long  run,  both  in  the  United  States  itself  and 
abroad.  Protectionism  will  flourish.  The  debt  crisis  will  be 
heightened. Resolution of the currency problem is  thus central 
to a  lasting revival  of the American  and world economies in 
the 1980s. E 
C.  Fred Bergsten is the director of the Institute for International : Economics in 
Washington, D.C. 
<D  I 98J lnsriturc for lnrcm•Hional Economics. All  righrs reserved. 
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DEVELOPMENT:  HSSODS  ro 
E. C. system provides the security of a legally binding treaty on trade and aid. 
MARC PIERINI 
A third Lome Convention? What, however, is  the Lome Con-
vention? It is  an economic treaty linking the 10 member states 
of the  European  Community and  63  developing  countries  in 
Africa and the Caribbean and Pacific basins (the "ACP"  states). 
Together  these  73  countries  represent  over  600  million  citi-
~  zens and half the nations of the world. The first five-year trade 
and aid  convention was  signed  between the E.C.  and the ACP 
states in  Lome, Togo, in  1975, and a second in  1980. Renego-
tiations  for  a  successor arrangement start  this  fall.  Why  is  it 
important for the partners, and for the world, that this  Lome 
Convention be renewed? 
The "Lome policy." 
At  present,  all,  or  virtually  all,  industrialized  countries  and 
other donors  are  granting  financial  and/  or trade concessions 
to developing countries on a purely unilateral, revocable basis. 
The essence  of what  has  come  to  be  known  as  the  "Lome 
policy" is  to insert these trade and aid measures in  a medium-
term, legally-binding treaty, so as  to give  the beneficiary devel-
oping countries more security and more predictability in  their 
dealings with their E.C. partners. 
What are the distinctive features of the Lome Convention? 
•  It  has  a contractual form.  Because the convention is  a treaty 
ratified  by  each  signatory's  parliament, it  guarantees  over the 
5-year period  the  availability  of the  agreed  levels  of finance 
(4.6  billion European Currency Units or ECU-currently about 
$4.1 billion-in grants and soft loans, plus 800 million ECU  in 
loans for the current convention) and trade concessions (99.6 
percent of ACP  exports to the E.C.  enter duty-free).  Similarly, 
the "Stabex" scheme guarantees the stabilization of ACP  coun-
tries'  earnings  from  their exports of agricultural  commodities 
to the  E.C.  At  country level,  an  "aid-programming"  exercise 
allocates a guaranteed amount of finance to a set of operations 
proposed  by  the  recipient  government,  according  to its  own 
priorities and discussed with the E.C. 
•  It is  a multipurpose agreement. This includes trade provisions 
covering  tariffs  and trade  promotion; financing  arrangements 
for national and regional projects, Stabex, "Sysmin" (a  scheme 
which provides aid for the rehabilitation of mining operations); 
emergency aid,  interest subsidies, and risk  capital; possibilities 
of investment  protection;  industrial  cooperation  and promo-
tion of joint ventures;  and assistance  to science  and research 
activities. 
ACP COUNTRIES 
This map shows the countries linked to  the E.C.  in the Lome Convention 
trade-and-aid treaty. 
•  It provides  for a  permanent dialogue  between the partners. 
This is  done at technical and political level, through joint E.C.-
ACP  bodies involving both governments and parliaments. 
•  It  addresses,  on  an  equal  footing,  a  group  of developing 
countries,  thus  preventing  discrimination  on  purely  political 
grounds. 
High stakes. 
Why is  it so  important, in  the views  of Europeans, to renew 
and  improve  the present  Lome Convention? The motives  are 
multiple. 
First of all, there is  an imperative humanitarian duty: half of 
the 63  ACP  states have an average gross  domestic product per 
capita  of  $240.  For  the  Community,  the  figure  is  around 
$10,000. By all measures-literacy, education, life expectancy, 
and  so  on-most of the  ACP  states  are  lagging  dramatically 
behind other developing countries.  For these countries,  more 
than for  their more advanced  neighbors,  factors  contributing 
to stabilize  the  external  economic  environment  are  essential. 
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will fully panicipate in the upcoming negotiations  and evenru-
ally will join "Lom6 III." This would have not only a sizeable
effect on the amounr of financing available under Lom6 III,
but also a major political significance  as it will contribute  to
the effons of the "front-line states" toward regional coopera-
tion.
The E.C.-ACp  negotiations starting this fall are due ro pro-
duce an agreement by February 28,1985, termination dati of
the presenr convention  (Lom6 II). on the basis of proposals
put forward last March by the E.c. commission, the 10 mem-
ber states agreed last July on a common  negotiating  position.
The commission will now start negotiating on their behalf
with a group of 65 countries (the present 53 ACp countries
plus Angola and Mozambique).
As agreed by the E.C. Foreign Affairs Ministers on July
18th, the European community  is indeed proposing to keep
the essential features of the Lom6 convention,  such as its
contractual, multipurpose, group-to-group  relationship and di-
alogue. They also agreed to retain in its totality the duty-free
access to the E.C. for ACp exports,  as well as the aid-program-
ming process.
At the same time, the depth of the worldwide  recession
requires both the European and the ACp paftners to conduct a
thorough review of the past achievements  and shortcomings  of
their relationship. The former have already been mentioned,
the latter are nor insignificant.
The Lom6 convention is aimed precisely ar a grearer stability
of trade, aid flows, and export receipts.
The second motive is the fact that the Lom6 convention
was in 7975, and still is in 1983, the one and only compre-
hensive and durable framework for Nonh-south  relations.
The uniled States' caribbean  Basin Initiative (cnr), for exam-
ple, incorporares trade concessions,  an aid package, and some
measure of tax incentives, but represents a totally different
philisophy of a Nonh-South  relationship.
Lessons for the U.S.?
Unlike the CBI, Lom6 is negotiated, not unilaterally  granted.
The Lom6 aid package is a five-year operation, not a once-
and-for-all affair. Lom6 has a mutually agreed legal framework
and joint managemenr  procedures. Lom6 provides for regional
cooperation and integration among recipient countries. And,
Lom6 is. not politically selective.  The Lom6 convention broke
new ground in replacing the usual one-way relationship  be-
tween developed  and developing countries. Lom6's medium-
term, binding  arrangement  has helped protect the E.C.--ACn
relationship  from the vicissitudes  of the world economic  crisis.
The third factor is political. History and experience show us
that hunger, poverty, deprivation,  and social injustice often
lead to political unrest and foreign intervention. Economic and
social progress in Africa, in the caribbean Basin and in the
South Pacific Basin is of vital importance for the future of
peace and democracy in the world. By contributing ro eco-
nomic security and to regional  integration, the Lom6 conven-
tion is a powerful  instrument for achieving these goals in poor
countries.
Southern Africa is a particularly  relevant example: For the
first time, Angola and Mozambique-the only two black Afri-
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"lJv corttributirtg  to ccrnutmic sccurity  and ftt rcgional integration  the Lomo
Crnn,e ntiott is a prwcrful instrumcnt ftr achieuing peace and democracy in tbe
urrld." Hcrc, during the sigrting  <tf the current lttm6 crntuention on olctoher
.l l,  1979, kral citizens dcmutstratc  tbcir supyrt frr the treaty.
Together with food aid and aid to countries outside the
Lom6 Convention,  E.C. Official Development Assis-
tance, or ODA, amounted in 1,982 to about 1.5 billion
F-CU (disbursements). To get a clear picture of the Com-
munity's  aid record, one should also take into accounr
its 10 member srares' bilateral  aid and their contributions
to multilateral  instirurions. The aggregate level of devel-
opment assistance from the Ten and the Community was
over 12 billion ECUs or 0.53 percent of their combined
gross national product. This is twice the U.S. record
(0.27 percent) and close to twice the Japanese level (0.29
percent).Some shortcomings. 
The  question  "how much  have  the  two  Lome  Conventions 
actually done for the economic and social development of the 
ACP  States?"  can  be  asked.  There  are,  as  the  Commission 
pointed  out  in  its  March  proposals,  a  good  many  negative 
answers: 
•  Despite the guaranteed free access to the E.C. market (with-
out  any  reciprocal  obligation),  some  of  the  traditional  ACP 
exporters have lost market shares to less  privileged developing 
countries. 
•  Despite a guaranteed price for their exports to the E.C., ACP 
sugar producers did not progress faster toward development or 
toward a lesser degree of dependance. 
•  Despite (or because of) an expeditious and no-strings proce-
dure, the Stabex scheme has  done little to improve the com-
modity  producers'  capacity  to  adjust  to  changing  trends  in 
world demand and competition. 
•  Despite the contractual guarantee of a given level of aid over 
a  five-year  period  and  a  liberal  aid-programming  procedure, 
E.C.-financed  projects  were  too  often  conceived  in  isolation 
and  as  a  substitute  for  self-help,  rather  than  integrated  in  a 
clearly  defined  strategy  for  autonomous  development.  Simi-
larly,  outside the convention, food aid was rarely integrated in 
food policies designed to eliminate dependence on imports. 
Reasons for these shortcomings can be found on both sides. 
It is  obvious that some of the cooperation instruments offered 
by  the European Community were not sufficient to cope with 
the  volatile  international  economic  environment  of  the  last 
decade. On the ACP  side,  especially in  sub-Saharan Africa, the 
worldwide  recession  has  laid  bare  the  structural  economic 
handicaps and, in  many cases, pointed tt>  misguided economic 
policies. 
If  E.C.  and  ACP  countries  collectively  want  to  give  new 
strength to their relationship, there must be some hard think-
ing  in  the months ahead.  For the ACP  countries to get out of 
the severe recession and to make the best of the fragile  world 
recovery,  for  the  Europeans  to  retain  the  support  of  their 
parliaments and public opinion for increased levels of develop-
ment  aid,  it  will  be  necessary  to  make  a  fresh  start  on  a 
number of issues. 
The  E.C.,  for  its  part,. is  setting an  example  by  proposing 
inter alia  two new measures to remedy the problems described 
earlier.  First,  the  Community  is  proposing,  as  an  option,  to 
help  its  Lome partners set up and implement sectoral policies 
and strategies (food, energy,  transport, and others) rather than 
merely perpetuating case-by-case project financing. Second, the 
Community is  proposing  to focus  the Stabex scheme  on the 
structural  deficiencies  in  the  sectors  concerned,  rather  than 
merely provide cash transfers unrelated to the problems which 
triggered them. In  the same spirit, but outside the Lome Con-
vention  (i.e.  not  linked  to  the  renegotiation  schedule),  the 
Commission  is  proposing a  reform  of the Community's food 
aid  system  in  such  a  way  as  to  link  it  more  directly  to  the 
recipient's  food  policy  and  to  provide  food  products  better 
adjusted to the local needs. E 
Marc Pierini is  responsible for development affairs at the E.C.  Commission's 
Delegation in Washington. 
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LUIGI BARZINI
Luigt Barzini is a iournalist and author of the authoritatiue  The
Italians. This article is excerpted  from his book The Europeans.
Published this summer by Simon and Schuster, the study is a
profile rf the British, German,  French, Italian, and Dutcb peo-
ples and urges greater  efforts toward European unification.
Italy is universally  considered a particularly  unpredictable and
deceptive  country.  Some people even believe that this is the
only absolutely certain thing about it. They are, of course,
right some of the time, but also wrong as often. There are no
sure guides to what ltaly is and what it might do next. Italians
themselves are almost always baffled by their own behavior.
The only people who have no doubts and hold very definite
and clear ideas about the country and its inhabitants are for-
eigners who streak through it in a few days, possibly for the
first time in their lives. Everything  around them confirms what
they have always known about ltaly and the ltalians-their
tastes, habits, cuisine (strictly olive oil, garlic, and tomato
sauce), their Governments (inefficient and short-lived), love
life, talents (artistic), virtues (private), vices (public), and politi-
cal inclinations.
Foreigners who linger longer and those who come back
Deci,plt eri,ng a puzzli,ng countrA.
begin at a certain point to be disturbed by vague doubts. They
suspect that things and people may not always be what they
appear to be, and Italian words may not invariably mean what
the dictionary says. Those who settle here (journalists, busi-
nessmen, art historians,  husbands or wives of ltalians, affluent
expatriates, opera singers, archeologists,  retired diplomats)  end
by discovering  that there are no hard-and-fast  rules. One must
be en garde all the time, learn the hard way to distinguish
between when one must be wary and when one can relax.
Above all, one must remind oneself to resist the seduction  of
the famous fatal beauty, of the all-pervading  charm, and of the
inevitable compassion  that the poor people, so mistreated  by
fate, history economic forces, ill fortune, and bad rulers, in-
spire. Some foreign residents realize at one point that many
Italians never and all ltalians, given the right circumstances, do
not behave like proverbial ltalians.
They can be as surprisingly honest, punctual, faithful,  tidy,
efficient, truthful, and courageous as highly esteemed  people
with a better international reputation. The only rule to follow,
these foreign residents discover, is the old ltalian proverb that
says, "Fidarsi b bene, non fidarsi b meglio" (to trust is good,
not to trust is better). An illustration of this bewildering qual-
Saint Mark's  square in Venice. o (.ynrhia  FosrerModern housirtg in the Lagaccio quarter  of Cenoua. O Sclarandis/Black  Star
ity of life was years ago put in a nutshell by a foreign cor-
respondent. He said, "ln Moscow one knows nothing but
understands  everything, in Rome one knows everything but
understands  nothing."
All this is, of course, true. It is not true, however, what
many foreigners believe, that Italians enjoy and are at their
best living precariously  in a disorderly country ruled by inept
and impotent, or arbitrary and corrupt Governments. They
never liked it. As lgnazio Silone wrote once, "There are no
sadder people than those gay ltalians." For centuries, since the
early Middle Ages, they have dreamed the same impossible
dreanr of being one day governed with freedom and justice, of
being able to dedicate their energies solely to their work and
not to the task of avoiding cramping and frustrating  laws or
defending themselves from dangerous and powerful  enemies.
They dreamed of living an honorable, transparent life in peace
in an honorable, transparent country in which there should be
no need to lie. The dream can be traced down the centuries in
many documents,  books, poems, and paintings, from Dante's
De Monarchia,  Machiavelli's  1/ I'rincipe, Giuseppe  Mazzini's
and Vincenzo Gioberti's Oeuures, down to a large number of
contemporary  essays, newspaper  columns,  and political pro-
grams. The visible symbols of all this are the 14th century
frescoes by Ambrogio  Lorenzetti in the Palazzo Pubblico in
Siena. They are called "ll  Malgoverno" and "ll  Buongo-
verno." The "bad government"  is filled with battles, turmoil,
ruins, corpses,  and desolation. The "good government"  shows
farmers plowing,  craftsmen working, fat cattle, vineyards
loaded with grapes, and beaming h"ppy faces. Italian history
could in fact be interpreted as a vain and sickening  search for
ll Buongouerno down the centuries.
This necessity to decipher  the Italian puzzle is by no means
a frivolous private problem. Sometimes it can be a matter of
momentous importance for the whole world, the chance for
Italian f armers make up 1 .1..) percent rf tbe total working populatkm, the third
highe st rate irt the Community. Showtt  here are Trulli farmhrruses in
Alheruhelb. o stcvc F.lnr,*
ruinous miscalculations.  Before the last world war, experts saw
Italy as a solid, well-organized,  disciplined  country and treated
it gingerly as such, a country ready for war at the drop of a
helmet under the leadership of a charismatic leader with a
Napoleonic  and Periclean  mind, Benito Mussolini. Lenin,
Churchill, and Adolf Hitler believed him to be one of the
outstanding characters of the century and perhaps of all his-
tory. In reality ltaly was demoralized  and flabbn deluded  by a
flood of improbable propaganda, armed with ancient Austrian
guns captured in 1.918, a few fragile tanks, and a handful of
planes. It had no radar. The Fascists were, in the words of
Benedetto Croce, "men who thought  themselves gifted be-
cause they were ignorant, and strong because they lacked the
ancient love with which one's country should be treated." The
infallible leader was in reality an incompetent self-taught ele-
mentary school teacher, catapulted to a position too high for
his particular talents, a gifted rabble-rouser, completely  iso-
lated from reality in his last few years. He could not bear
intelligent criticism and factual objective information  that con-
tradicted his own preconceived and unchangeable  ideas. He
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trustecl. Hc bclievecl only his own newspapers  and radio. Like
a visionary,, he followecl his intuitions blindly in a crisis. The
final result is well known. . . .
Miscelculations, sonretimes  irreparable, are also constantly
madc by foreigners in rheir estinrates of rhe ltalian political
and ccon<lrnic perspectives.  Inevitably, cures for Italian ills
based on authoritative diagnoses,  clrres that might be excellent
for othcr countries,, rrre disastrously  wrong. In the late 1950s
and early 1960s, whcn the ltalian economy was en joying a
boorn ancl political  problems  were being gradually  solved, save
one, the (.onrrnunist threat, foreign  specialists  decided the only
hope for thc country was not what common sense would have
reconrrncncled,,  the strengthening of rhe coalition of center
parties, which, with American help, had rapidly reconstrucred
the country after the war (all efficient Governmenrs are, whar-
ever they call themselves,  center Governments).
Foreign experts rhought that a new cenrer-left Government
would bc the right medicine, a coalition of Christian  Demo-
crats and Socialists. Ir must be honesrly pointed out that, as
usual, these foreigners were deceived by Italian words, which
seldom nrcan exactly what they seem to say. Iralian Socialists
of that generation were not what these people imagined. They
were also very dissimilar from the ltalian Socialists of today.
They were rhen incredibly behind the times. Most of them
were verbal extremists.  Many clung to the 1870 myths of La
Communc  and to the excessive impossible  hopes of the begin-
ning of this century, some were anarcho-syndicalists,  others
were pure anarchists and a few were terrorists at heart. They
believed the economy  was the only motor of history but knew
almost nothing about economics. They were openly pro-Com-
munist, resigned to accept Soviet leadership in international
affairs,, resigned also to see the Italian Communists take
power, and workecl strenuously to help them desrroy what
was left of the bourgeois liberal srare. The secretary of the
party, Francesco de Martino, repeatedly threatened,  "'We'll
nationalize  everything in the country except barber shops."
(The odd cxccption  was probably becar-rse Professor de Mar-
tino, being Ncrrpolitan,  presurnably  clicl not use a razor, but
like most nricldle-erged  southerners, was shaved every after-
noon after thc sicsta by a friendly barbcr, whose auronomy
fronr the state he was unclerstandably clcterrnined ro preserve
for the safety of his own hirsute jowls.) (.ontemporary  Italian
Sociirlists are younger, more experiencecl, better read, and
nrore up-to-clate.  V/hile still tormented by a minority of inco-
herent enrhusiastic  extrernists,  they are now carefully  ap-
proaching  the political beliefs of the ('ernr:.rn  and British Social
Democrats. They are wary of doctrinaire  abstracrions,  afraid
of failure ancl of cutting  thernselves  off from reality. They are
now, for thc first time, tentirtively in favor of the bourgeois
liberties, private initiative, and the market econonry, as pis-
allcrs anyway;  in favor of rhe North Atlantic Treaty C)rganiza-
tion, the Italian armed forces, the Conrnron Market, eventual
European integration, ancl the West in general. They fight the
Conrmunists,  their principal rivals, wirh determination, for
each vote, ancl are preoccupied and frightened by the Sovier
Union ancl its "Socialist" experiment br-rt also regard it wirh
derision ancl contempt. . . .
Italy and Europe
That the country did not have the unity, the capacity, and the
desire to solve its one problem-that of encouraging (and not
obstructing) the increase in the production of wealth by pri-
vate or state-owned industries, in orcler to support a higher
standarcl of living, economic, moral, cultural, and social
progress, and an adequate welfare organization-was  evident
to Alcide de Gasperi, the best ltalian sraresman since rhe war. I
once walkecl down a Ronrirn street with him, one summer
afternoon in the late 1940s after lr.rnch, and asked him why he
wrls so keen on achieving quick European unification.  I shared
his enthusiasnr and his impatient hopes for senrinrenral  and
culrurirl reasons. I always thought of rnyself as a European and
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[ 0ruerltntoltl ili|lt il [illsroltco
I{zu Sociali,st PNme Mi,nister symbolizes change in ltnlian poli,ttics.
JAMES BUXTON
Early last month Bettino Craxi became ltaly's first Socialist
Prime Minister. The untutored  observer might think therefore
that ltaly had ioined France, Greece, and Spain as Mediterra-
nean countries now making an historic break with their pasr
and going resoundingly Socialist. That is not the case. Craxi
presides  over a five-party coalition Government in which So-
cialist Pany ministers are in a small minoriry and which is
dominated, like every ltalian Cabinet since the war, by the
Christian Democrats.  The new Government has an ambitious
program  agreed by all its member parties. But whatever prom-
ises Craxi may have received, the record shows that Italian
Governments  on average last no more than about eight
months.
Yet the very fact that Craxi became Prime Minister is signifi-
cant. This symbolized the change that has come over ltalian
politics in the past few years and it raises the crucial question
of what will happen when he goes. The question is alarming
or intriguing,  according to whether you are concemed that
Italy may be in danger of losing its vaunted underlying  stability
or whether you believe that the country is long overdue for a
shake-up  in its political  system.
Craxi has been the most dynamic  force in ltalian politics for
most of the past few years. He became leader of the Socialist
Party in 197 5 and the attainment of the position of Prime
Minister for the Socialists  has always been his major objective.
He believed it was crucial to the task of putting the Socialist
Party on a par with the two Italian mass parties, the Christian
Democrats and the Communists,  and perhaps  one day ovenak-
ing the Communists to become the main parry of the left.
The Socialist Pany bided its time outside Government  in the
1976-79 Parliament  as the Christian Democrats  edged toward
closer and closer cooperation with the Communists, but
stopped  short of allowing the Communists into the Govern-
ment, the strategy toward which the Communists had been
working with their historic compromise policy. During this
time, Craxi rebuilt the Socialist Parry, drawing it for the fint
time decisively out of the ideological shadow of the Commu-
nists and strengthening  the right wing of the part at the ex-
pense of the left. The party gradually began to acquire a more
modern image, perhaps better attuned to a more secular and
modern-minded  electorate.
Nevertheless, the Socialists still won just under 10 percent
of the vote in the 1979 general elections.  However, with
Communist pafty cooperation no longer available, the Chris-
tian Democrats needed Socialist support to be able to govern.
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Bettino  Craxi, ltaly's first Socialist Prime  Minister since the republic  was
established after rUorld Y(/ar lI. o Sygnra
This was somewhat  grudgingly given between 1979 and this
year. The activism of some socialist ministers and Craxi's re-
lentless pressure  on the Christian Democrats-he  was respon-
sible for bringing down all but one of the six Governments  of
the period-contributed  heavily to the erosion of Christian
Democrat  morale.
Underlying popular suppoft for the Christian Democrats,  it
seems, may have been declining for about a decade, with the
weakening of the party's rural base as people drifted to the
cities and with the increasing secularization  of much of Italian
Society. The pany's electoral suppon,  however, held solid at
about 38 percent, partly out of fear of the Communists. But
the pany was weakened by successive national scandals and in
l98l had run out of plausible  Prime Ministerial  candidates. In
that year, the Prime Minister position passed to Giovanni Spa-
dolini, leader of the tiny (3 percent of the vote in 1979)
Republican  Pany. His tenure as Prime Minister,  ending 37
years of Christian Democratic leadership, helped pave the wayfor that of Craxi. [n practice,  however, it meant 17 months in
which many problems were raised, but few solved. This was
due largely to the fierce jealousy of the two main coalition
parties, the Christian Democrats and the Socialists.
In May 1,982, a rearrangement  of forces in the Christian
Democratic  Pany produced a new leader, Ciriaco de Mita. De
Mita comes from the Christian  Democratic heanland of south-
ern ltaly, but, despite being a traditional pany boss down
there, he swiftly propounded a new kind of christian democ-
racy. He sought an end to pafty factionalism and to padded
payrolls and unjustified pensions as a means of getting votes,
he suggested an open mind to the possibility of the Commu-
nists coming to power in alternation to the Christian Demo-
crats, and he proposed  an austerity  policy to deal with Italy's
major economic problem, inflation.
When Spadolini fell last November, de Mita pur rogether  a
new Government with the Socialists under the veteran  Chris-
tian Democrat Amintore Fanfani, who first became Prime
Minister in 1954. The Fanfani Governmenr  was more cohesive
and effective than any of its recent predecessors,  but it did not
last long because, in April this year, Craxi insisted on redeem-
ing what he claimed was a pledge that it would be only a
short-term affair.ln June, Italy went to the polls, a year before
the end of the five-year term of Parliament.
Craxi went into the elections at a disadvantage,  having
brought down a Government that at least gave signs of seri-
ously tackling economic problems, and with his pafty having
been increasingly tainted by allegations of corruption in the
preceding year or so. Italians seemed to be tiring of his seem-
ingly endless  impudence  and apparenr lack of interest in the
serious issues. In the elections,  suppoft for the Socialist Pany
rose only one and a half points, to 1,1.4 percent, a poor
outcome after seven years of striving. But conrrary to the
expectations of almost every pollster and politician,  the Chris-
tian Democratic vote in the election  crashed more than five
points to just under 33 percent-the  lowest level-the  pafty
had ever touched. Even though the Communist vote fell back
marginally, to just under 30 percent,  the Communists  came-
by default-nearer  to overtaking  the Christian Democrats  than
ever before.
lt seemed in retrospect  that de Mita's policy in the election
campaign of concentrating his attacks on the Socialists  had
made the voters forget the Communist "peril"-a traditional
reason for voting Christian Democratic. The Christian Demo-
crats' "new look" was perhaps a little too new to be convinc-
ing. But those voters who did not increase the standing of the
neo-Fascist  ltalian Social Movement, which won nearly 7 per-
cent of the vote, gave their suppoft to Spadolini's  Republicans,
who, like the Christian Democrats, are insisting on tough mea-
sures to deal with inflation. The Republican  share of the vote
went up two points to 5 percent-an important  swing in
Italian electoral terms.
The electoral  arithmetic was such that the Christian Demo-
crats needed the Socialists  more than ever if 'they were to
remain in position of power and they could no longer deny
Craxi the position of Prime Minister. Yet the 49-year-old So-
cialist leader can only have felt desperately  hemmed in and
vulnerable as he finally moved into the Palazzo  Chigi, the
Prime Minister's office in the center of Rome.
The Socialists fought the election on a vaguely worded eco-
nomic program which tended to make unemployment a more
important target than inflation and did not talk of painful
measures.  Yet everything that the Prime Minister was told as
he prepared  his Administration  pointed to the need for sharp
action to reduce inflation-running at 1.6 percent and less
bearable than before since other E.C. countries have cut their
inflation rate so much. A key element in doing this would be
reducing  the public-sector deficit (amounting to 15 percent of
gross domestic product) which can barely be done without
tackling the politically sensitive areas of big spending on pen-
sions and health.
The Republicans  insisted on tough economic measures as a
condition of foining the Government and the Christian Demo-
The Socialists ftrught  the election on a platform fauoring more employment  ouer
inflatkm. The tomato processing  industry, shown in tbis modern  plant in
Naples,  is an important part of the ltalian economy. O Foote/phoro Researchers
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crats are for now broadly sticking to the economic line they
took in the elections. It has even been suggesred that the
Christian Democrats preferred to let Craxi take the respon-
sibility for implementing unpleasant  measures no% parrly to
save a Christian Democratic Prime Minister the unpopularity
of doing so himself, in the minds of at least some Christian
Democrats, in the hope that Craxi destroys himself in the
process.
Craxi also has the task of supervising the installation of 112
cruise missiles in Sicily from December onward, if there is no
progress in negotiations  with Soviets officials. His party sup-
ports the dual-track strategy (of negoriating, while preparing to
deploy the missiles if  necessary), but strains could easily
emerge if there is a turbulent autumn of anti-missile prorest in
the Federal Republic of Germany. [talians have shown little
interest in the cruise issue and the only major party officially
h.nriqt Bcrlinl4ucr, lcader tf tbc Italian Communist I'arty. o Fornrrci:rril(,,rrrnr;r
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Election results for the main Italian Political  Parties
197 6  1,979  1gg3
Christian Democrats*  38.7  38.3  32.9
Communists  34.4  30.4  29 .9
Socialists*  9.6  9.8  1,1.4
Social Democrats*  3.4  3.8  4.1,
Republicans*  3.1  3.0  5.1
Liberals*  1.3  1.9  2.9
Radicals  1.1,  3.5  2.2
Italian Social Movement  6.1  5.3  5.8
*in present coalition
opposed to the missiles, the Communisrs,  has kept its opposi-
tion muted. But if the issue were to flare up, Craxi, who has
no administrative experience in government, could be vulner-
able.
Craxi may try to square the economic circle by offering the
unions more jobs in government offices-there  are, believe it
or not, important sections of the civil service which are des-
perately unmanned-in  exchange for wage restraints and per-
haps for an attempt to reduce further rhe workings of the
scala mobile indexation system. He wants to make changes in
the way Parliament and governmeni  work. Most people accept
that these changes are long overdue, but that does not mean
that they will have an easy passage through Parliament.
Limited as his room for maneuver  is, however, Craxi will
undoubtedly bring a different  style to the job of Prime Minis-
ter. He is not really charismatic, but he has a certain icono-
clasm that will make a change from the stuffy self-importance
of other Prime Ministers. He likes ro present himself wearing
jeans and a denim jacket without a tie, and he has a sense of
humor. He will undoubtedly want to make people think that a
Socialist Prime Minister  is something different.
There are so many variables in Italian politics that it is
impossible to predict how the Craxi Government  will fare and
how long it will last. But the election result showed that the
Socialists are still a long way from becoming a pafty of mass
appeal in ltaly. The future of Italian politics therefore depends
heavily on how successful the Christian Democrars  are in re-
covering their self-confidence  and electoral strength and that,
in itself, depends panly on how they decide to behave in the
Craxi Government. It is not yet certain whether the pany will
continue to follow the austere path mapped our by de Mita or
will revert to something closer ro rhe easy-going policies of the
pasr.
If the Christian  Democrats and the other member of the
coalition fail to get on together in Government, under Craxi,
there are two main altematives  in the medium term: a revival
of cooperation between the Christian Democrats and the
Communists  or the so-called "altemative of the left" by which
the Socialists  would join the Communists  and other panies of
the left and center. The latter would be in the most dramatic
event in ltalian politics since the early posr-war days, but,
though technically possible, it doesn't really look likely. The
Italian electorate in June 1983 showed itself more disposed
than before to change, but however much you examine the
minute electoral  swings,  there was no swing to the left. €
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STEFANO SILVESTRI
Italy is playing a more important role these days. In some
cases, the country seems ready to assume burdensome and
unpopular responsibilities,  as when Italy became the first na-
tion to announce it had alreidy chosen a site-Comiso-for
the basing of the new North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(Nero) missiles. There are ltalian troops now in Lebanon and
Italian sailors patrol the waters of the Gulf of Aqaba, south of
the Sinai. Postwar Italy has never spent much on defense, but
even this tradition is slowly changing; if the proposed  1,984
defense budget is approved by Parliament, this will mean in
practice that over the next five years the Italians will have
honored  the commitment  made by the Nonh Atlantic Treaty
Organization nations to increase  their military spending by an
annual rate of 3 percent, in real terms.
Meanwhile,  Italy has sought to aid the armed forces of
Somalia. It has completed agreements  with Egypt and Tunisia.
It has signed a treaty guaranteeing the neutrality of Malta. And
it has initiated a modernization  of its air force and navy to
assure a greater presence in the Mediterranean, a move made
all the more necessary  because the American presence  has
been diminished, with the reduction of the Sixth Fleet, irt
order to make room for other commitments from the Persian
Gulf to the Caribbean.
Last March, an article appeared in The lVall Street Journal
titled "lfill  ltaly Become the New Strong Man of Europe?" It
ended with another question: "But do the ltalians want Italy
to be the new strong man of Europe?" This is the first prob-
lem. The second is: Even assuming that they want to be so,
could they realistically do so? The answers to these questions
are not easy, and they depend upon a level-headed estimation
of the effective role which Italy can play in Europe and the
Mediterranean.
It is not by chance that we mention  Europe and the Medi-
terranean in the same breath. One of the most serious prob-
lems which has faced ltaly, one which has divided Italian
public opinion more in the past, has been exactly that of a
choice between a "Mediterranean"  and a "European" orienta-
tion to the country's foreign policy. In the postwar  period, the
desire to closely anchor the newborn Italian republic to the
great traditions of democracy led the Government to a deci-
sive European  choice (thereby  including a renunciation of the
defense of any part of the old colonial empire). The subse-
quent choice in favor of entry into the Atlantic alliance con-
firmed this "European" tendency, in that the alliance  came to
be seen as a necessary link to the major Western democracies
and as a means of avoiding the fate of the Balkan nations.
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their best European  dimension in the enthusiastic  ltalian par-
ticipation in the process of European integration, whether suc-
cessful (from the European Coal and Steel Community  to the
Common Market) or a failure (the European Defense  Commu-
nity). Nevenheless,  these choices were also in part irrational,
as they overlooked the geographic position and even the eco-
nomic characteristics of ltaly. How could we ignore today,
after so many years, just how much ltaly underestimated  at its
binh the defects of a European  Common  Agricultural Policy
which almost completely  disregarded  Mediterranean  agricul-
ture? Other examples abound.
Italian foreign policy, in Europe and in the'West,  has been
above all a policy based on ideological choice: the redemption
from the Fascist adventure and the desire to find a stable and
secure position which would give continuity and strength to
the new institutions of the republic. Italian foreign policy was
thus often a function of, and a cover for, the internal weak-
nesses of the nation. For example,  participation  in NATo and
in the alliance with the United States was considered. not only
an international, but also a domestic, necessity. It was needed
to delineate better the boundaries between the majority in
power and the Communist, pro-Soviet opposition, and to
strengthen the Government.  The enemy was not so much, (or
even primarily), external as it was internal. This weakness obvi-
ously prevented  ltaly from exercising a role equal to its eco-
nomic power or human dimension. From this first period of
Italian foreign policy came three characteristics  of its diplo-
matic behavior: close ties to the \07est, international "pres-
ence," and social-Christian  rhetoric.
The policy of close ties to the rWest, in particular with the
United States and the Federal Republic of Germany, at times
creates political difficulties  (as in the later 1970s, when Wash-
ington feared eventual Communist entry into the Italian Gov-
ernment),  and, more often, economic difficulties. This is the
case currently as the Italian inflation rate seems to be out of
line with that of the major allies and the ltalian Govemment
does not seem to be in a position to impose upon the nation
the same kind of tough medicine that President Ronald  Rea-
gan and Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher have imposed
upon their citizens. It is exactly in times like these, however,
that this policy of close ties to the 
'West comes better to light.
The risk of an "estrangement" in the economic field is com-
pensated, with ever greater determination,  by a tighter polit-
ico-military alliance,  reconfirming adhesion to NATo programs
and relaunching a European policy.
A strong international presence is the other side of the close
ties with the West. In part, it is simply the public dimension,
the demonstration of the ties; it involves always occupying a
seat at every possible summit meeting, especially those of ma-
jor importance,  such as the Western economic summit. A
given international policy line, however, does not always cor-
respond with such a presence. This is for two reasons: First,
the many structural  weaknesses of ltaly give little credibility  to
any autonomous Italian proposals;  second, and more serious,
Italian Governments  rarely have a precise line on foreign pol-
icy. Their brief average life-span makes it difficult for them to
pursue a coherent design; it is rare for the same Prime Minister
to be able to panicipate in more than two summit confer-
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ences. One is the norm.
This lack of effectiveness in foreign policy, combined with
the strong ideological  nature of the choices involved,  opens
the ground for flights of rhetoric and effons in unrealistic
directions; this is what we have defined as social-Christian
rhetoric. One could also define this as the survival of a Medi-
terranean soul within the chosen European and 'Western ori-
entation. This tendency is characterized by aspirations  to
"mediation"  proposed  several times, even in the rnost improb-
able situations, in conflicts  ranging from the Arab-lsraeli wars
to Vietnam-along  with a desire to find a separate place for
Italian foreign policy, a place which derives from ltaly's Chris-
tian history its Mediterranean roots and its socialist aspira-
tions. It is not by chance that in this social-Christian  rhetoric
are often found Christian Democratic politicians,  united with
Chrisdan-Communists  and true-blue  Communists, all wishing
to locate a "third way" which would permit them to escape
from the dilemna of a choice between  the United  States and
the Soviet Union.
For years it seemed that Italy would not be able to escape
from this dilemna  and thus would be condemned  to a second-
rank position and unrealistically  ambitious speeches. Now,
however,  an escape has emerged-and  with it, naturallS have
come, new risks. The fact is that in recent years, two develop-
ments have occurred. First, the United  States, though still ex-
tremely powerful, no longer has the monopoly of power
which it enjoyed almost undisturbed for more than 20 years
and which made it the only arbiter in the world outside the
lron Curtain. We are now in a situation of equilibrium, or
strategic paritS accompanied by great changes in other re-
gional balances. The impoftance of America's  allies in ensuring
the stability of the system has therefore  increased.
Second, the European  Community,  at first enlarged by the
entry of the United Kingdom, Denmark, and lreland, has now
also admitted Greece and is preparing to incorporate Spain andPonugal. A Community that was clearly unbalanced in an
Atlantic and Central European sense is now acquiring  a consis-
tent Mediterranean flank. On the one hand, this perhaps will
permit the Community  to unite its European dimension with
its Mediterranean  one for the first time in many centuries-in
reality, since the end of the European-Mediterranean  balance
ensured by the Spanish Empire of Charles V and Phillip II.
On the other hand, this will require a profound structural
transformation of the Community  itself if it does not wish to
lose its unity. That is, the Community can no longer be simply
a customs union with some commercial and agricultural poli-
cies tacked on and little else. [t must become an ever more
political communitS with its own foreign and securiry policies
and a more integrated economic  policy. This is not to say that
all of this could be realized. Nevenheless, this time, with some
hesitation, the ltalian Government seems to have taken into
account the importance  of the stakes involved. Thus have
come such moves as the initiative on European union pro-
posed by former Italian Foreign Minister Emilio Colombo and
former German  Foreign Minister Hans Dietrich Genscher and
the cautious Italian suppoft for every program which would
strengthen the Community  (with a clear preference for a con-
solidation of cooperation in the field of foreign  policy).
A more coherent  European policy would have an additional
advantage  for the ltalians, in terms of their domestic politics.
It would permit them to overcome old ideological barriers and
abandon the social-Christian rhetoric of the "third way." If
the ideological  choice between East and 'West had a clear
function of dividing the governing majority  and the opposition
(a division  over which was built the ambiguous bridge between
socialism and Christianity), the European choice was, to the
contrary one largely shared by all ltalian political forces, in-
cluding the Communists.
It is true that at times the Communist  Pany confuses  its
vision of Europe with a "third way" which is neither  American
Italy has shown its willingncss  to
as sume pote ntially unpopular
responsibilities,  as when it hecame  the
first nation to chrxtse  a site for the
basing of the new Nrrth Atlantic
Treaty Organization missile  s. S hown
here is a gnrundJaunched  cruise
missile. courresy l)epartrrrent of l)cfi'nsc
nor Soviet and searches in vain for a formula to fit this vision.
But this is an "ambiguity"  which is not at important  as it was
in the past. It can easily coexist with a serious European  and
Western policy in much the same manner that other European
"ambiguities,"  from French Gaullism to former German Chan-
cellor Willy Brandt's ostpolitik,  have coexisted.  This is all the
more true in the ltalian case, since the Communist Party will
still find it difficult to become the principal pafty of Govern-
ment for years to come.
There is, as we have said, also a risk. This derives from the
possible failure of European integration  and a slackening  in
Community policy-in sum, from the failure of the Commu-
nity to widen its functions  despite its enlargement to include
other nations. In this event, Italy could find itself more iso-
lated than it is today. Italian panicipation in the "European
club" would lose its importance and reveal that the costs of
panicipation outweighed the benefits. Italy's problems might
then be better addressed through nationalistic  choices (neo-
protectionism,  neo-mercantilism) rather than through a com-
mon European policy.
The greater importance of ltaly-or rather, the growing
realization of the objective importance of ltaly in the control
of the Mediterranean-could facilitate the binh of a new
nationalism, a nationalism which has already manifested  some
signs. In no way would this lead to the neutralism  confusingly
cherished by some social-Christian  voices. Italy does not have
the economic soliditS the military power, nor the domestic
political consensus  needed for a policy of neutralism. A new
policy could assume the form of a progressive distancing of
Italy from Europe, compensated by " 
tighter alliance with
Washington.
Such a policy, however, could not last for long before it
would staft to feed upon its own factors of weakness and
contradiction. Some of these factors would have to do with
internal politics: a rebinh of the old ideological divisions be-
tween pro-Americans  and pro-Soviets. The probable disappear-
ance of Euro-communism and the return of the old politics of
division would come at a politically delicate moment,  when
the Christian Democrats  no longer  possess the electoral  power
they had in the 1940s and 1950s, and the problems of eco-
nomic and institutional  weakness  can no longer be solved
through foreign intervention  as no new Marshall  Plans are in
sight.
Other factors would have to do with international politics.
A greater Mediterranean  character to ltalian politics, in the
absence of a parallel European commitment,  could accentuate
Italy's military role, even if in only an auxiliary sense. This
immediately brings to mind a parallel with the colonial policy
attempted by ltaly in the 20th century and in particular  the
Fascist conquest of Ethiopia. During those years, ltalian na-
tionalism found an outlet in a late-colonialism  rhat laid the
basis for the subsequent  Fascist adventure. This nationalism
was confirmed,  not by accident, by Italy's panicipation  in the
Spanish Civil \Var. Today, Italian nationalism  might assume
different characteristics,  but it could lead to similar adven-
tures, and in the long run contribute  more to the destabiliza-
tion than to the security of the Mediterranean. €
Stefano Siluestri is a journalist and uice-president  of the ltalian lnstitute for
lnternational  Affairs.
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What Next lor 
the Christian Democrats ? 
FRANCESCO D'ONOFRIO 
Professor  Francesco  d'Onofrio  has  been  a 
member of the Christian Democratic Party for 
many years.  Originally  from  Campania-like 
the  present  national  secretary  of the  party, 
Ciriaco  de  Mita-the  44-year-old  d'Onofrio 
teaches  public law at the University of Rome. 
He  received  his  master's  degree  at  Harvard 
University under the supervision of Henry Kis-
singer.  He  is  part  of the  "brain  trust"  with 
which de  Mita  intends to  surround himself in 
order  to  put the  Christian  Democrats  on  a 
modern  and  objective  basis.  He  was  inter-
viewed  for  Europe  magazine  at  the  end  of 
1  uly,  one  month  after  the 1  une  elections  and 
during  the  negotiations  for  the  formation  of 
the new Government, by Lucio Leante, a jour-
nalist  with  the  Gazzetta  del  Mezzogiorno  di 
Bari. 
Professor  d'Onofrio, what  will  be  the  main 
effect-together with the defeat of the Chris-
tian  Democrats-of the  recent  elections  on 
the Italian political system? 
I would say  that the major qualitative change 
lies  in  the reduction of the electoral gap  be-
tween the Christian Democrats and the Com-
munist Party.  Today,  this  distance  is  really 
minimal,  even  though  the  Communist  Party 
lost  votes  as  well.  The distance  between  the 
Christian  Democrats  and  the  Communists  is 
the cornerstone of the Italian political system, 
which  would  substantially  change  if  the gap 
were to be closed or be in  favor of the Com-
munists. 
What are the causes for the Christian Demo-
crats' loss of votes? 
Economic  crises  oblige  governing  parties  to 
tighten  the  purse  strings,  a  factor  for  which 
the  electorate  will  punish  them.  This  hap-
pened  in  France,  in  Britain,  and  in  America. 
The  difference  in  Italy  is  that  the  Christian 
Democrats  cannot  be  ousted  from  Govern-
ment. Any  replacement of the Christian Dem-
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ocrats,  in  fact,  including  the  Communist 
Party,  would  jeopardize  Italy's  international 
alliances.  Given  that  the  Italian  electorate 
identifies the Christian Democrats as  the only 
party in  power, it follows that only they were 
punished in  the elections. 
Did  the  presence  of leftist  Governments  in 
most  major cities contribute to the defeat of 
the Christian Democrats? 
Certainly.  We  have  neglected  the  big  cities, 
favoring  our presence in  the smaller ones.  In 
the  major  cities,  we  get  at  this  point  only 
about  20  percent  of the  votes  because  the 
cultural  model  has  become  more  and  more 
liberal  in  the  cities.  This  requires  a  renewal, 
both of men and ideas, in  the Christian Dem-
ocratic Party. 
Which  one of the  possible  electoral  systems 
would you prefer for Italy? 
The French  example-that is  the two-round 
majority  system.  During  the  first  round  of 
elections the candidate with the absolute ma-
jority  of votes  is  elected.  If  no  one  obtains 
this majority, a second election is  held so that 
coalitions  capable of winning can  be  formed 
between  the  first  and  the  second  ballot.  Be-
cause minority parties still  can be  represented 
in  Parliament,  through  appropriate  alliances, 
it  is  the system in which these parties are least 
penalized. 
Would a new electoral system have repercus-
sions even on the morality of public servants 
in Italy? 
Certainly.  By  reducing the field  to fewer can-
didates, the enormous electoral spending and 
the coattail effect that are often at the base of 
the degeneration of the average  Italian  mem-
ber of Parliament would  be avoided.  To  this 
end, the size  of the electoral  districts  should 
also  be  reduced  and  the  incompatibility  be-
tween parliamentary status and a position as a 
Cabinet minister should be established, as it is 
in  the United States. But I doubt that this last 
proposal will  be accepted. 
What  are  the  weapons  that  the  Christian 
Democrats will use for the party's recovery? 
Our ability  to obtain a larger consensus.  But 
even  for  this  we  want  an  electoral  system 
which forces minority parties to choose a ma-
jority party with  which  they  want to govern 
and  which  gives  voters  the  power  to  ade-
quately  show  which  sort  of  coalition  they 
want to govern. 
But there is  also a political factor.  Why is  it 
that  in  the  major  cities,  the  Socialist  Party 
and the  smaller  parties  prefer  to  form  alli-
ances  with  the Communists  rather than the 
Christian Democrats? 
The middle ground parties would rather ally 
themselves with the weakest of the two major 
parties in  order to obtain more power at the 
local level. 
But this happens also where the Communists 
are stronger than the Christian Democrats. 
Yes,  and in  these cases  the thing that is  most 
surprising is that the Socialist Party is against a 
Government  of  the  left,  while  the  Social-
Democrats  and  the  Republicans  are  pushing 
toward  an  agreement  with  the  Communists 
thus  contradicting  their  strictness  on  public 
expenditure  and  their  Atlanticism  in  foreign 
policy. 
How  does  the  Christian  Democratic  Party 
feel about a Socialist Prime Minister? 
The average  Christian  Democratic  voter  has 
conflicting  views  on  the  Socialist  Party  be-
cause  he  views  it  as  a  volatile ally  due  to its 
role  in  the  local  government.  Nevertheless, 
the Christian  Democrats'  decision  to endorse 
the  experiment  of  Prime  Minister  Bertino 
Craxi  was  accepted  by  the entire party.  Cer-
tainly  if  we  were  to perceive  in  the  Socialist 
presidency  the  intention  of doing  in  Rome 
what is done in  the provinces-that is, a Gov-
ernment with the Communists-we wouldn't 
stay  to  play  the  game.  Secondly,  we  ask  if 
Craxi's Socialist Party intends to move toward 
homogeneity,  at least  of intentions,  between 
the national and local Governments. 
After the latest elections, there has been a lot 
of talk about reforming the Italian electoral 
system. What do you think about this? 
The  present  electoral  system  is  particularly 
well  suited  for giving  a picture of the social-
political reality,  because it guarantees political 
representation  for  everybody,  but it  is  not a 
good  instrument  for  deciding  who  should 
rule.  The major risk  of a proportional repre-
sentation system is  increasing inability to gov-
ern,  because  all  sides  of  a  complex  frag-
mented  society  are  represented.  In  the  most 
recent  elections,  a  political  party  for  retired 
people almost gained seats  in  the Parliament. 
Next time  we  may  have  ballots for salesmen 
or artisans. An  American analogy would be if 
female  or black parties  could be  represented 
in Congress. E f
.
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 MEMBER STATE REPORT
Ameri,cans dri,nk more w'l,ne
.from ltnlA than
.from anA other country.
DIANA SCIMONE
rVine cognoscenti  often think of Italy as a
patchwork quilt; if seen from above, its vine-
yards would resemble an intricate pattern of
hills and mountains  in the Alpine north, sun-
drenched hills in Sicily, lush meadows along
the seacoast, and colorful plains inland. With
such a diversity  in geography, soil, and cli-
mate, it is not surprising that Italy produces a
variety of wines that far outdistances any
other country.
Italian'wines can be light-bodied whites
such as Est! Est!! Est!!!, Frascati, and Pinot
Grigio; full-bodied  reds such as Amarone,
Barbaresco,  and Gattinara;  sparkling  wines
such as Asti Spumante and Spumante Brut,
and even some unusual desserr wines such  as
Gran Mandarino di Sicilia, a liqueur made
from tangerines.
Here are some surprising facts about ltaly's
wine production:
. Italy produces over 2 billion gallons of
wine a year-more than any other country;
. Americans drink more wine from ltaly than
from any other country;
. Over 457 mrllion gallons of ltalian wine are
exported each year.
Italy pxiluccs ouer 2 billfum galkms of wine  a
year-more than any tther crruntry. Ouer 467
millitn galknrs are e xprrtcd. o (irrnrr.;rIn the past, Italian wine was made in lim-
ited quantities and only by small wineries.
Now, however, wine is produced mostly by
larger enterprises,  such as cooperatives with
hundreds of grower-members,  which can eas-
ily afford up-to-date  equipment  and the latest
in scientific  technology.
To protect wine names from misuse,  in
1963 kaly set up a system of protective rules.
Wine cannot be made or sold under any of
the over 200 names of origin approved so far
unless it is produced  in a precisely defined
area, by traditional methods,  from certain
grapes, and in the correct  proponions.  It also
must be bottled according to exact rules.
Wines meeting these standards carry a
denominazione di origine controllata  (ooc.) rat-
ing on the label which denotes wines with
"particular  reputation  and worth." The 200
nctc. varieties  yield an annual production  of
180 million gallons. A "simple denomtna-
tion" is a lesser, though still good, rating,
while the newer classification  "controlled and
guaranteed  denomination of origin" or t)occ,
is reserved for wines of extraordinarily high
quality.
In addition to these ratings, all ltalian
wines sold in the United States bear a red seal
on the neckband imprinted with the letters
tNr., indicating  they have passed rigorous  tests.
A national  committee, made up of growers,
producers, dealers,  and members of the na-
tional union of consumers and of profes-
sional wine associations,  administers the wine
regulation  program.
About half the ltalian wine that Americans
drink is red, half white. "Pinot Grigio is a
very popular,  'chic grape' at the momentr"
reports Sidney Moore,  president of May-
flower Impons, Inc. in Washington,  D.C.
"ltalian chardonnays  from different  regions
of the country are also of some interest to
the market at the moment." As for red wines,
Moore says her customers are buying  Chianti
Classico, which she says is a very fine, consis-
tent wine, as well as Piedmonts  from differ-
ent regions. Three years down the road, she
predicts  American  will be drinking Sicilian
wines, non-sparkling  sweet wines made from
moscato (the same grapes used in Asti
Spumante),  and Tocai, a fresh white wine
from Friuli, near the Yugoslavian  border.
While many Italian wines are exported,
many others are not-bad news for
oenophiles  on this side of the Atlantic, but a
good excuse to travel to Italy to taste them at
the source. Many wineries-both large and
small-open their doors to the public. You
can expect a tour of the facilities (if it is a
small vineyard,  the owner himself will proba-
bly show you around)  and an explanation of
the winemaking process.  Afterward  you'll
have an opportunity  to taste the fruit of the
local wine. The wineries will have bottles of
their best products on sale, although you
needn't feel pressured  to buy.
Since most vineyards are small and family
run, it's a good idea to call or write ahead of
time for an appointment. If you happen to
stumble  on a winery in your travels, however,
it's certainly  worth a try knocking on the
front door. You might like to plan your visit
so you can take in a local wine festival.  Most
are in the fall during the harvest, although
there are plenty of colorful celebrations  year
round. (See sidebar.)
Younger oenophiles  with a summer or fall
to while away will enjoy helping out with the
harvest. The work is difficult, the hours are
long, and participants  usually have purple
hands for weeks afterward. but those who've
A ktur rf ltalian uineyards can hc a great way to
sec the countryside.  courresy lrrlirrn Winc  (-cntcr
done it speak fondly of their days as Italian
viticulturists.  For more information  on the
harvest, contact the ltalian Wine Center,499
Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022,
or telephone  (800) 221-1055/57  or (212)
980-1 100.
The center also publishes three free in-
formation  guides. The 24-page  Italian Wine
Guide lists over 200 wines by region and in-
cludes a fold-out map and a wine quiz (an-
swer all the questions correctly and you'll re-
ceive a diploma.) Vino Bianco profiles 130
Italian white wines, and has information  on
terms found on wine labels. The pocket-size
1983 ltalian Vintage Chart rares 26 wine vin-
tages and will save a lot of questions the next
time you drop by your local wine shop. The
center also sells a comprehensive book, The
Traveller's Guide to the Vineyards of Italy,
which lists over 350 wineries, including ad-
dresses, telephone  numbers, contact  person,
hours of operation, nearby dining and hotel
accomodations,  and a calendar of local fes-
tivities. €
Diana Scimonc ls Europe  magazine's trauel writer,
Italian\fine
T-t...
hesttvltles
. March/April,  Alba (Cuneo province): Easter
Wine Fair
. April, Pramaggiore (Venezia): National  Wine
Fair
. April, Casarsa della Delizia  (Pordenone):  Friuli
Wine and Folk Festival
. May, Vittorio  (L'Aquila):  Wine Festival
. June, Gradisca (Gorizia):  Wine exhibit and
awarding  of Gran Premio Noe to best wine
of area
. July, Ravello (Salerno): Grape  Festival
. July, Gattinara (Vercelli):  Gattinara Vine Fair
. July, Bosses (Aosta): Sagra del Prosciutto wine
and prosciutto  festival
. August, Roseto  Degli Abruzzi (Teramo):
Interregional exhibition  of ooc wines
. September, Sant'Andrea  Bagni (Parma): Grape
Festival
. September, Asti (Asti): Duja d'Oro Wine Fes-
tival with awardiirg  of "Douja,"  an ancient
pitcher, ro prizewinning wines.
. Septmber, Oristano (Oristano):  Sagra di Santa
Croce festival and gastronomic fair
. September, Lavis (Trento): Wine and Fruit
Festival
. Septenrber, Bertinoro (Forli): Festival of Hos-
pitality with tastings of local wines
. September, Valdobbiadene  (Treviso): Spu-
mante Wine Fair
. October, l-illianes  (Aosta): Sagra della
Castagna  with local wrnes.
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Long serving prisoners releasecl from lail often have serious
problerns in adjusting ro life in the world outside. The phe-
nomenon-somerimes linked to a reluctance to actually leave
prison itself-is known as "insrirutionalization." Ir would be
wrong to draw any comparison  between life in prison and
work as a iournalist covering European Community affairs for
eight years. If Brussels is a prison, it is an extremely  well
upholstered lockup. But the process of institutionalization  is
not unknown and results in the iournalist who finally quits the
E.C. scene doing so with very mixed feelings.
First the good points-of which there is no shortage. Brus-
sels is an extraordinary and fruirful vantage poinr from which
to observe and reporr on the international  scene. The fact is
that fronr Brussels it is possible to keep tabs not just on the
European Communiry  and its many institutions,  but also the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization  and-indirectly-other  in-
ternational decision-making  bodies such as the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and tade, the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, or the International Energy
Agency.
As far as the E.C. work is concerned, there are many advan-
tages not available to rhe bulk of European journalists work-
ing from their national capitals. The mosr important is that
policy-nraking at the European level is a much more rranspar-
ent, open, and accessible  process than in most national capi-
tals. This is only partly because of a conscious  desire of the
politicians and Eurocrats to make it like that. If journalists
have better access to sources and prime material, it is because
E.C. Governmsnl5-2nd  E.C. institutions-are more often
than not, in comperition with each other and cannot afford to
let their side of the story go untold. (lf they do, someone else
will tell it.)
Thirdln the sheer physical conditions in which European
Community correspondents work-while by no means per-
fect, we will come ro that-are often much better than is
available elsewhere. And, for the lazy iournalist (of which
there are some), there is no end of opportunities to sit back
and be spoon-fed by an army of professional press, informa-
tion, and public-relations people.
lllo
0u||l[lililll!|
Brussels press czrps finds access 'is
ffin bettnr than'in national cap,itals.
E.C. Commissirn  Presidcnt Gaston Thorn answering questilns.
The press room in E.C. headquarters  in Brussels.
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JOHN PALMERJournalists  cortering  the Commission  haue an informal discussion with
President  Thorn.
Honesty compels me to balance all of this with the bad
news. The E.C. story is all too often (at least in appearance)
technical, complex,  and difficult-if not downright esoteric,
as in adjustments  in Monetary Compensatory Amounts. It is
an uphill battle-not helped by the approach of decision-
makers at the E.C. Commission and the E.C. Council-to
bring out the underlying  politics which make the technical
data minimally accessible to one's readers.
In this respect, the Commission is its own worst enemy.
Although well advised and served by its press-relations experts,
Commissioners invariably "chicken out" of speaking their
minds or exposing their underlying  political thinking in contro-
versial issues. They generally  speak in public as boring, politi-
cally supine Eurocrats.
Inevitably this colors the image which the Commission-
and most of its members-have in the minds of those mem-
bers of the European public who bother to try and follow
E.C. affairs. Of course, life would be stormy if the Commis-
sion spoke its own mind more often and risked the wrath of
the E.C. member states, however at least it would help to
bring into existence that "European public opinion" to which
it pays lip service, but which in reality barely exists.
" mt. ,;.
_ 
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For a start the Commission should allow its members more
latitude to express in public their private opinions. Secondly it
should be seen taking a more active role in the more "politi-
cal" aspects of E.C. policy-making  such as foreign-policy  co-
operation. At present the Commission  may not like all the
coverage  it gets, but it is probably more relevant to say that it
is "over exposed"  by iournalists who are over dependent  on
the Commission for their stories. What is really needed is to
open up the Committee of Permanent Representatives-the
group of E.C. member-state ambassadors accredited to the
Communiry  which prepares much of the Council's work-to
much fuller journalistic  briefings by all delegations and to get
access for journalists to those parts of Council meetings  where
law is being made for the public (at present, indefensibly,
behind closed doors).
Perhaps one day the European Parliament will become  an
alternative focus, of comparable importance to the Commis-
sion, for E.C. journalists. But that depends on a political evo-
lution in the powers of the European Pauliament  which will
make iournalists feel less guilty than at present that they are
affecting something of a confidence trick on the public by
presenting the Strasbourg assembly  as a real Parliament at all.
And the Commission itself? At present  Commissioners,  se-
nior officials, and press spokesmen get far too easy a ride at
conferences and briefings. The E.C. press corps needs to im-
bibe far more of the critical, skeptical, and demanding  stance
of the American media and be far less ready to accept "re-
ceived wisdom."
It would help if briefings  were allowed in English as well as
in French, partly because it is outrageous  that while English
can be used at meetings at all levels in the Commission, it is
banned in the salle de presse, or pressroom.  But, more impor-
tant, it would encourage wider participation  by the great ma-
fority of accreditted correspondents who remain silent at
present.
That said, I know that I will no sooner have left Brussels
and the "Berlaymont"  and "Charlemagne"  buildings that
house the Eurocrats than I will regret my decision.  The past
eight years have been among the most fulfilling and stimulat-
ing of my career and I will miss the camaraderie  and friendship
of the Brussels press corps very much. (
John Palmer,  as European Editor of The Guardian, couered E.C. ffiirs from
Brussels for the past eight Years.
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Rushing to "Cable" Europe 
American firms are looking across the Atlantic for new markets. 
GARY ROTHBART 
As  the locomotive driving the development of cable television 
in  Western Europe steams up, a host of American companies 
are scurrying around the platform for a  chance to board the 
train. America's leading program suppliers see the chance for a 
new expansive  market for their product. Equipment suppliers 
look at West  European cable prospects as  an opportunity to 
take part  in  the  advancement  of technology as  well  as  reap 
financial benefits. 
According to CIT Research, a London-based consulting firm, 
the  cable  television  industry  in  Western  Europe  could grow 
from  a  $1.5  billion-a-year  business  to a  $5 billion-a-year in-
dustry by  the end of the decade. Estimates of the number of 
West  European television  households that will  have  cable  by 
1990  range  from  a  low  of  13  million  (roughly  double  the 
current number) to 47 million. 
In  England,  the  Government  of Prime  Minister  Margaret 
Thatcher  has  given  the  go  ahead  for  limited  cable  system 
development by private companies as  early as this fall. Soon to 
follow  is  expected to be  France, where Prime  Minister Fran-
«;ois  Mitterrand's Government forecasts a state-built cable sys-
tem  serving  1.5  million  homes  in  three  years  and another 1 
million  television  households  by  1992.  Experts  predict  that 
not  far  behind  will  be  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany, 
Finland,  Norway,  and Sweden.  Switzerland,  Belgium,  and the 
Netherlands are already substantially "cabled." 
The most sanguine  projections about the size  of the  West 
European cable  market pale  in  comparison to the opportuni-
ties  the  American  companies  have  within  their own national 
borders. The American cable industry has  revenues of $5 bil-
lion  this  year-the same  amount projected  for  Western  Eu-
rope seven  years  from  now.  Industry specialists  are predicting 
the American cable industry will  be  a  $20-billion ·business  by 
the end of the decade. 
Still,  the  prospects  in  their own country aren't enough  to 
satisfy the gargantuan appetites for more opportunities for the 
American  companies.  American  movie  studios are  excited  by 
the prospects for geometrically increased channel capacities in 
West  European  countries  accustomed  to  just  two  or  three 
channels  of  television  for  only  part  of  the  day.  Hardware 
manufacturers  who  outfitted  American  cable  systems  with 
1983 technology are watching what sort of advancements will 
develop  through the  construction of 1986 and 1987 systems · 
in Western Europe. 
Most American  investment  in  West  European cable  televi-
sion  is  bound to come in  the form  of joint-venture partner-
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ships. It is  clear the Americans can barter their experience for 
help  sifting  through  the  different  morasses  of government 
regulations, currency exchanges, languages, and cultural foibles 
about the use  of the television medium. Each European Gov-
ernment, recognizing the development of cable television as  a 
chance to stimulate national economies and create jobs, has its 
own restrictions on foreign involvement. 
In  the software area, some of the largest American compa-
nies are banding together with leading European counterparts. 
United  Cable  Programmes  partners  include  Rediffusion  and 
Visionhire Cable, two of the leading cable system operators in 
Western  Europe, Rank Trident Satellite & Cable, and Plessey 
Co. Visionhire is  already partners with an American company, 
Viacom  International,  which  owns  and  operat~ Showtime, 
America's  second  largest  movie  channel, and Viacom  Cable-
vision, the seventh biggest cable system operator in the United 
States.  Plessey  already  owns  13  percent  of  the  outstanding 
stock  of Scientific-Atlanta,  an  American  company with  reve-
nues  of $337 million  a  year and one of the  world's leading 
manufacturers  of satellite  signal  receiving  equipment.  Other 
American  partners  in  United  Cable  Programmes  are  leading 
movie  studios  Paramount  Pictures,  Universal  Pictures,  and 
MGM/UA Entertainment Group. 
The leading  American  cable  program  services  are  indepen-
dently talking to European cable operators about sale of their 
product on the continent. These include  HBO,  Showtime, the 
Cable Health Network, Daytime (a channel geared to women), 
ARTS  (a  cultural  channel),  anq  Nickelodeon,  a  channel  for 
children.  But  sales  opportunities  for  these  services  may  be 
hampered  by  the  cost  of converting  programming  produced 
using  the  525-line-per-screen  American  standard to the  625-
line-per-screen European television standard. 
Some American companies have chosen· to get a foot in  the 
European  door by  selling  licenses  to their products to West 
European companies. Zenith Radio Corp., one of the world's 
largest makers of television sets with annual revenues of more 
than  $1.2  billion,  has  a  licensing  agreement  with  Solara  of 
Finland.  C-Cor Electronics, a  relatively small  maker of distri-
bution  products  (revenues  of $24 million)  has  an  agreement 
with Scan com of Norway. 
Other American companies have chosen to go the individual 
route  by  establishing  their own offices  or branches  in  Euro-
pe~n lands.  M/  A-Com,  makers  of satellite  receiving  equip-
ment  with  revenues  of  $583  million;  Anixter  Communica-
tions,  the  world's  leading  distributor  of  equipment  with revenues of $441 million a year; and Texscan, a maker of
subscriber equipment with revenues of $40 million, have all
established  their own branches  in Western Europe.
Fewer American companies seem interested  in involvement
in the system operation end. Cox Cable Communications, the
fourth largest system operator in the United States, has a 20
percent interest in Cablevision Scotland. Partners include  the
Bank of Scotland and Ferranti PLC. Cox has been the most
aggressive of American  cable operators in exploring the oppor-
tunities in Westem Europe. For the past eight years, it has
been a 50 percent owner of cable systems serving 80,000
homes in Denmark.
In Europe, operators would find themselves in the same
league with some of 'Western  Europe's  communications giants
such as British Telecom, Standard Telephones and Cable, the
Thomson Organization, Radio Rentals, Ltd., Thorn Evt Ltd.,
not to mention the various most powerful national telephone
administrations.
Technological competition will come from direct-to-home
broadcast satellite, which can cover all of the 
'West 
European
continent with the beam of a single signal. That industry is
expected to gear up by 1986. You can be sure the American
program  suppliers will be knocking at the direct-broadcast
satellite companies'  executive suites for opponunities in that
future industry. Whether it is cable or direct broadcast that
wins the race will ultimately depend on one question-how
much money are 'West European  television viewers willing to
spend for more television?
Other unanswered questions about the impoftation of pro-
gramming from the United States movie studios revolve
around copyright  and royalties. How much does a program
supplier deserve for his product without an accurate means of
Watching European TV
in America
A lesson in Cordon Bleu cooking, a visit to Honfleur in
France to see where the 19th century French Impression-
ists first began painting, and an interview with France's
most famous mime, Marcel Marceau-all in one da6 in
the United States, and in French? Yes, and there is much
more as an increasing variety of European  programming
is made available to Americans by U.S. cable television
companies.
One such firm, Satellite Programming Network  1snNy,
transmits to some 7 million households through its affili-
ates. It is just one of several  networks which are provid-
ing a diversity of cultural programs from around the
world. "Telefrance USA'" the cornerstone of spN's inter-
national programming block, offers its viewers four
hours a night of French stage plays mini-series, inrer-
views, documentaries,  film festivals, and lively music spe-
cials.
Other SPN European programming includes "Holland
on Satellitel" "Scandinavian  Weekly," which focusses on
the five Nordic nations of NorwaS Sweden, Denmark,
Finland, and lceland; and "Mediterranean  Echoesr"  with
features about the cradle of Western civilization.
American  cahle teleuision companies uiew the European  market as a financial opportunity  just waiting to be tapped.  @ Dennis Brack/Black  srarmeasuring the audience? How can the French Government say 
with  assurance  how  many  homes  in  the  bordering  Federal 
Republic  of  Germany  are  tuned  into  a  satellite  signal  that 
knows no boundaries between nations? 
European  Governments  are  pushing  cable  television,  not 
only to create jobs and stimulate their economies, but also to 
build the telecommunications systems of the future post-indus-
trial  world.  They are  looking for systems  that carry informa-
tion,  not reruns  of Hollywood  movies.  American  companies 
offering  their  expertise  and  experience  really  have  very  little 
history  at  this  sort of thing  themselves.  The American  cable 
industry,  which  grew  explosively  upon  movies  and  sports, 
looks  to  Europe  for  guidance  on  information-based  services 
such as  videotex. Technically,  meanwhile, nearly all  American 
cable systems are of the copper wire, tree and branch distribu-
tion  configurations,  not the  more sophisticated,  more  expen-
sive  glass  fiber star configured systems  the European Govern-
ments are planning. Both the Americans and Europeans lack a 
successful  model  to  follow.  And  if  the Americans  have  their 
way, the discovery process will be international.  E 
Gary Rothbart writes for Cable Age in New York. 
A  common European TV channel is proposed  ERIC MEYER 
In  a  few  years  from  now,  will  there  be  a 
channel called "Common Market TV" on Eu-
ropean television screens, broadcast by satellite 
over the whole continent, simultaneously trans-
lated into all the E.C. languages, and produced 
by an  E.C.  office?  The  E.C.  Commission  re-
cently  declared  itself in  favor  of setting  up  a 
broadcasting  station  and  an  organization  of 
this  type.  In  an  important  "interim  report," 
published  last  Spring,  it  gave  a  positive  re-
sponse to  the call  made by the European  Par-
liament  on  March  12,  1982  in  favor  of a 
televised E.C. program. 
In  reality,  the  Commission's  report  is  placed 
in  a  much  wider  context,  since  it  considers 
the  foreseeable  development  of television  in 
the  10  E.C.  member states  under all  its  as-
, pects:  technical (equipment), commercial, and 
legal (production and exchange of programs). 
It  is  technical  development  which  will  be 
the  most rapid.  Fiber optics will  make possi-
ble  the  general  introduction  of  cable  net-
works.  Satellite  broadcasting  will  enable  na-
tional broadcasting stations to leapfrog across 
borders  and  will  create  multinational  broad-
casting stations from  nothing, designed solely 
for  export.  Video  cassette  recorders  will  en-
able people to record their favorite programs. 
The result, according to the experts, will be 
that in  1990, each  European  seated  in  front 
of a television set will  be able to choose from 
among 30 cable television channels and three 
television  channels  sent  directly  by  satellite. 
Add to this the traditional three national tele-
vision stations, with 10 hours of broadcasting 
per station every  day,  and you  get more than 
1  million  hours of broadcasting available ev-
ery year. 
The  E.C.  Commission  draws  two  conclu-
sions  from  all  this.  First  of all,  the technical 
standards, the equipment, and the legal provi-
sions for the production and exchange of au-
dio-visual material, which have all been devel-
oped to suit national criteria, will  have  to be 
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readapted  quickly  to  take  account  of  this 
"blurring" of national frontiers in  order to be 
applicable  throughout  the  Community.  Fur-
ther,  a  certain  degree  of cooperation  in  the 
production  of  television  programs  will  be 
necessary,  both  to  avoid  the  non-European 
stations  having  a  complete  stranglehold  on 
this  new  range  of channels  which  will  soon 
be  available  and  to  create  an  internal  televi-
sion  market  which  is  less  dependent  and 
which  is  capable of scoring successes abroad: 
When will  we see  the likes of "Dallas" made 
in  Europe? 
The  generalization  of standards,  which  is 
already well advanced, has received less atten-
tion  from  the  Commission,  which  simply 
notes that the member countries of the Euro-
pean  Broadcasting  Union  (better  known  as 
Eurovision)  are  preparing  to  adopt a  unique 
system  of  individual  television  reception  by 
satellite,  using  parabolic  antennae  and  con-
verter-decoders. There is  still  the problem of 
the coexistence of two different color broad-
casting  systems,  PAL  and  SECAM,  to  be  o~er­
come, but the Commission  is  of the opinion 
that  it  will  be  possible  to  harmonize  these 
two systems. 
Turning to legal  questions, the Commission 
wants  a  "reference  framework"  which  will 
include  the  "economic and  financial  aspects 
of the  situation  created,  including  the  ques-
tion  of  advertising."  More  precisely,  the 
Commission is  preparing to concentrate its ef-
fort on the "trans-frontier broadcasting of na-
tional  and .international  programs  between 
member states," in  the spirit of the Treaty of 
Rome establishing the European Community. 
Thus,  the  Commission  wants  to  support 
the setting up of an E.C.  broadcasting station, 
less  by  creating  something  new  then  by  en-
couraging systems which are already available. 
Among these are: 
•  The  "L-Sat"  satellite  (to  be  launched  in 
1986 by  the European Space  Agency  using 
the  Ariane  rocket),  on  which  one  of  the 
two transmitters has  been  offered to Euro-
vision  for  a  period  of 3  years  in  order to 
carry out test broadcasts over Europe; 
•  The EURIKON experimental program, carried 
out in  1982 under the aegis  of Eurovision, 
in  which  5  national television stations each 
broadcast one week of special programs via 
satellite  to  the  15  stations  participating. 
Other,  more  ambitious  experiments  are  to 
follow. 
What the Commission would like  to see  is 
a  European  service  made  up  of the  member 
organizations of Eurovision, with the material 
and  legal  support of the  E.C.  and  consisting 
of  a  program  planning  service,  an  interna-
tional  news  service  (all  these personnel  being 
seconded  from  the  member  organizations), 
and a simultaneous translation service.  As  the 
Commission sees it,  the main purpose of such 
a  E.C.  television  station would be to provide 
information  to complement that supplied  by 
the peripheral stations and which would take 
the  form  of "complete, well-balanced  Euro-
pean  programs  whose  'European  viewpoint' 
would be inspired by the ideals and the reali-
ties  of  Europe's  cultural  unity,  while  giving 
due  attention  to  all  the  Community's  re-
gions." 
With this intermediate report, the Commis-
sion has thus carried out an  "in depth" study 
of the  television  of the  future,  arriving  at  a 
realistic  method  for  setting  up  a  "Common 
Market  TV"  system  to  start  in  1986.  On 
reading this  report, however, one is  struck by 
the  very  cautious  tone  of  its  authors:  The 
report  is  only "intermediate" (and  not defin-
itive),  addressed  to  the  European  Parliament 
(and  not to the Council, the decision-making 
authority),  and  as  a  sequel  to  its  study,  the 
Commission  announces  the  publication  of a 
"green paper" (and not the tabling of a  draft 
recommendation  to  the  Council,  for  exam-
ple). 
Eric  Meyer is a freelance writer based in Brussels. 1776.  ~aft  k19 ,_  ~  ltillm  szg edl. 
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Their impact has been great in 300 years. 
BETH EASTMAN 
What do  blue  jeans and relativity  have  in  common with kin-
dergarten  and  the  Brooklyn  Bridge?  Answer:  All  four  are  a 
small part of the indelible stamp German-Americans· have  left 
on modern life  and American  culture  in  the  300 years  since 
the first Germans landed in the New World. 
The Bavarian-born Levi  Strauss invented the durable denim 
work trousers that have become a virtual emblem of American 
youth. Another German import, Albert Einstein, originated the 
theory that fundamentally altered scientific concepts of space 
and time.  Germany was  also  the inspiration for kindergarten, 
an  institution  that  has  become  a  cornerstone  of  U.S.  pre-
school education. And German-American genius John Augus-
tus  Roebling  designed  and  built  the  1,600-foot span  across 
New York's  East  River  that has  been  called  one of history's 
greatest engineering feats. 
To  publicize  these  and  other  German-American  connec-
tions,  the  U.S.  Congress  has  officially  proclaimed  1983  the 
"Tricentennial  Anniversary  Year  of  German  Settlement  in 
America"  and  U.S.  President  Ronald  Reagan  and  German 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl  both have  named special  taskforces 
to promote tricentennial activities in their respective countries. 
On this side of the Atlantic, a 40-member presidential com-
mission  including  such  notable  German-Americans  as  U.S. 
Chief Justice Warren  Burger and Senator John Heinz and Er-
nest  "Fritz"  Hollings  has  been  hard  at work for  months  to 
encourage  Americans  to participate  in  tricentennial  activities. 
But,  judging  from  the  hundreds  of  commemorative  events 
planned all  across the  United States,  Americans seem to have 
needed little encouragement indeed to celebrate their German 
roots.  Census  figures  explain  part of the  reason  for their en-
thusiasm. 
Although  Americans  tend  to  think  of  England  as  the 
"Mother Country", modern America can trace its roots almost 
as  directly  to  Germany  as  it  can  to the  United  Kingdom.  A 
1980 audit by  the U.S.  Census Bureau showed that the largest 
group  of  Americans-49.6  million,  or  28.3  percent-trace 
their heritage to England. Surprisingly, an almost equally large 
group-49.2  million,  or 28.1  percent-are descended  from 
the estimated 7  million German-speaking immigrants to these 
shores. 
Despite  the  tricentennial  hoopla  organized  in  their  honor, 
the arrival of the first  of these German immigrants remains an 
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ca's first German settlers were a band of 13 families from the
city of Krefeld who set out under the leadership of Franz
Daniel Pastorius to find religious  freedom in the New \forld.
They were interested in joining a religious community being
founded  there by Englishman \il(/illiam Penn.
On October 6, 1583, the 32 Krefelders arrived in what is
now Pennsylvania after a 7 S-day voyage in cramped quarters
aboard an unremarkable  ship named the "Concord."  The new
arrivals trudged to a site six miles beyond the village of Phila-
delphia and began their race to complete shelters before the
onset of winter. "lt  may neither be described or believed
under what conditions of need. . . this German township was
founded," wrote Pastorius of the Krefelder's first year in the
new settlement they named "Germantown."  However,  pros-
perity soon overtook the little community and it became
known throughout the colonies for its weaving.  Although
news of their success encouraged other Germans to come to
America, the Krefelders  themselves were all but forgotten by
the history books.
The rise of America's first German settlers from historical
obscurity to a starring role in tricentennial events in both the
United States and the Federal Republic of Germany apparently
owes much to fears in both Washington and Bonn that the
German and American  peoples are in danger of growing apart
and forgetting their common  roots and values. That concern
has heightened in response to the hostile reactions of many
young people in the Federal Republic to their Government's
support for Nonh Atlantic Treaty Organization plans to de-
ploy U.S. Pershing II and cruise missiles in Europe should arm
talks with the Soviet Union fail. "A good many (German)
young people have not the slightest idea of America,"  said
Kohl during a visit to the United States last year.". . . They
don't know anything about history about ideas, about real-
ity."
During tricentennial festivities  earlier this year in Cincinnati,
Ohio, Charles Z. Wick, head of the U.S. Information Agency
and Reagan's personal representative to the German-American
Tricentennial Commission,  acknowledged  his worries in more
specific terms. "Toda5 many. . . (younger Germans) believe
that the United States is following  self-centered  policies that
produce problems for other countries, the Federal Republic
included. Interest rates, budget deficits, defense spending and
restrictions  on East-West  trade are seen as manifestations  of a
selfish US attitude towards the rest of the world."
"'We must provide young Germans with persuasive proof
that American policies not only serve American interests, but
also that U.S. and German interests-economic, political and
military-are  congruous and mutally suppoftive," Wick as-
serted. On their visits to the Federal Republic of Germany this
year and in speeches before German  audiences, U.S. officials,
including Vice President George Bush, have used the tricen-
tennial to stress the \Western values and belief in democracy
shared by the United States and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many and to contrast  these with conditions in the Soviet bloc.
"We must remember that our peace and prosperity are cease-
lessly threatened by hostile ideologies and states . . . The main
threat comes, as you know, from the Soviet Unionr" Bush said
in his speech at tricentennial  ceremonies  in Krefeld in June.
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Although the exigencies of international relations may have
given impetus to the tricentennial  celebration, the enormous
contributions  Germans have made to U.S. history and culture
can certainly  stand on their own. The acquittal of German
printer and journalist John Peter Zenger on a libel charge in
1,735 was the first important  victory for freedom of the press
in the American colonies. A colonial iury acquitted Zenger on
the theretofore unprecedented  grounds that his newspaper's
scathing attacks on the policies of Colonial  Governor William
Crosby were based on facts.
Four decades later when America's founding  fathers  signed
the Declaration of Independence from England, the newspaper
that broke the story was Philadelphia's German-language
Pbiladelphiscb Zeitung. By the time the Revolutionary  War
broke out, there were already 200,000 Germans in America.
One of these was Baron Fredrich Wilhelm von Steuben,  a
Prussian military officer who served as drillmaster to General
George Washington,  turning l7ashington's rag-tag army into a
disciplined  fighting force.
The Napoleonic  Wars in Europe triggered a major wave of
German immigration, starting in about 1825. By 1900, the
number of Germans entering the United States had mush-
roomed to an average of about 100,000 a year. The first part
of the 20th century proved a disaster for U.S.-German  rela-
tions as two World Wars pitted the two countries against  each
other. American hostility  against Germany during World War I
became so intense that sauerkraut was officially renamed "lib-
eny cabbage" and the teaching of German was banned in
many states. The approach of World \Var II caused a new
generation of Germans,  many of them Jews, to come to the
United States to escape Nazi rule. However, Hitler's defeat in
1944 signalled a new era in U.S.-German  relations in whichthe two nations worked side by side to rebuild a war-ravaged 
Federal Republic of Germany and laid the foundation for the 
German-American friendship that continues today. 
While international relations may have  undergone their ups 
and  downs  in  the  past  300 years,  the  number of German-
Americans on the American honor roll has  increased steadily. 
Two  U.S.  Presidents-Dwight  D.  Eisenhower  and  Herbert 
Hoover-claimed German descent.  The giants  of the Ameri-
can industrial  revolution included such German-Americans as 
John Jacob Astor, John RG€kek_ller,  Meyer and Daniel  Gug-
genheim, Henry Steinway,  Henry  \Heinz, and Walter Chrysler. 
Another German, Walter Reuther,\was a driving force  behind 
the labor movement that helped cut\these giants down to size. 
Baseball  greats  Babe  Ruth,  Lou  ~ehrig, and Casey Stengel 
contributed to the popularity of  A~erica's national pasttime 
and  the  work of German-hom scie  tist  Wernher von  Braun 
was instrumental in putting an Ameri  an on the moon. On the 
artistic front, famous German Ameridans have included novel-
ists Thomas Mann, John Steinbeck, alnd  Kurt Vonnegut; musi-
cians  Kurt  Weil  and  Oscar Hammerstein;  and painters Josef 
Albers and Lionel Feininger. 
Although the above list barely scratches the surface, it helps 
to  illustrate  the  extent  to  which  Germany,  directly  or indi-
rectly, has helped enrich American life and lore. The contribu-
tions  of these  and  other  German-Americans  have  been  the 
focus  of lectures,  exhibits  and performances  throughout  the 
year and similar observances  will  continue into the fall.  The 
tricentennial celebration will climax on October 6 with a visit 
to  Philadelphia  by  German  President  Karl  Carstens.  There, 
near the site of the first  German landing, U.S.  President Ron-
ald Reagan is  expected to join Carstens for a ceremony under-
scoring  the  strength  of U.S.-German  ties  and  expressing  the 
hope that the goodwill between the two nations will continue 
long after the tricentennial beer fests,  craft fairs,  art exhibits, 
concerts, banquets, parades and polka parties have faded from 
memory.  E 
Beth Eastman is a contributing editor of Europe magazine. 
A Tricentennial Sampler 
The following are just a few ofi :  he many events planned 
all across America this fall  in  c  njunction with the Ger-
man-American  Tricentennial  ce 
1ebration.  Where  appro-
priate,  contacts  are  listed  for  Jhose  desiring  additional 
information about specific event . 
Alabama:  Mobile-OKTOBER  EST  featuring  German 
food, drink and music and a po ka contest. Other activi-
ties  for  the entire  family.  Noor  to 5  pm on Oct.  1 in 
Doyle Park, Rosedale Road. 
Arkansas: Little Rock-ART EX  ~-II BIT  featuring the work 
of  German  impressionist  paint f'rs  Liebermann,  Slevogt 
and Corinth. Sept.  9 through  Oc~. 30 at the University of 
Arkansas Art Museum. 
Arizona:  Phoenix-OKTOBERFE T in  Heritage Square on 
Sept.  25  from  10:00  am  to  ~ :00  pm ....  Sun  City-
Lecture  by  former German  Ch~  ncellor Helmut Schmidt 
on  Oct.  17  at  8:00  pm ..in  S~ City  West's  Sundome 
Auditorium.  i 
Colorado:  Denver-GERMAN  ~ERITAGE FESTIVAL  with 
concerts,  children's  corner  c~ltural  exhibits,  perfor-
mances  by  Opera Colorado  on1  Oct.  1-2  in  Elitch  Gar-
dens.  Contact/  Institute  for tntemational  Education, 
(303) 837-0788. 
District of Columbia: Performa  ce of part I of GOETHE'S 
FAUST  by  Source Theatre Com any  in  outdoor space at 
13th and G.  Sts.  NW,  Sept.  9-, 8.  Contact/ (202)  462-
1073 ....  "WASHINGTON  NATIONAL  OKTOBERFEST"  fea-
turing German food and drink, tavarian bands and other 
musical  entertainment,  Sept.  3  -Oct.  9  on the  George-
town Waterfront. Contact/ (20  ) 835-0700. 
Florida:  Cape  Canaveral-LA~NCHING OF  SPACELAB-1 
mission  with  German  astronart  Dr.  Ulf  Merbold  on 
board. Oct.  28  at the Kennedy Space  Center.  Merbold, 
: 
I 
i 
sponsored  by  the  European  Space  Agency,  is  the  first 
non-American participant in a U.S. space mission. 
Kansas:  Kansas  City-TRICENTENNIAL  OKTOBERFEST 
with food,  dancing and entertainment by  German band 
on Oct.  8 at the Kansas  National Guard Armory.  Con-
tact/ Edmund Scherer, (913) 897-3403. 
Missouri:  St.  Louis-HISTORICAL  EXHIBIT  ON  GERMANS 
IN  ST.  LOUIS  at  the  Visitor's  Center, Jefferson  National 
Expansion Memorial from Oct.  7-Nov.  13.  The special 
Tricentennial  exhibit  will  be  opened  by  German  Presi-
dent Karl Carstens on his visit to St.  Louis. 
New  York:  Buffalo-TRICENTENNIAL  FEST  at  Schiller 
Park on Sept.  3-4. Contact/ Irene Wingerter, (716) 692-
8172 ....  New York  City-OKTOBERFEST  at  Floyd  Ben-
nett Field, Brooklyn, Sept.  20-0ct. 2.  Contact/ Gateway 
National Recreation Area, (212) 338-3625. 
Pennsylvania:  Philadelphia-TRICEN"(ENNIAL  VOLKSFEST 
on Sept.  3-5  at the  Cannstatter Volksfest-Verein,  9130 
Academy  Road.  The  fest  will  feature  German  songs, 
dances  and  food  specialties ...  TRICENTENNIAL  OKTO-
BERFEST  on Oct.  2 at the same location. Contact/ (215) 
332-0120. 
Texas:  Dallas-"GERMAN  DAY'IN  TEXAS",  honoring  the 
visit  of German  President Karl  Carstens on Oct.  9.  Fes-
tivities will  include performances of German dances and 
folk songs. Contact: German consulate, (214) 631-1640. 
Wisconsin:  La  Crosse-OKTOBERFEST on Oct.  1-6  at La 
Crosse  Festgrounds.  Event  features  pageant,  half-mara-
thon, sponing events  and  bands ....  Madison-DEDICA-
TION  OF  INSTITUTE  FOR  GERMAN-AMERICAN  STUDIES  by 
German  President  Karl  Carstens  on Oct.  12.  Contact/ 
(608) 262-7546. 
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Neat or with a little water; 
just don't spell it with an 'e' 
RICHARD GRINDAL 
In  a  small  town  in  Scotland, along a  mile of 
highlands,  stand  eight  whisky  distilleries. 
They  use  water from  rhe  same  hills,  behind 
the  town,  pear  from  the  same  moors,  and 
identical  distillation  methods,  yer  rhe  Scorch 
rhar each produces has a distinct, unique bou-
quet and taste. 
Of such  enigmas  has  the history of Scorch 
evolved. lr  is  a dramatic blend of folklore and 
fortune-making,  of tyranny  and  tax  evasion, 
of smuggling  and  skullduggery,  and  of Scot-
tish  persistence  and  skill  rhar  has  given  rhe 
world  irs  most popular liquor.  The spirit  has 
been  distilled  for  at  least  five  centuries  and 
was  used  first  as  a  medicine,  later  to  seal 
trade  bargains and as  a  form  of currency be-
tween Scots. Today it  has  become a  beverage 
appreciated by people around the world. 
About 85  percent of rhe  Scorch  produced 
is  exported, one third  of that amount arrives 
each year in  the United Stares, the largest im-
port  marker.  For  rhe  first  quarter  of  1983 
U.S.  imports  were  up  32  percent,  a  marked 
increase  on  rhe  previous  three  years  when, 
like  all  alcoholic  beverages,  Scorch  imports 
suffered  from  the  worldwide  recession.  Al-
though  more  Scotch  is  sold  in  the  United 
Stares,  one of the  fastest  growing markers  is 
France, where the spirit, surprisingly,  outsells 
Cognac.  Spain  and  Australia  are  two  other 
rapidly expanding markers. 
Today the Scorch warehouses rhar nestle in 
the valleys of the land of heather-clad moors, 
glens,  and  lochs  contains  roughly  $8  billion 
worth  of  goods;  an  inventory  that  would 
make any industrial  tycoon dry  in  the throat. 
Worldwide  exports  exceed  $1.7  billion  a 
year,  making  Scorch  the  world's  most  com-
mercially important noble spirit. 
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courtesy Scorch  Whisky Assot·iation. 
The  119  distilleries  scattered  over  the 
mainland  and  islands  of Scotland  are  often 
relatively  small,  privately  owned  businesses 
producing  double-distilled,  por-srill  whiskies 
made  entirely  from  malted  barley.  These 
malts, as they are called, are highly individual, 
even  though  they  may  be produced  within  a 
few  hundred  yards  of  each  other.  While  a 
few are sold under their own labels almost 98 
percent go  to  be  blended  into the consistent 
quality brand name whiskies that we instantly 
recogmze. 
There  are  more  than  2,000  registered 
blends  of Scorch  available  and  connoisseurs 
love  ro  argue  rhe  merits  of  their  favorite 
brand.  The single  malt  (unblended)  whiskies 
have  a  select  coterie  of aficionados  and  for 
them  a  Scottish  bar  like  The  Porsrill,  Hope 
Street,  Glasgow,  might offer as  many as  100 
different  single  malts  to  be  savored  either 
near or with a little plain water. 
No two  brands of Scorch  look alike.  One 
might  be as  brilliant as  topaz or the color of 
ripe wheat. Some Scorches are pale  as  citron, 
others  have  a  mellow  tone  of  amber  or  a 
flash  of  burnished  brass.  Bur  one  thing  all 
Scorch  brands  have  in  common  is  rhar  they 
must be aged  for ar  least three years.  In  fact, 
the  majority await their buyers  much  longer. 
If  a  Scorch  is  sold  as  an  8-year  or  12-year 
variety,  rhe  number must  refer  ro  rhe  youn-
gest single whisky in  the blend. So even a  12-
year-old  Scorch  is  likely  to  contain  whiskies 
rhar  have matured  for a  much  longer period. 
Once Scorch  is  borrled it stops maturing and 
remains stable for years. 
The  origins  of Scorch  are  as  misty  as  the 
fogs  rhar hang over the sires of rhe first  stills, 
believed  to have  been built by  Christian  mis-
sionary  monks  who  serried  in  rhe  now  fam-
ous Duffrown, !.slay,  and  Mull  of Kintyre  re-
gions.  In  rhe monasteries, they used the local 
barley, sparkling water, and  pear fires  to pro-
duce aqua  vitae,  as  ir  was  rhen  called.  They 
perceived  irs  recuperative  powers  as  a  divine 
gift and  began a  corrage industry  rhar  spread 
to farms the length and breadth of Scotland. 
During  rhe  Napoleonic  Wars,  soldiers 
rubbed their limbs with whisky.  Funeral  bear-
ers  traditionally  rook  five  glasses  before "the 
lifting" and, in  some areas,  ir  was customary 
for wedding guest to wash rhe new bride with 
the  spirit.  Today,  rhe  same  Scottish  climate, 
water, and pear are the three local necessities 
for  making  Scorch,  although  rhe  barley 
(needed in  greater quantities than the country 
can  produce)  is  now  often  imported  from 
England and sometimes from overseas. 
In  1505,  by  which  rime  aqua  vitae's  me-
dicinal  qualities  had  been  recognized,  Edin-
burgh's sprgeons were, for a short rime, given 
a  monopoly to produce and sell  rhe liquor.  lr 
was another century before the name  whisky 
{from  the Gaelic uisge  heatha) came into use. 
In  1643,  Parliament  realized  ir  had  a  ready-
made  source  of  revenue  in  the  flourishing 
whisky-producing trade,  and  the  first  tax  on 
Scorch was imposed. 
Thus  began  more  than  200  years  of  tax 
evasion,  illicit  stills  and  smuggling.  In  1777, 
of  the  403  stills  in  Edinburgh,  only  eight 
were  licensed,  yet  there  were  more  than 
2,000  licensed  houses  serving  rhe  100,000 
population.  lr  was  the  illicit  distillers  and 
smugglers who kept up the quality of Scorch 
at  a  rime  when,  sabotaged  by  taxation,  the 
legal  distillers could nor compere. 
By  rhe  1790s, closer controls on  the pro-cess of distilling and the way duty was applied 
came  into  force,  bur  illicit  stills  on  rhe  hill-
sides and in  the glens and caves continued ro 
flourish-every Scotsman believed he had the 
inalienable  right  ro  make  whisky  and  the 
spirit was consumed at a  vast rare.  If the duty 
had  actually  been  paid,  however,  only  the 
rich could have afforded to drink Scotch. The 
freebooting days only began ro wane in  1823 
when the Excise Tax led  ro the general avail-
ability  of reasonably priced Scorch.  With  the 
lowering  of taxes  the  pot  srillers  grudgingly 
began  applying  for  licenses  and  the  whisky 
business  achieved  a  more  legal  basis. 
Whisky drinking, however, was still  consid-
ered a  rather less-than-respectable occupation 
outside Scotland-until  1848,  that  is,  when 
an  enterprising distiller who had  his  business 
at  Lochnagar,  only  a  mile  or so  from  Bal-
moral  Castle,  invited  Queen  Victoria  and 
Prince  Albert . ro  visit  and  taste  his  Scorch. 
The Queen later wrote in  her diary that, after 
climbing  a  mountain  with  her  husband,  "I 
had  a  little  whisky  and  water,  as  the  people 
declared  pure  water would  be too  chilling." 
Soon  afterwards  rhe  distiller  was  appointed 
supplier of whisky ro the Queen and awarded 
the  Royal  Warrant.  This  benefited other dis-
tillers  roo,  for Scorch  was  at  last  respectable 
"south of the border." 
The  way  in  which  Scotch  is  made-from 
malted  barley  in  a  pot  still-has  remained 
unchanged.  But  in  the  1830s the Coffey still 
was patented, using malted and unmalted bar-
ley  together with  maize  in  a  continuous pro-
cess.  The  parent  distillation  process  injected 
new  life  into  rhe  industry  by  producing  a 
whisky that was lighter in  body and in  flavor 
than the traditional full-bodied pot-still whis-
kies.  By  blending grain whiskies from the pat-
ent still  and  malt whiskies from  the pot still 
together, it  was  possible to produce a  Scotch 
that remained consistent in  flavor at all  times 
and  which  was  more  suited  to  the  tastes  of 
people living in  warmer climates. 
The blender came into his  own, and soon 
he began to sell  his  blended whisky  in  coun-
tries  overseas,  beginning  the  expansion  of 
sales  which  in  a  hundred  years  was  to make 
Scorch  the  most  widely  consumed  national 
drink  in  the world. Today, a  blend will  con· 
rain  anywhere  from  20 to 50 different whis-
kies,  laid  down  in  a  formula  that  may  have 
been  based on years of experimentation, and 
is  kept as  a  jealously guarded secret. 
One  of  the  most  important  men  in  the 
whisky business is  rhe blender or "nose." He 
judges  whisky  by  irs  bouquet  and  might 
"sniff" as  many as  400 samples during a  day 
to see if they are of a  high enough quality to 
add to  his  blend.  Young  boys are given  apti-
tude  rests  to  see  if  they  will  make  likely 
"noses." If they can pick the odd man out of 
several similar whiskies, they go on to sterner 
tests,  but  most  "noses"  in  the  industry  are 
mature  men  with  many  years  of experience. 
Sniffing  machines  are  in  operation  in  some 
distilleries, but a human "nose," thousands of 
times more sensitive than a  machine, is  relied 
upon  for  most  important blending decisions. 
Scotch whisky had a great boost in  popularity 
in  the United States during the period of Pro-
hibition.  Large  quantities  of  Scotch  were 
shipped there  by smugglers,  mainly from  the 
Bahamas,  and  were  greatly  appreciated  by 
Americans,  who  distrusted  rhe  illegally  dis-
tilled  domestic spirits  available  in  the  speak-
easies. One of the leading smugglers was Cap-
tain  Bill  McCoy,  who  delivered  Scotch 
directly  from  Nassau  to  the  bootleggers.  He 
was  a  man  of integrity  who shipped  nothing 
but the genuine article, and rhe reputation of 
his  Scotch  was  so  high  rhar  it  came  to  be 
known  as  "the  real  McCoy." 
The quality of the casks in  which Scorch is 
aged  is  also  of the  highest  importance.  Oak 
casks  which  have  contained  sherry  are  the 
most desirable, bur they are getting in  shorter 
supply each year. Second best are casks which 
formerly were used to make bourbon. Until a 
few  years ago most distilleries allowed work-
ers two drinks of Scorch per day straight from 
the  barrel.  Today  employees  carry  home  a 
free  bottle  of  Scotch  every  few  weeks  to 
share with their family. 
The Scorch  Whisky Association, formed  in 
1942, keeps a vigilant eye on irs  own industry 
and  insures  that Scotch  can  be made only in 
Scotland.  According to an  Act of Parliament, 
the  expression  "blended  Scorch  whisky" 
means  a  blend  of several  distillates,  each  of 
which  is  entitled  to  the  description  Scotch 
whisky.  In  this  way,  Scotch  drinkers  every-
where  can  be certain  they are always getting 
the real  McCoy. 
Scotch, today, has come to be known as a 
symbol  of a  civilized,  contemporary  lifestyle 
from  Boston  ro  Bangkok.  It  is  a  drink 
drenched  in  history  and  savored  by  those 
who  appreciate  the  combination  of nature's 
products  and  traditional  skills,  blended  with 
the  slow,  evolving  passage  of time.  When  I 
visit  the  United  Stares,  I  am  often  asked: 
"How  should  I  drink  my  Scorch?"  Purists 
would usually answer "neat" or "with a  little 
water."  But  I  usually  say:  "Drink  Scorch 
whisky  whichever way  you  enjoy  it.  Just  re-
member that you never spell it with an 'e.' " E 
Richard Crindal is  executive  director of the  Scotch 
Whisky Association and a writer of mystery novels. 
In Search of the Perfect Scotch 
There  are  about  1 19  distilleries  all  over 
mainland  Scotland  and  the  islands  and 
many of them  welcome visitors,  either by 
appointment or during daily visiting hours. 
Most  distilleries  close  down  for  a  few 
weeks during the late summer "silent sea-
son," depending on individual choice. 
There are  three  main  whisky-producing 
areas and the greatest concentration of dis-
tilleries  is  to be found in  the valley  of the 
River  Spey  in  northeast  Scotland.  This  is 
where  the  famous  Speyside  whiskies  are 
produced  and  you  can  taste  these  High-
land  malts  on  the  Whisky Trail  that  runs 
through picturesque rural  countryside with 
sheep and  heather vying  for space on  the 
moors. 
Within  half  an  hour's  drive  of 
Duffrown,  along  the  River  Spey  (one  of 
Scotland's finest  salmon  fishing  stretches), 
you  can  find  about  50  distilleries.  A  few 
that are well worth visiting are Glenfiddich 
and  Morrlach  tn  Dufftown,  and 
Glenfarclas,  The  Glenlivet,  Macallan, 
Cardhu, and Tamdhu, a  little further West 
near Aberlour. 
The  distilleries  on  the  islands  make  a 
whisky with a special peary character.  Best 
known  are  those  on  the  island  of  Islay 
(pronounced  eye-la)  in  the  Hebrides,  off 
the coast of Scotland. One can  reach  Islay 
on a  45-minure flight  from  Glasgow or a 
two-hour ferry ride from Kennacraig. 
Whisky  has  been  the  principal  business 
of  Is lay  for  more  than  100  years,  and 
when  in  full  swing  rhe  eight  distilleries 
produce' some  six  million  gallons  a  year. 
Bowmore is  perhaps the most famous Jslay 
distillery.  The  water  used  here  travels 
some  seven  miles  through  pear  bogs  and 
gives  rhe  spirit  a  remarkable  flavor.  The 
beautiful  Isle  of  Skye  has  one  distillery, 
Talisker,  and  there  are  two  in  the  Ork-
neys,  High land Park and Scapa. 
For those who don  'r have time to travel 
so far afield, there are also fine  distilleries 
in  rhe  Lowlands,  such  as  Glengoyne  and 
Auchentoshan  near  Glasgow  and  Glen-
kinchie  and  Rosebank,  only  a  40-minure 
drive from Edinburgh. 
Distillery tours vary in  their convenience 
and the skill  of presentation, bur all  show 
how  whisky  is  made and  all  tours  end  at 
the hospitality room where a  dram or rwo 
of the  company's  product  is  offered.  To 
get rhe real  flavor of the whisky trade, you 
should visit a  distillery when the peat fires 
are  burning  and  rhe  barrels  are  being 
rolled  like  thunder  through  the  ware-
houses. 
For assistance in  arranging your distillery 
tour,  be  sure  to  check  with  the  Scorch 
Whisky Association,  17 Half Moon Street, 
London, Wl. 
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The United States and the E.C. have  The U.S. decision followed a May 5
begun talks in Geneva over the E.C.'s ruling from the U.S. International
demands to be compensated for the Trade  Commission  that impons'  as a
expon losses it expects  to suffer as a whole, had grown by a large enough
result of recent  U.S. import restrictions amount as to cause  serious iniury to
on specialry  steel. Specialty steel is a domestic manufacturers  and to
high-quality,  corrosion resistant metal threaten their ability to make the nec-
used in a vast number of consumer essary investments  to remain competi-
goods, ranging  from automobiles to tive.
kitchen appliances.  The E.C. hotly criticized the U.S. ac-
Specialty steel producers on both tion, saying the recession and not im-
sides of the Atlantic  have been hit hard ports had caused the U.S. specialty
by several years of recession. Specialty  steel industry's problems. "The Ameri-
steel is one of the sectors most vulner- can spEcialry steel industry has been
able to recession  because demand for protected  almost continuously  since
the product comes from industries 1972 by a strict quota system that has
which produce durable goods-goods  kept annual impons from the E.C- at
whose purchase  consumers  can easily the artifically low level of about
postpone until better economic  times 30,000 tons. It is therefore not surpris-
arrive.  ing that in 1982-the first year in
On July 5, President Ronald Reagan which a free market was reestab-
announced  that the United States lished-E.C. expofts iumped  sharply
would grant its domestic  specialty steel to reach about 88,000 tons," said a
industry protection from imports  spokesman for the E.C. Commission.
through a combination of tariffs on  The E.C. Commission and the For-
imported stainless  steel sheet, strip, and eign Ministers of the 10 E.C. member
plate and quotas  on stainless steel bar, states condemned the import relief ac-
rod, and alloy tool steel. In a statement tion as a violation of the General
on the decision, U.S. Trade Represen-  Agreement  on Tariffs and Trade (cnrr)
tative William Brock said the American and as counter to the commitment
industry was granted "impoft relief" made at the Williamsburg economic
on the basis that its "difficulties  stem summit last May to halt and even dis-
from persistent excess productive ca- mande protectionist  devices. The E.C.
pacity, some of it uneconomic and took its complaint  to the GATT, saying
supported  by subsidies, as well as trade that the U.S. import restrictions did
restrictive  and distortive practices  used not conform to the rules under which
by many of our trading paftners to international  trade law allows a coun-
protect their industries and stimulate  try to protect a domestic industry from
exports."  foreign competition.
The U.S. action came at a bad time E.C. is entitled to compensate," Brock
for Europe's  steel industry.  Although told questioners.  According to Sir Roy
specialty steels covered by the new Denman, Head of the E.C. Delegation
U.S. measures  account for only a small to \0Vashington,  compensation  the E.C.
portion of Community steel exports, might receive could include the right
these steels are among the Communi- to raise tariffs on specific U.S. expons
ty's most profitable  steel products. The to the E.C.
E.C. produced about 2 million tons of
specialty  steel in 1982, from which ex- r
porrs totaled about 440,000  tons. The lI.S.9 E.C. OfiCdAlS
E.C.'s exports to the United States TOOST NgUl were 88,000 tons, accounting for  :
about e percenr of us. ;;;;;;,.;  UnderstAnding
during'iilil:'h'.f 
E.c. obiections to on wine
the U.S. restrictions  is based -on_the American and E.C. officials in July
concept of-double  ieopardy. fh9 e..C. hoisted vintages from both sides oithe
says it has been punished  twice for the Atlantic to torrt a new U.S.-E.C. un-
same "offense." Earlier this.year, the. derstanding  that is expected  to expand
United  States assessed  penalty duties- wine trade- between ihe United Siates
on specialry steel .from.three E.C. and Europe. ..Someone  once said thar
countries-France,  the- Fedgral lgPrb- wine is bottled sunshine. Let us rejoice
lic of Germany, and the United King- that for one day at leasr in a stormy
dom. These were designed to relieve  vear the sun has broken out across  the
the iniury the United States said these Atlantic." said Sir Roy Denman. head
countries  were doing to its domestic
steel industry. Why, says the E.C.,
should E.C. steel be subiect  to the new
global restrictions  when it is already
sublect  to duties  designed to offset any
inlury its shipments  caused the U.S. in-
dustry?
The U.S. Administration has ac-
knowledged  that it could be liable in
some cases under intemational trade
rules for the new impon curbs. U.S.
Trade  Representative Brock told re-
porters in July that the restrictions
could hit some  companies that were
trading fairly. "However, I would want
to reserve  judgement on whether the
of the E.C. delegation to Washington
at a signing  ceremony held at the U.S.
Treasury  Depanment.
The new understanding  relates  to
discrepancies between  present U.S. and
E.C. wine-making laws that in the past
have put a damper  on trans-Atlantic
wine trade. Cenain  wine-making prac-
tices permitted in the United States are
not allowed in Europe, while certain
European methods are not authorized
in the United States.  In an exchange of
letters climaxing  nearly l0  years of
highly technical  consultations,  both the
United States and the E.C. expressed
the will to adapt their own wine stan-
dards to accommodate  wine-making
practices used by the other side.
"This understanding  will ensure U.S.
48  E u R () t, r. September-October  1983lroducers the same access to the Com-
munity's markets as their products
have here in the United States," said
U.S. Assisrant Treasury Secretary John
M. Walker at the official signing  cere-
mony. Walker said the past eight years
of talks between  U.S. and EuroPean
officials had helped to harmonize U.S.
and European  regulations in many ar-
eas, had open the door for the United
States  into E.C. markets, and had en-
abled U.S. wine sales to the E.C. to
expand. He also said U.S. standards for
American  wines had improved enor-
mously as a by-product  of the discus-
sions.
One example of how the new un-
derstanding  will work involves Ameri-
can methods used to clarify and pre-
ment would exclude any wine-making
practices  thought to pose a risk to hu-
man health.
In its letter. the United  States ex-
pressed a willingness to prevent  geo-
graphical designations  applied to wine
from deteriorating  into generic names
for given types of wine-a concern
among European vintners. Reciprocal
recognition of geographical  names
used to designate wine is considered
extremely important to international
trade in that sector.
The new understanding  will establish
a solid framework for further growth
in U.S.-8.C.  wine trade, officials
agreed. To date, this trade has been
somewhat lop-sided in favor of the
E.C. In 1981-82, E.C. mernber coun-
Fxm left trt right: Jobn M. Walker, U.S. Assistant Treasury  Secretary; S'ir Roy
Denmdn,  heai of'E.C. Delegation b tilashington;  Rex D. Dauis, President of
the National  Association  of Beuerage Importers and Steue Higins, Director of
the Bureau of Alcobol,Tobacco and Firearms,  at the signingof a new under-
standing on wine trade.
serve wine. Although the E.C. tries sold a total of 400 million liters
maintains reservations about the effects or wine to the United States, making
of some of these practices and does the United States their largest foreign
not permit them under its own wine- ntarket. However, U.S. wine expons to
making laws, it has agreed for a transi- the E.C. have grown subsrantially  in
tion piriod to accept American wines the past several years-from about
made according  to rhese techniques.  100,000  liters in 1975-75  to 7.5 mil-
E.C. officials stress that this commit- lion liters in 1981-82.
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IWoney Cotocertos ToP E.C. Agendn
"\We have avoided a serious crisis and
now have to make a fresh staft," said
E.C. Commission  President Gaston
Thorn after the thrice-yearly European
Council meeting of E.C. heads of Gov-
ernment in Stuttgart this June. For the
first time ever, an E.C. summit had to
be extended by 24 hours, from two
days to three-a reflection of the seri-
ous nature of the problems addressed
at the session.
The key item on the agenda was
money, an item likely to be on the
front-burner  in Community  affairs be-
tween now and the next E.C. summit,
scheduled for December in Athens.
"There is really no time to loser"
Thorn said, since the E.C. has only un-
til December  to pave the way toward
making Athens the birthplace of a
"second-generation  Europe."
The E.C. leaders  announced at the
Stuttgart  meeting that the E.C. member
states-through their Foreign  Ministers
and Finance Ministers-would begin  a
major negotiation  to tackle the com-
plex and inrerrelated  issues involved in
the E.C.'s existing and foreseeable  fi-
nancial problems. They ordered a re-
port on the results of this negotiation
in time for their Athens  meeting.
The stickiest issue before European
officials remains the question of how
the E.C. will finance  its future activities
and select its priorities. At Stuttgan,
the E.C. leaders agreed to a diagnosis
and partial prescription  for the E.C.'s
financial  difficulties: The E.C. budget
must be reformed and agricultural
spending controlled. The present sys-
tem of financing needs to be changed
to provide a permanent  solution  ro the
perennial  problem of Great Britain's
budget contribution. Also, new funds
have to be found for programs to at-
tack problems like youth unemploy-
ment and the tendency of EuroPean
countries to lag behind competitors  in
developing  new technologies.
However, agreeing on the specific
means the Community  should emPloY
to reach these goals is expected to be a
long and politically painful process for
the Community's mentbers'  many of
which have conflicting national inter-
ests in these areas.
Time and events have recently  Put
the E.C. under even more pressure to
resolve its ntoney  woes. In MaY, the
E.C. Commission prcsented a draft
European  Council meetittg in Stungart.
1984 budget rhat brought the Com-
munity  close to running out of cash
under present constraints on its in-
come. Under the current rules, the
Community  may claim for its own use
no more than I percent of the amount
of value-added  taxes (v,lr) collected  in
member  states. These v,lr collections
are the most important  source of E.C.
funds,  or "own resources."
However, in June it became clear
that the E.C.'s financial problems
could reach crisis proponions  before
1984 arrived, owing to unexpectedly
high spending  requirements  for agricul-
tural and other programs  for 1983 and
unexpectedly low revenues  resulting
from the recession. To address this im-
balance, the Commission  proposed  a
second supplementary  budget  calling
for additional expenditures of 2.3 bil-
lion r.cu (about $2 billion) in 1983-
spending  that would  bring rhe E.C. to
the upper limit of its resources.
At a special session in July, E.C.
Budget  Ministers tenratively agreed, af-
ter acrimonious  and grueling debate,
on a compromise  supplementary bud-
get for 1983. The compromise  mea-
sure-opposed  by the U.K. delegation,
with the Danes abstaining-contained
a smaller provision  for increases  in ag-
ricultural spending  than sought by the
Commission  and cut 80 million lc u
from the 385 million-tc.u budget re-
bate that Britain was promised  by its
E.C. partners  last October.
The Council compromise left the
supplementary  1983 budget proposal
only 54 million tcu below the lid on
Community expenditures and left the
British delegation complaining  bitterly
that other delegirrions  had gone back
on the British rebate they approved  last
year. After sitting continuously for
nearly 32 hours, the Council also
agreed on a draft 1984 budget  with
projected  expenditures of 24.8 billion
F( Ll, somewhat less than the 25.5 bil-
lion r.cirproposed by the Commission.
The budget headaches are far from
over, since both the 1983 and 1984
initiatives will need approval from the
Europeirn  Parlianrent  before the Coun-
cil can take final action on them. Bur
the difficulty in arriving at even these
tentative and temporary answers for
the t.C.'s short-term  money problems
clearly highlight the desperate need for
more long-term financial reform.
of address to take effod.
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Actiott ott Brand
Counterfeiting
ls the world awash in bogus Cartier
watches,  fakc l-e vi je ans and crsatz
Gucci handbags?  Maybe not, but prod-
uct counterfciting  has beconrc such a
scrious proble nr for both lcgitinrate
rnanuf,rcturers  ancl constlntcrs thirt the
E.(.. thinks it's tirne for a crackdown.
ln a reccnt rcport to the General
Agreenrcnt on Tariffs and Tradc
(t;rrr), the F-.(.. said that an interna-
tional initiativc rrgrinst  cor,rntcrfciting  is
urgentlv nccclt'rl to stop cotrnterfeiters
from exploiting rhc opportunities of-
fered thenr by intcrnational  rraclc.
The rcport said that whilc  traclernark
counterfciting  has long becn rr concern
in thc fashion  and luxury goods  sec-
tors, countcrfciters  are branching  out
into other areas. C-otrntcrfeit tradc-
rnarks hrrve been found in dozcns of
countries  on proclucts  as di"'erse as air-
craft parts,  chcrnicals,  pharnraceuticals,
wines, and rncdical  appliances.
All indicators  point toward  conrin-
ued gror.r'th in counterfeiting in the
years ahead,  especially  given thc large
profits availablc  this pracricc.  The E.C.
saicl it woulcl  welcome  rhc chance to
cliscuss  the problcm, as well as possi[rle
solutions, with its trading plrtners.  It
said it bclievecl  international  action to
bc thc nrost rtffecrive w:ly of curbing
the activitics of counterfeitcrs,  but
stressecl rhat such action sh<luld be
carefully put togethcr to avoid creating
new non-tariff barriers to tradc in gen-
uine goods.
The (-orlrnunity saic'l thrlt cotlnter-
fciting causes consul'ners ancl lcgitinrate
manufircttrrers cnorllrotts  stttrts of
mone y annually. An esrinratcd 300
million counte rfcit recorcls  and tapes
wcrc sold worldwide in 1980 at a
value of betwcen Sl billion and $1.5
billion. Frcnch pcrfunte  nrtnttfacturers
cstimate their losses fronr counterfeit-
ing at over $52 million, or about 1Ooh
of total rrnnurrl selcs. U.K. rrtrtorrtobile
part nranufacturers say that counter-
feiting costs them about $200 nrillion
a ycar in lost exports. Coffee farnrcrs
in East Africa clairn to hirve lost $20
million worth of thcir crop as a rcsult
of using counterfeit  fungicide.
In aclclition to sales losses, cotrnter-
fciting hes a significlnt  impacr on ctt)-
ployrlent.  The E.(.. said that losses  of
6,000 lobs in Europe end 14,000  lobs
in the United States can be artributed
to counterfeiting in the autorrotive -
parts incilrstry alonc. It said some bo-
gus products also pose a significant
threat to the public hcalth and safety
because  of their inferior quality. Exam-
ple s include heart pacemakers  with
countcrfcit  components.  cotrnterfeit
jcans clyed with carcinogenic  sub-
stances, counterfeit fire detection  sys-
terns for aircraft engines, and counter-
feit rnedicincs thrrt contain no Jctive
ingre clients.
Thc E.C. saicl traclenrark owners and
legitirnate  nranufacturers at prescnt
havc few tools available  to prevcnt im-
portccl counterfeit goocls from reach-
rng the market.  Tracing  counterfcitcrs
is oftcn .r long and cxpensive  proposi-
tion. Thc E.C. also rcported that man-
rufacturcrs who find their goods being
countcrfeited  often tend not to publi-
cizc the discovery  because  they fear
damagc to their own reputation.  They
also fear that suspicion of counterfcit-
ing could deter potcntial customers
frorn buying  their prociucts.
Thc report said that although  inclLrs-
trializccl countries seem to have suf-
fcrecl thc most fronr having their goods
countcrfcited,  devcloprng  countries are
increasingly feeling  the effecrs of the
prirctice . lt said an influx of countcrfcit
proclucts  can stiflc nascent industries  in
cle ve loping countrie s by "stealing"
away  clonre stic ancl cxport rnarke ts.
Thcy also threaten  clan.rage to the repu-
t:rtion irncl sales of legirimate  strbsidiar-
ies, ioint ventures,  ancl licensing  opera-
tions locate d in cicveloping  nations.
The perception thar ir given nrarkct for
legitinrate products will be spoilcd by
countcrfciters cen be a severe disin-
ccnrivc to investntent  and loc:rl sub-
contrircting in the developing  world,
the F..C..  saicl.
Jrint F.untpcltt'I  trus lalxtrlktrtcs ttt ('ulham, tutgland.
JEf Test lloi,led as Landmark i'n
Fusi,ott' Research
lJ.S. Customs officials  usc a stcom rtiller kt dcstrury 4,000 fakc Cartier
u,dtc he s. corrrtcsr (.rnicr
A succcssful  first test carlier this year
of an E..(-.-sponsored  rcscarch  proiect
will pave the wrty for ir scvcn-year  se-
ries of experiments  dcsigncd to help
scientists learn to exploit thc commer-
cial potcntial of nuclear ftrsion. Fu-
sion-thc  source  of the sun's hs31-ig
a process in which the nucleii of two
light atoms irrc fusecl togcther in a re-
action that prodtrccs  rrctnendous
amounts  of energy.
Scientists hopc to be ablc one day to
harness  rhe hcirt releasccl  by man-macle
fusions to gcnerate  e lectrical  power.
Fusion, thought to be i'l pote ntial
source of clcan, safc ancl virtually
inexhirustable power, is not expected
to beconre a contlttcrcially viable
methocl of producing clecrrrcrty  until
well into the 21st century.
The func 2-5th test of rhe newly
complerccl  .f oint European Torus (JI, l)
facility in (.ulharn,  Englancl crtlnrinatecl
a fivc-yelr eonstrttction  progrrlnt car-
ried orrt by an internetional  tearn
drlun frorrr the I I Ftrropcrtn  countries
participating  in the projcct. The con-
stnlction progranr rcceivecl  80 percent
of its funcling from the F-.(.. irnd was
coorclinatccl by the Europerrn Atontic
Energv (.<lrrtrrunity (F-rrratorrt).
The p't, the largest facility of its
kind, is known in scienrific circles  as a
tokanr:rk. A rokrrrrrlk is rr system of
magnetic  fields designecl to hold the
suoer-herrtccl lllaterials necdcd  to make
fuiion possiblc  away from the walls of
the vesscl in which the rcaction is to
take place. Without such a systent, the
walls of the vessel would be trnable  to
'*'ithsrancl the tenrperaturcs at which
fusion occurs. To procltrcc thc condi-
tions rcquirc.l  for fusion, grrscous  ftrels
rrrrrst be hc.rtcd to tcrllpcrattrrcs of
greatcr than 100 nrillion clegrees centi-
gradc (2l 2 rnillion clcgrecs Fahrqnheit)
by passing lrrrgc rrtnottnts of clcctrical
current thr<ltrgh  thenr in a ring-shapecl
vrlcutnn  chrrrnbcr.
During thc first test of the ll,r facil-
ity, 50,(XX) anlpcres of clcctricitl cur-
rcnt wcrc passecl  thr<lugh a low-density
hyclrogen gas for )4o of a seconci, thus
convcrting  thc gas into a so-called
plasnrrr  state. The llil program calls for
thc irrnount of currcnt employed to be
progrcssively  incrcasccl to around 5
nrillion amperes.
In subsequent  years, aclditional
equipnrent  will bc addcd to thc facility
to enable it to raisc the ternperaturc  of
thc hyclrogcn  plrtsnur to around .50 rnil-
lion degrees ccr.rtigrircle (122 rnillion
clcgrces  Fahrenhcit)  for periods of
ir['rout l0  se concls. If all gocs as
plrrnnecl,  fr-rsionable gas will bc adcled
ro the nrachinc to prodtrce  fusion.
These fusion rcactions thcrnsclvcs  will
raise thc hert insiclc thc vcssel ftrrrhcr
and will be a sourcc of heat for pro-
clucing clectricity.
"Thc futurc success of .f F-T will cle-
ncnci on all the tssociirred l:rborrrtorics
in F.urope pleying their part in thc cx-
pcrinrental progratlr as well as thc con-
tinurrtion of thc cnrhusiastic  support by
thc F-.C. Corrtntission," said proicct  di-
rcctor Hans-Ort<l Wustcr. In adclition
to contributions  irorr the E.(.., thc ;1.'r
projcct reccives  funcling front the
Unitcd Kingclorrr, othcr E.(.. tnentber
strltcs. Sweclen.  ancl Su'itzerlancl.
The ECU: I)ott''t
Leoae llome
Wdtbout It?
lr could be that thc European (.ur-
rcncy Unit (rt tr) is rrbout to clcrrr an-
othcr hurclle in its bid to bccotne  a
full-flcdged  F-uropcan  currcncy.  Once
rcgarclccl as littlc nrorc than e book-
kccping invention of the (.otrtnton
Markct, the I,t t t in re cent yeirrs has
grrinccl  increasccl  populrrrity in financial
circlcs. It has reccntly becotnc  rhe
worlcl's fourth rrtosr popular clcnottti-
nrrtion for loans,  lroncl issucs ancl orher
transrlctions. Five Frcnch financial in-
stitrrtions  rcccntly announcccl  thc for-
nrrrtion  of a cornplny to srLrcly ancl  cle-
#t
F.untpcan Ttrus lalxrakrics in Culham,  England.iclop xn l( ti travclcrs clreck. 'fhc iire
-( 
ri'tlrr Agricolc,  Cri'dit  (.rttttntcrcirrl
dc ltrrrncc, rrncl Socii'ri' l-rrrrlrtisc tltr
(.hi'qrre de \irvage-uill  reccrvc  closc
tcchrricrrl  rrssistrrncc  in tlrcir lte\\' \'cll-
trrre frorrr thc .{rncrican  [:rprcss  c<lttt-
pitn\.
'l hc in.rrrgrlr.ltiolt  <lf a trevelt'r's
chcrk in tt l. uotrlcl contrilrtttt' t() the
gr.lrltr,ll  crte nsiotr <lf thc I ( | r'\ rrsc. tltc
instittrti<tns  slirl  irl  ll  strttelllellt Jll-
norrnr'ittg  tht'ir 1'rlrrrrs. 
'I-hcv Itrlted- thrrt
the tt t h.td lrcgrrrt rcl 1',l,rv I uicler  role
in lcrrtling :tnd intcrtrrttitlnrtl  trrrtlc ti-
nrrrreing. 'l'ht' lt t  is rr brtskcr of  thc
crrrrt'r.rtics  of  nine tlf  tlre [](.'s  l0
N'lcrnbcr Strttes. 'l he u cight of  c.rch
rrrrtionrtl currclrev in tlre brrsket  tlc-
i,,r1.rnrt.,raa.  \\'orkforcc  rrr lrrrgc.  Pii(t oll thtlsc cttrPlolctl in .lrl [:.(..
'l'he rt tr is in  incrcesing tlcnrancl  'l lrc rrerl r'e rsion of  tlre lncrlsrrrc lt,tsctl strlrsicl irtrr'. the' P.trt'tlt firrrr
c.,,',''1-,...,ti.'[lccltttscittri|ers!jrCJtC|5rJ-
l,Illtr<lfitttcrcst.t,r.|clcl..'.trr!.cri.rtesrr(..lrtt'l.r.lil
t.it,s in rhc I ( t  lrrrsket. ..\lthgrrgfi  thc tisrr 1.1rltl l'lc e rrtirclv e xe lupt fr()nr .rrr.l its ittrl''.te t  ()ll thc cttt1.rl111e  t's ill-
l:.( . (
c'clrt.illl'  u ill  .rtr.rirr
trtrel:.(''*i.leetlrfcllC\'tttltlsttlfthe:;rc]c]rt'd
gro\\'th it  its trsc
tlrhcrirrstitLlti()Ils.-IlrcItL:inclrrtlesltll
l:,('.rr.rtitlrllllctlrfC.llcicscxcc1-lttltct<lthe\C|.rcc\'rlrctlttt.iclcrlti.rlitr<lt,tir'tlLtl.lh..rretttl\'et()l)()\\'
(ireek tlr,rchr1.r. 'lhc tlr,rchrn,r  is sletc.l gircrr prece tli irttorrtt.ttitin.  e<itrl1'.1111  p1.111''.
t6 l.,cc9r1c  1..;,rrt 9f the l( t  brrsket bc-  Shoultl the prtrettr  c()lltpilltv  pr()posc
tolc l9lJ6.
E.C. Comtnission Unueils Neat
Worker Right s lWeosttre
'I'hc I:.( . (.ontrrrissiorr hrrs rrrrvcilcil rl  pr()po\itl  ts ntllv bcf<lre the (.otrrrcil  ol
nc* r'crsrrin of 1.,nr1'losc,l  (.orrrrrrrrrtitr Nlirristers,  rhc l-.(..'s tttp tlccisiorl rlrek-
rvide lcgislrrrorr ricsigncrl  to rrrrrke I:u- ing borlr.'l'hc rrlcitsttre rl'tltrlcl ncctl thc
rof.rf.111  srr hsirlilrics of  rrrultinrlti()n.ll  ( orrncil's uttrtt.titttotts  .tl.rprovel bcfore
corporrrtiorts  Inore rrccorlrttl[rlc to their ltccortrilrg  llu'.
loc.rl u ork  forces. l'he  contrtlvcrsirtl' Spcekirtg  I() thc Prcss oll thc pro-
legisl.rrion  u oulrl re qrrirc thcst' sutrsiti- 1-r<lsel. [.( .. ( tlrnrrtissiortcr  Ii or  [{ich-
i.rrics to irrftlrnr-rrnrl irr sorrrc trlses rlrcl, u ho is rcsptlrrsillle  for  crrrpl<>r'-
constrlt-tht'ir u <lrkcrs  .rbout t orrrprtrrv nre nt ,ttrtl soe i,rl ,ttf,rrrs,  c.rlle cl thc ner'r'
polir'ics or brrsirrcss  ltl.rrrs likelv to.rf  dr.rft, ".r step fttru'ercl in thc csselltilrl
fe e r rlrcir jo[r se e rrrirr rlr u clrking pl'ilc- pr()cess of  .le r e lopirtg  [.-trroprc's  lrrbor
ticc,s. Iht' rrc*' rcrsiorr of rlrc legrslrr- pr()tccti()n lcgisletitlrt." []e rcferrcil ttr
ti6p g rrs tht, Dr11rlpe t 1lt. scr e rrrl nrolrths rhe rne,rsrtrc ris ".ilt  it'lclt rt htlsc tittre
.oi rcrlr.rfting  tltrrirrg  u hich the (.orlr-  hes c<lttlc."
lrissiep s11rrghr  ()1r rhr ricus <lf both  'l-ht'rreu'tlrrtlt  u<lrrltl rrteke thc lcg,is-
l.,usirrt,ss .rn.l l.rbor groups.  lrttion rrpplic,rltle orrlv to eorl'totrtriotts
T'ht' rlrigin.rl  rcrsion of tlrc "l)ircc-  ()r c()llorrttc  grotlps  crrlpl<lr.'ing  I,000
tiye 3rr \\ilrkcr  Irrforrrrrrrion  .ttrtl ( tlrt-  ()r nrorc norkers irl thc l:.(.. 1-hc origi-
sLrlr,rtr<lrr  I{ights"-kn<lu n  inforrrrrrllv  nrtl ntc,tsttrc n'<tttltl havc l'tce rr appli-
,is rhc "\'rt'de lirrg l'r.o1-rcls.rl  '-\\'rls  c.rlrle to .rll firrrrs crrrplor irlg lllorc thrrll
strottglv  oP1.'<lse d br  [rttsincss'  incltrd-  I (x) l1'( "  citizcns' Itr its ltrtsctlt forttt
ing trS inrercsrs. ( ritics clr.rrec.l  thrrt it  the lcgisl.rtiort *ottld rcqtrrtt'r  l'r.lrctlr
r, i,rrl.'l ro[r corrrl'rrrnv llrrr].rgclltcrrt  tlf  c()nlprlr\ to givc its F-..(.. strbsidi.lrics
It,gitirrr.ttc  pcrogiltivcs ,rntl corrlrl cottr- inforrrrrttiott ()tt thc ctltt.tl.rrtt.tt's  btrsincss
1.,,l rrrrirc e <infi,-le  nri.rl ['.,rrsincss ittiorrrr.t- .re trr itit's, iirt.rrrci.rl  sitLratitltt,  rltl.l ltros-
iiol,  th,,s rliscotrr:rgirrg  ftlrcign invest- pccts rlt lc.tst otlet'rl  ve.lr.'l'his in-
lleltt i1 l.rrrol'.,c.  frlrtnrtrirln ntlttltl h,rvc to lte rcl,tvetl t<r
'l'lrr, (.1rrrtririssiort in  f trne prcsclttetl u <lrkcr rcprcsclltiltivcs. ()vcr  thc
,ip,rprcnrlr'..1 vcrsion of thc 1'rroltos.rl cotrrse tli  the vcllr, allv tr1-rcletetl in-
rlcsigrrcrl t9 .t,-ljress thesc conce rns .trrtl  frlrtnrtti<lrt  strpplicd t() c()lllpilll\ stock-
t,l  ,lcilecr  r.c.on,rrrt'n.l.rtions irorrt thc  h<llclcrs u'ottl.l ,tlso h,tvc ttl be sharctl
l:rrnrpe.rn I'.rrli.lrrcnt. Ihc  .rrrrentle.l * ith  rvtlrke r  rcprcscttt.ttii  e t,  rvhtr
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MATURE TRAVELERS' HOME EXCHANGE OT
rental listing service. United States or overseas.
Write, Sunshine Associates, P,O. Box 63681, Rock-
ville Centre, N.Y. 11571.
EXPTORE TROPICAT ISI-ANDS EVERY MONTH.
Our newsletter brings you info on the best of the
Tropics every month. Learn about local cost of liv-
ing, employment, real estate, taxes and more. Re-
ceive the next 3 months for only $7.00! Send pay-
nnent :to: TROPICAL ISLAND LIVING, p.O. Box
72632, Arlington  , VA 222A7 .
Marketing  to the U.K.l Read INTERNATIONAL  DE-
TdOGRAPHICS' populadon profile of the U.K.: age dis-
rribution, literacy, ethnic groups' households,  income,
erc., plus in,valuable cultural information. Demographic
profiles of other countries also av.ailable at $14 each,
prepaid. To':order or for more inforrnation  contact THE
MONTHLY REPORT OF INTERNATIONAL DEMO.
GRAPHICS, Box 58,'lthaca, NY 14851; toll free (800)
828-1133; NYS (800) 462-8686.
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End~tngered 
Species I niti11tive 
The  cause  of preserving  Europe's  en-
dangered species may  be about to find 
a  new  champion  in  the  guise  of  the 
E.C.  Commission.  The  Commission 
currently  is  in  the  midst  of  a  study 
aimed  at  preparing  Community-wide 
legisltaion for the protection of species 
on the endangered list.  Although ham-
pered  by  limited  funds  and personnel, 
the Commission has already conducted 
research on one such victim of civiliza-
tion:  the  European  brown  bear.  The 
last  of the  brown  bears  are  found  in 
Greece,  Italy,  and the  Pyrenees  moun-
tains in  France and Spain. 
More  recently,  attention  has  cen-
tered on the fate of the Corsican mou-
flon,  an  attractive  horned  creature 
from which today's domestic sheep are 
descended.  The  Commission  will  be 
asking  French  authorities  to  provide 
detailed information on the dual threat 
to  the  mouflon's  survival  presently 
posed  by  both  poaching  and  cross-
breeding  with  sheep.  Despite  protec-
tive  legislation,  however,  concerns  re-
main  that the species  could be in  dan-
ger of dying out. 
B.C.'s Employment 
Outlook Rem11ins 
Gloomy 
Europe may  have gained some ground 
this past year in  its  battle against infla-
tion  but  is  expected  to  make  little 
progress  in  the  near  term  in  reducing 
its  burgeoning  unemployment  prob-
lem.  In  a  recent report, E.C.  Commis-
sion  economists said  economic  recov-
ery  in  the 1  0-nation bloc will  be slow 
in  taking  hold and  could be  relatively 
weak  by  comparison  with  recovery  in 
other  parts  of  the  industrialized 
world-at  least  through  1983  and 
1984. 
"The only thing I know (or sure about 
the unemployment rate is that I'm part 
of it." <D  Lecd 
Although  inflation  is  expected  to 
moderate over the next year,  there are 
no  prospects  for  improvement  in  the 
unemployment  situation,  the  report 
said.  Gross  domestic  product  in  the 
Community is  expected to grow by an 
average  of only  0.5  percent  in  1983 
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Community Aid Roundup 
The E.C.  Commission  recently  autho-
rized  the  following  emergency  or 
development aid  projects  (1  European 
Currency Unit or ECU  =  $0.87: 
Emergency Aid Programs-Ethiopia: 2 
million ECU  for the relief of famine vic-
tims.  As  of  late  May,  the  E.C.  esti-
mated  that  3  million  Ethiopians  were 
affected  by  the  drought,  including  an 
estimated  1  million  thought  to  be  in 
need  of immediate  relief.  Those  most 
seriously  threatened  by  famine  were 
children.  The situation  was,  and  con-
tinues, especially severe in  the northern 
provinces  of  Gondar,  Wallo,  Tigre, 
and Eritrea. The aid, granted under the 
Lome  Convention,  was  used  to  pur-
chase food,  locally  and in  neighboring 
countries, as  well  as to send medicines 
to  the  area  and  to  organize  air  and 
road  transport.  Several  organizations 
took part  in  the  E.C.-sponsored  relief 
operations,  including  the  Consortium 
of  Dutch  Interchurch  Aid,  the  Lu-
theran  World  Federation,  Das  diako-
nische  Werk,  IC:CO,  Danchurchaid, 
Christian  Aid  and  UNICEI'  ... 
Botswana:  200,000 EC:U  in  aid  to cope 
with  a  flood  of Zimbabwean  refugees 
who are  crossing  the  border into  Bo-
tswana  following  recent  troubles  in 
Matabeleland. An  estimated 3,000 ref-
ugees  have  arrived  in  Botswana  since 
December 1982. The aid  will  be  used 
to purchase necessities for the refugees 
such  as  tents,  bedding, and household 
articles. . . .  Zimbabwe:  1.5  million 
EC:U  in  drought relief.  Zimbabwe is  suf-
fering  from a  drought that has also af-
fected  many other African  states.  The 
situation  is  especially  serious  because 
this  is  the second  consecutive  year  of 
drought  in  the  regions.  The  current 
drought  is  said  to  be  the  most devas-
tating  since  the  beginning  of the  cen-
tury.  The E.C.  aid took the form of a 
contribution  toward  a  program  estab-
lished  by  the  Zimbabwean  Govern-
ment,  in  conjunction  with  voluntary 
relief  organizations,  to distribute  food 
free  of charge  to the  most  vulnerable 
segment of the population and to plan 
water supplies and livestock rescue op-
erations.  The  vulnerable  segment  of 
the population comprises about 2  mil-
lion  people ....  Peru:  320,000  ECU  in 
emergency aid for the victims of floods 
and  1.6  percent  in  1984,  with  eco-
nomic  performance  varying  widely 
among the member states. The average 
inflation rate in  the E.C.  is  expected to 
fall  to  6.4  percent  in  1983  and  5.7 
percent in  1984. This compares with a 
Community-wide  average  of  8.8  per- · 
cent in  1982. 
However,  unemployment  is  ex-
pected to continue its  rise  in  the E.C., 
reaching  10.9  percent  this  year  and 
11.5 percent in  1984. The jobless rate 
showed  some  signs  of  improvement 
that  have  struck  the  northeastern  re-
gion  of  Peru.  Over  500,000  people 
were  in  need  of  relief.  The  aid  was 
channeled  through  Deutsche  Welt-
hungerhilfe  and  the  League  of  Red 
Cross Societies. 
Emergency  Food  Aid-Peru:  2,000 
metric  tons  of grain  intended  for  vic-
tims  of  floods  that  occurred  in  the 
spring  of  1983.  These  include  about 
35,000  people  in  the  Tumbes  region 
and 48,000 in  the Piura area. The aid 
is  valued  at  300,000  ECU .... Lesotho, 
Mozambique,  Zimbabwe:  A  total  of 
4,800  tons  of  grains,  plus  vegetable 
oils and beans or peanuts to aid victims 
of drought  in  that  region  of southern 
Africa.  Lesotho received 2,500 tons of 
grain,  valued  at  375,000  FCU.  Alloca-
tions  to  Mozambique  included  2,300 
tons  of grain  and  350  tons  of  vege-
table oil, valued at a  total of 555,000 
ECU.  Zimbabwe  received  500,000  ECU 
for  the  purchase  of supplies  of beans 
and/ or peanuts. 
Aid  to developing  contries not  mem-
bers of the Lome Convention-Nepal: 
3.7  million  ECU  for  a  project  to  con-
struct  1  00  drinking  water supply  sys-
tems  in  the hills  of Nepal's central  re-
gion  and  1,000  shallow-bored  wells 
and 1,200 public and family latrines in 
the plains area of Terai. These facilities 
will  serve  a  total  of  about  300,000 
people .... Intergovernmental  Commit-
tee  for  Migration:  1.4 million  ECU  for a 
project  design  to  select  and  transport 
7 5  Latin  American  nationals  to Costa 
Rica,  the  Dominican  Republic,  Hon-
duras,  Nicaragua,  and  Panama.  The 
Latin American nationals who will par-
ticipate  in  the  so-called  "reintegration 
program"  are  specialists-middle-rank 
or  high-level  technicians  and  skilled 
workers-for whom  there  is  an  acute 
need  in  the  countries  involved.  Their 
skills  are  needed to promote develop-
ment  in  these  five  countries,  particu-
larly  in  the rural  sector  ....  E.C.  Com-
mission  Development  Initiative:  4 
million ECU  for preparation and follow-
up  of development  projects  and  pro-
grams  in  all  developing  countries  not 
associated  with  Lome.  The funds,  de-
signed  to  benefit  all  non-associated 
countries  receiving  E.C.  aid,  will  be 
used  to  finance  studies  and  technical 
this  summer, dropping from  10.3 per-
cent in  May  to  10.2  percent  in  June, 
but economists cautioned that part of 
the decline was caused by seasonal fac-
tors.  The  jobless  figure  excluded 
Greece,  which  calculates  unemploy-
ment  on  a  different  basis  than  the 
other nine states. 
The E.C.'s statistical  office said that 
the  annualized  rate  inflation  stood  at 
8.2  percent  in  June,  down  from  8.6 
percent in  May.  The June rise  was  the 
lowest since 1978-before the second 
assistance,  on an  expedited  basis,  and 
to  enable  the  Commission  to  place 
development specialists  in  the regional 
delegation  of  countries  receiving aid. 
Grants  from  the  European  Develop-
ment  Fund-Mali:  10.3  million  ECU 
for  road  improvements .. Nigeria: 
17.1  million  ECU  for  a  multiannual 
training  program  to  provide  superior 
and  middle-level  technical  training de-
signed  to  promote  the  country's  eco-
nomic development ....  Zaire:  26 mil-
lion  ECU  for  road  improvements .... 
Gabon:  2.15  milion  ECU  for  a  project 
to  supply  an  ocean-going  cargo  and 
passenger  vessel  to  improve  the  sea 
link  between  the  islands  of Sao Tome 
and Principe and the Gabonese Repub-
lic. ... Seychelles:  2.4  million  ECU  to 
improve  ~xisting  facilities  at  the  Vic-
toria  Hospital. ... Malawi:  a  23-mil-
lion-ECU  grant  plus  at  1  0-million-ECU 
special  loan  to construct a  paved,  all-
weather road that will  form an interna-
tional  link  with  Mozambique,  Zimba-
bwe, and  the  rest  of southern  Africa. 
... Botswana,  Lesotho and Swaziland: 
504,000  ECU  to  train  custom  service 
staffs .... Kenya:  1  million  ECU  for  a 
multiannual  training  program  designed 
to provide training and technical assis-
tance for Kenya's efforts to reach food 
self-sufficiency  ....  Gambia:  1.64  mil-
lion  EC:U  for  a  training program  in  the 
economic, agricultural, and health sec-
tors .... Mauritania:  1.5 million ECU  to 
enable  Mauritania  to continue  mining 
surveys  to uncover profitable depositis 
of minerals .... Dominica:  49,846  ECU 
to  help  the  island  develop  a  floricul-
ture industry  ....  Trinidad and Tobago: 
3.3  million  ECU  for a  training program 
to help alleviate  shortages of technical 
and  support  personnel  resulting  from 
the rapid industrial growth brought on 
by  oil  revenues .... Burundi:  a  1  0-mil-
lion-ECU  loan on special  terms to con-
struct a  hydroelectric power station  in 
northwestern  Burundi .... Djibouti: 
918,000  ECU  for  improving  the  water 
supply  system  for  the  town  of  Dji-
bouti ....  Sudan:  1.4 million  ECU  for a 
regional  research  project  which  is  to 
provide  housing for equipment to de-
toxify  oil  cake  contaminated  with 
aflatoxin .... Mali:  142,932  ECU  for 
the construction of grain warehouses. 
oil  price shock touched off a  fresh  ar 
inflationary spiral. 
Despite  these  declines,  inflation  ir 
Europe  has  remained  high  comparee 
with  other industrial  economies.  Ove1 
the first four months of 1983, prices ir 
the  10  E.C.  countries  rose  an  averagt 
3.2 percent,  compared with  1  percen· 
in  the United States and 0.6 percent ir 
Japan.  Average  inflation  rates  in  the 
E.C.  over that period  varied  from  0.• 
percent  in  the  Federal  Republic  o 
Germany to 9.5 percent in  Greece. E.C. Commission Orders Sb11rper 
Cutb11cks in Steel C11p11city 
The E.C.  Commission has  ordered the  have to be sacrificed," Davignon said. 
Community's  member  states  to  pare  The  Commission  decided  where  to 
their steelmaking capacity  by  an  addi- order the  latest cutbacks under a  for-
tiona!  8.3  million  tons.  The  orders  mula  contained in  the "code of aids" 
came  after  member  states  failed  to  adopted by  the E.C.'s Council of Min-
come  up  with  enough  cuts  on  their  isters in June 1981. In  essence, the idea 
own to meet the Commission's goal of  was  to cut capacity  the  least  in  those 
reducing  the  E.C. 's  steel  production  countries where  the steel  industry  was 
capacity  by  almost  30 million  tons by  getting the least government aid and to 
1985.  The  reductions  are  part  of  a  make larger cuts where the industry re-
program under which the E.C. is  trying  quired  substantial  support  from  gov-
to return  Europe's ailing steel  industry  emment coffers. 
to health  and wean  it  away from  gov- In  addition,  under  the  code,  the 
ernment-backed subsidies.  Council  agreed  that  the  Commission 
According  to  the  Commission,  the  should  permit  government  aid  to  the 
E.C.  must  pare  an  absolute  minimum  steel  industry  only  if  those  aids  were 
of 26.7 million tons of steel capacity if  linked  directly  to  restructuring-that 
it  is  to succeed in  putting the industry  is,  reshaping the industry to increase its 
back  on  the  road  to  profitability  by  potential for long-term profitability. 
1986.  However,  E.C.  member  states  Some  E.C.  member  states  were 
thus far have come forward with plans  asked to make further reductions than 
to cut only  18.4 million tons in  capac- others under the new orders.  Italy was 
ity,  8.3  million  less  than  the  Commis- asked  to  make  the  largest  additional 
sian's target.  cuts-3.4  million  tons.  However,  the 
The  Commission  said  these  plans  restructuring  plan  Italy  had  originally 
were inadequate and called on eight of  submirred to the E.C. Commission had 
the 10 E.C.  countries to make further  proposed  only  small  reductions  in  ca-
reductions.  The  new  cuts  will  un- pacity-2.3 million tons in  cuts out of 
doubtedly mean further steel plant clo- total  capacity  of  36.2  million  tons. 
sures  and  worker  lay-offs.  According  The  Federal  Republic  of Germany-
to  Commission  experts,  as  many  as  the E.C.'s biggest steelmaker was asked 
100,000 jobs may disappear in  the Eu- to  cut  another  1.2  million  tons;  Bel-
ropean  steel  industry  by  the  end  of  gium,  1.4  million  tons;  France, 
1985, bringing total  job  losses  in  that  630,000  tons;  the  Netherlands, 
sector since 1974 to nearly 400,000.  700,000  tons;  and  Luxembourg, 
"It 'has nor been an easy  task and at  410,000  tons.  In  comparison  with 
no  point did  we  lose  sight  of the  hu- 1980,  the  cuts  ordered  by  the  Com-
man and social  implications of the de- mission  to  date  translate  into  produc-
cision,"  said  E.C.  Industry  Commis- tion  capacity reductions of 19 percent 
sion. Vice  President Etienne Davignon,  in  the  United  Kingdom,  France,  Bel-
who  is  responsible  for  industrial  af- gium  and  Luxembourg,  16 percent  in 
fairs,  of  the  newly  ordered  cutbacks.  Italy,  13  percent  in  the  Netherlands, 
"What we  want to avoid  is  long-term  and 11  percent in  the Federal Republic 
unemployment, even if short-term jobs  of Germany. 
P11nel to Study F11rm Subsidies 
Efforts  by  the  United  States  and  the 
E.C.  to defuse  their long-standing dis-
putes  over  farm-product  export  trade 
could get a shot in  the arm from a new 
working group set up  by  both sides to 
study subsidies and other types of gov-
ernment-backed agricultural  export as-
sistance.  The decision  to establish  the 
informal study panel was announced in 
June  and  grew  out  of six  months  of 
consultation between the United States 
and  the  E.C.  on  the  farm-trade  prob-
lem.  Those  consultations  were  begun 
in January in  an  effort to head off calls 
on  both  sides  for  a  full-scale  agricul-
tural trade war. 
The  working  group  is  expected  to 
report by  the end of 1983 on whether 
current  international  rules  governing 
agricultural  trade could be fined-tuned 
in  a way acceptable to both the United 
States  and  the  E.C.  Officials  said  the 
working group would not seek changes 
in  the present rules,  but would instead 
look  for  ways  in  which  existing  rules 
could be further defined or clarified. 
Existing rules permit the use of gov-
ernment  export  subsidies  for  agricul-
tural  products  so  long as  those  subsi-
dies  do  not  enable  any  party  to  take 
more  than  a  fair  share  of  the  world 
market.  However,  the  United  States 
and the E.C.  have been at loggerheads 
in  recent  years  over  their  interpreta-
tions of what constitutes a "more than 
equitable" share  of the world market. 
Three  years  of  bumper grain  harvests 
have  fueled  the  dispute  by  making  it 
harder  for  major  exporting  countries 
to sell their farm surpluses abroad. 
At  issue  are  E.C.  export  subsidies, 
which  the  United  States  claims  take 
business  away  from  U.S.  farmers  and 
undercut  world  farm  product  prices. 
However, the E.C.  says it  uses the sub-
sidies  only  to  bridge  rhe  gap  between 
the E.C.'s high internal farm prices and 
the lower prices  of the  world market-
place.  It says  the  subsidies  are  a  vital 
part of the Common Agricultural pol-
tcy. 
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IMF Conditionality. Edited  By .John 
Williamson. Institute for International 
Economics, Washington, D.C., 1983. 
(Available from MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA) 679 pp. $30.00. 
More than 20 papers assessing the 
controversy over the terms on which 
the International Monetary Fund ex-
tends its credits. Analyzes the fund's 
overall role in  the process of financial 
intermediation and looks at ways sta-
bilization. policies should be conducted 
and at the criteria against which pro-
grams should be judged. Separate sec-
tion outlines case studies of 12 fund 
programs, evaluating their success or 
Llilure. 
Dumping and Subsidies: The law and 
procedures governing the imposition 
of anti-dumping and countervailing 
duties in the European Community. 
By .Joseph Cunnane and Clive 
Stanbrook. European Business Publica-
tions, Brussels and London, 1983. 244 
pp. £35.00. 
A comprehensive review of Com-
munity anti-dumping and subsidy law, 
how Community procedures work 
from an administrative and legal view, 
and an explanation of "normal value" 
export prices and subsidies. Includes a 
complete list of anti-dumping and anti-
subisidy decisions since 1980, as well 
as pending complaints, and texts of 
relevant E.C.  legislation and General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade Arti-
cles. 
International Monetary Fund Glos-
sary: English-French-Spanish. Interna-
tional  Monetary Fund, Washington, 
D.C., 1982. 292 pp. $10.00. 
A trilingual dictionary of economic 
and political terms, phrases, and insti-
tutional titles most used by the Inter-
national Monetary Fund. Includes 
abbreviations, acronyms, and currency 
units of various countries. 
Britons in Brussels: Officials in the 
Commission and Council Secretariat. 
By  Virgina Willis.  Policy Studies Insti-
tute, London, 1983. 109 pp. £3.50 
incl. postage. 
A study of Eurocrats in  the Com-
mission and Council of the European 
Communities, focusing on British offi-
cials. Questions to what degree offi-
cials act  :-~s agents for their own coun-
try and how the European bureaucracy 
differs from an institution like the 
United Nations; also deals with basic 
procedures of recruitment and ap-
pointments. 
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The Soviet Bloc, Energy, and Western 
Security.  By jonathan B.  Stein.  Lexing-
ton Books, Lexington, MA, 1983. 97 
pp. $18.95. 
An analysis of the economic policy 
decisions on energy facing the Soviet 
Union and its allies, and effects on 
Western nations. Lists factors that hin-
der the development of Soviet energy 
potential and addresses the degree of 
seriousness of the Soviet energy prob-
lem debated in  U.S.  intelligence orga-
nizations. Special chapter on the Sibe-
rian pipeline included. 
World Economic Outlook, 1983. Oc-
casional Paper No.  21. International 
Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C. 
1983. 242 pp. $8.00. 
Annual report from the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund on the interna-
tional economic climate for 1983 and 
1984. General survey of inflation, in-
terest rates, external debt, as  well as 
studies of specific economic activity in 
developing and industrial countries. In-
cludes tables and chart. 
The European Monetary System: The 
Experience 1979-1982. Occasional Pa-
per No.  19.  By  Horst Ungerer and 
others. International Monetary Fund, 
Washington, D.C., 1983. 41  pp. 
$5.00. 
Brief outline of the developments of 
the European Monetary System from 
its start in  March 1979 through De-
cember 1982. Describes main features, 
assesses performance through ex-
change rate stability, examines propos-
als  for changes in  the system and irs 
relationship with the International 
Monetary Fund. 
The Atlantic Alliance and its Critics. 
Edited by  Robert W.  Tucker and 
Linda Wrigley.  Praeger Publishers, 
New York, 1983. 192 pp. $24.95. 
Essays  bv three Americans and three 
Europ~ans .on the instability and inher-
ent problems of the Atlantic alliance. 
Discusses how the changed military 
balance and domestic social factors in-
fluence the alliance; also covers thor-
oughly its history and development. 
Institutions and Policies of the Euro-
pean Community. Edited by Juliet 
Lodge. Sr.  Martin's Press,  New York, 
1983. 264 pp. $32.50. 
A collection of essays intended to 
serve as  both an  introduction to and 
critical analysis of the European Com-
munity. Topics covered include the 
Community's institutional composition 
and decision-making mechanisms, its 
major internal policies, and its role in 
the international system. 
Prospects for Adjustment in Argen-
tina, Brazil, and Mexico: Responding 
to the Debt Crisis. Edited by John 
Williamson. Institute for International 
Economics, Washington, D.C., 1983. 
Available from MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA, 63 pp. $6.00. 
Papers concerning the international 
debt and the stabilization efforts of the 
three largest borrowing countries: Ar-
gentina, Brazil, and Mexico. Includes 
the role of the International Monetary 
Fund and currency exchange problems. 
Public Service Unions and the Euro-
pean Community. Edited by  Emil .J. 
Kirchner. Gower Publishing Co., 
Brookfield, VT, 1983. 156 pp. 
$35.00. 
Comparative study of the activities 
of public-service unions in  the coun-
tries of the European Community, 
with an emphasis on the reaction of 
civil  servants to the workings of the 
E.C. in  relation to their unions. Evalu-
ates to what degree national civil  ser-
vants are affected by  E.C. legislation, 
and what impact membership in  the 
E.C. has on structural and operative 
characteristics of each union. 
Acid Rain in Europe and North 
America. By  Gregory S.  Werstone and 
Armin Rosencranz. Environmental 
Law Institute, Washington, D.C., 
1983. 244 pp. $14.00. 
An  interdisciplinary study of acid 
rain pollution as an international prob-
lem. Surveys policies pertinent to pro-
duction and control of acid pollution 
in  six  European countries and in 
North America. Analyzes both actual 
and potential avenues in  the interna-
tional legal and organizational systems 
that will  promote cooperative efforts 
to resolve the problem of acid rain 
pollution. 
Common Crisis North South: Cooper-
ation for World Recovery.  By  the 
Brandt Commission. The MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA, 1983. 174 pp. $4.95. 
Describes the different elements of 
crisis facing the world today in  trade, 
energy, and food, calling for emer-
gency measures to halt worsening of 
these conditions. Specifics covered are 
balance of payments, interest and ex-
change rates, arms spending, food aid, 
energy research, and enlargement of 
the International Monetary Fund. 
The Competitive Status of the U.S. 
Auto Industry. Committee on Tech-
nology and International Economic 
and Trade Issues,  Nation~ll Academy 
of Engineering.  National Academy 
Press, Washington, D.C., 1982. 203 
pp. $13.95. 
.  One of six  industry-specific studies 
conducted by  the committee to iden-
tify global shifts of industrial techno-
logical cap;Kity and related competitive 
;ldv;lnuges. Gives brief history and  ~1s-
sessment of the U.S.  auto industry, an-
alyzes trade flows and industry struc-
ture, the role of government regulation 
and public demands, the workforce, 
and strategies for the future. 
European Marketing Data and Statis-
tics, 1983. Euromonitor Publications 
Ltd., London, 1983. 368 pp. $190.00. 
Latest annual update of detailed in-
formation on social, economic, and 
consumer trends in  Europe. Covers 30 
countries in  Eastern and Western Eu-
rope, with tables on production, trade, 
consumption, market sizes, and retail-
ing.  Includes maps, index. 
Social Democratic Parties in Europe. 
By  Anton Pelinka. Praeger Publishers, 
New York, 1983. 190 pp. $26.95. 
Overview of the ideology and evolu-
tion of social democracy in  Europe, 
beginning with its concept and origins, 
indicating important turning points in 
its development, and reviewing struc-
ture, electorate, and membership, as 
well as its place within the political 
systems of Europe today. 
A Political History of Postwar Italy: 
From the Old to the New-Center Left. 
By  Norman Kogan. Praeger Publishers, 
New York,  1983. 177 pp. $23.95. 
Updating an earlier edition, follows 
events in  Italy from 1965 to the 
present, including the continuation of 
postwar economic recovery, the activi-
ties of the Socialist and Communist 
parties, trade union developments, and 
the changes in  Government. 
Space in the 1980s and Beyond: 17th 
European Space Symposium. Edited by 
Peter Bainum. American Astronautical 
Society, San  Diego, CA, 1981. 92 pp. 
Cloth $40.00, paper $30.00. 
Based on papers presented at a Lon-
don conference on European space ac-
tivities. Topics were a long-term space 
program, space communications and 
transportation, new technology, and 
lunar and planetary exploration. 
Higher Education and Manpower 
Planning: A Comparative Study of 
Planned and Market Economies. By 
0. Fulton, et al.  International Labor 
Office, Washington, D.C., 1982, 127 
pp.$11.40. 
Study based on the links between 
education, the labor marker, and em-
ployment policy. Appraises the useful-
ness and limitations of manpower plan-
ning in  general, especially in  relation to 
educational planning, and discusses 
various approaches and techniques of 
application in  seven  East and West Eu-
ropean countries. 
Economic Diplomacy between the Eu-
ropean Community and japan 1959-
1981. By  Albrecht Rothacher. Gower 
Publishing Co., U.K.  1983. Available 
from Gower, Brookfield, VT.  377 pp. 
$41.00. 
Describes corresponding changes in 
trade policies in Japan and Europe; an-
alyzes bilateral negotiations and the political structure in  which foreign-pol-
icy decisions are made. Traces devel-
opments in  relations through chrono-
logical stages beginning in  the mid 
19 50s and ending in  1981. Tables, dia-
grams included. 
Commercial Technology Transfer 
from Eastern Europe to the United 
States and Western Europe. By John 
W.  Kiser Ill.  Kiser Research, 2029 Wa-
terside Drive N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20009, 1980. 115 pp. $60.00. 
Examines the dimensions of com-
mercial technology transfer from 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, the German 
Democratic Republic, and Poland to 
the United States and several West Eu-
ropean countries. Describes specific 
transfer case histories in  various tech-
nologies and problems in selling tech-
nology. Also looks at intra-Comecon 
cooperation. 
Multinationals and Political Control. 
By John Robinson. St.  Martin's Press, 
New York, NY,  1983. 536 pp. 
$40.00. 
Looks at the governmental control 
over multinational corporations and 
outlines the development of interna-
tional arrangements designed to regu-
late multinational activity. Considers 
organizations such as the E.C., the 
Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development, and the United 
Nations and the policies of each to-
ward multinationals. 
The Lome Conventions and their Im-
plications for the United States. By Jo-
anna Moss. Westview Press,  Boulder, 
co, 1983.218 pp. $19.50. 
Reviews Lome provisions which 
guide trade and economic relations be-
tween the E.C. and 63  African, Carib-
bean, and Pacific (ACP)  nations, and 
evaluates the results of the first Lome 
agreement (197  5-79). Also looks at the 
trade advantage the Lome accords give 
the E.C. over the United States with 
ACP nations. 
The West German Social Democrats, 
1969-1982: Profile of a Party in 
Power.  By  Garard Braunthal. Westview 
Press, Boulder, CO, 1983. 334 pp. 
$25.00. 
A detailed examination of the Social 
Democratic Party (SPD)  during its years 
in  power; focuses on the effects of do-
mestic social and economic forces on 
the party and on its organization, 
membership, leadership, and ideology. 
Report on the Potential for Technol-
ogy Transfer from the Soviet Union to 
the United States. 2nd edition. By 
John W.  Kiser III,  Kiser Research, 
2029 Waterside Drive N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20009, 1980. 79 pp. 
$40.00. 
Studies the potential for technology 
transfer from the Soviet Union to the 
United States, and the presumption 
that the Soviets have useful technology 
to offer. Tabulates total transfer to 
date, and concludes there is  room for 
growth in  technology trade, albeit 
with difficulties. Reprinted together 
with sequel report, 1980. 
Published for the Commission: 
Solar Energy Applications to Dwell-
ings. Solar Energy R & Din the Euro-
pean Community: Series A, Vol 2. 
EUR 8046. Edited by W.  Palz and C. 
den Ouden. D.  Reidel Publishing Co., 
Boston, 1982. 420 pp. $54.50. 
Proceedings of the E.C. contractors' 
meeting held in  Meersburg, Federal 
Republic of Germany 14-16 June 
1982. 
Energy Conservation in Transport-
New Engines and Flywheels. EUR 
8435. Edited by H. Ehringer, G. 
Hoyaux, and P.A.  Pilavachi. D.  Reidel 
Publishing Co., Boston, 1983. 163 pp. 
$28.00. 
Proceedings of the contractors' 
meetings held in Brussels on 21  and 28 
October 1982. 
The Needs of New Technology-based 
Enterprises. EUR 8437. Luxembourg, 
S.A.R.L., Luxembourg, 1983. 314 pp. 
$28.00. 
Proceedings of the symposium held 
by the Commission of the European 
Communities, Directorate-General 
"Information Market and Innovation," 
Luxembourg 17-19 November 1982. 
Energy Conservation in Industry-
Applications and Techniques. EUR 
8436. Edited by H. Ehringer, G. 
Hoyaux, and P.A.  Pilavachi. D.  Reidel 
Publishing Co., Boston, 1983. 425 pp. 
$52.00. 
Proceedings of the contractors' 
meetings held in  Brussels on May 10, 
June 17, and October 1, 7, and 22, 
1982. 
Photovoltaic Power for Europe: An 
Assessment Study. Solar Energy R &  D 
in the European Community, Series C, 
Vol.  2.  EUR 8366. By Michael Starr 
and W.  Palz. D.  Reidel Publishing Co., 
Boston, 1983. 198 pp. $32.50. 
Up-to-date assessment from experts 
and industry of photovoltaic power 
potential in Europe. 
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0  The European Parliament. Euro-
pean Parliament, Luxembourg, 1982, 
20 pages ....................................... free 
Basic brochure on the powers and 
functions of the Parliament. 
0  The Court of Justice of the Euro-
pean Communities. European Docu-
mentation No. 4fH3, Commission, 
Brussels,  1983, 57 pages ................ free 
Brochure on the powers, composition, 
and operation of the Court. 
0  The Other European Assembly. 
Economic and Social Committee (ESC), 
Brussels, May 1983, 25  pages ........ free 
Pamphlet commemorating the 25th 
anniversary of the ESC. 
0  The Common Fisheries Policy.  Eu-
ropean  File  No.  11 /83, Commission, 
Brussels, June/July  1983, 7 pages .. free 
0  From the European Customs 
Union to the Internal Market. Euro-
pean File  No.  12j83, Commission, 
Brussels, June-July 1983, 7 pages ... free 
0  The European Community and 
Environmental Protection. European 
File  14/ 83, Commission, Brussels, Au-
gust-September 1983, 7 pages ........ free 
0  European Political Cooperation. 
European File  No.  13 /83, Commis-
sion, Brussels, August-September 
1983, 7  pages ................................ free 
0  Community Research Policy for 
Development. Europe Information 
Deuelopment, Commission, Brussels, 
March  1983, 21  pages ................... free 
Synopsis of the Community's program 
for research prof<rams  related to devel-
oping countries.-
0  The European Community and 
Yugoslavia. European Information: Ex-
ternal Relations  No. 65/  H3,  Commis-
sion, Brussels, January  I 983, 11 
pages ............................................ free 
0  ASEAN and the European Com-
munity. European Information: Exter-
nal Relations No. 66/83, Commission, 
Brussels,  February  1983, 12 pages .. free 
0  Sugar, The European Community, 
and the Lome Convention. Europe In-
formation Development, Commission, 
Brussels,  February 1983, 19 pages .. free 
56  E u R o P F Sept  em her-October 1  9 8 3 
0  The British Trade Union Move-
ment. Trade Union Information, Com-
mission, Brussels,  1983, 24 pages ... free 
0  ESPRIT for Europe's Future. Com-
mission,  Brussels,  1983, 11  pages ... free 
Brief description of the program for 
pre-wmpetitiue research in the field of 
information tcchnolog·y. 
0  Wine in the European Community. 
European Documentation No. 2-3/83, 
Commission, Brussels,  1983, 81 
pages ............................................ free 
Explanation of the wine market in Eu-
rope and the common market regula-
tions for wine. 
0  Opening of the Historical Archives 
of the European Communities to the 
Public. Commission, Brussels, 1983, 
119 pages ................................... $9.00 
Introduction to the archive sewice of 
the Commission.  Includes a brief his-
tory of the Comrmmities, a chronology, 
and lists of presidents of the institutions 
since  19S2. 
0  Report on Social Developments: 
Year 1982. Commission, Brussels, 
1983, 167 pages ......................... $8.50 
Summary of Community and E. C. 
member states' policies on employment, 
vocational training, industrial relations, 
wages, housing, famil)' affairs, welfare, 
social securitv, industrial health, and 
health pmte;tion. 
0  Programme of the Commission for 
1983-1984. Commission, Brussels, 
1983, 50 pages ........................... $1.50 
Outline of the Commission's work pro-
gram and text of the address by Com-
mission President Gaston Thorn to the 
European Parliament on February 8, 
1983. 
0  Stronger Community Action in the 
Cultural Sector.  Bulletin of the Euro-
pean Communities, Supplement No. 6/ 
8 2, Commission, Brussels, 1983, 28 
pages ......................................... $2.00 
Communication from the Commission 
to the Council, October 12,  19 8 2. 
0  The Energy Situation in the Com-
munity: Situation 1982-0utlook 
1983. Commission, Brussels, 1983, 35 
pages .........................................  $1.50 
Report on supply, consumption, and 
prices for the main energy sectors. 
0  European Investment Bank Annual 
Report 1982. European Investment 
Bank, Luxembourg, 1983, 112 
pages ............................................ free 
0  Twenty-Ninth Review of the 
Council's Work: 1 January-31 Decem-
ber 1981. Council, Brussels, 1983, 280 
pages ......................................... $6.50 
Report of the activities of the Council 
in  19H I. Includes an index. 
0  The European Development Fund: 
Education-Training 1958-1980. Com-
mission, Brussels,  I 983, 136 
pages ......................................... $8.50 
Review of the aid prouided hy the  Eu-
ropean Deuclopment Fund for educa-
tion and training programs to dez,elop-
ing countries under the Yaounde and 
Lome Conuentions. 
0  Practical Guide to the Use of the 
European Communities' Scheme of 
Generalized Tariff Preferences: 1 
March 1983. Commission, Brussels, 
1983, 366 pages ....................... $15.00 
Part one describes the characteristics 
and mechanics of the system. Part two 
lists, product hy product, the preferen-
tial aduantages open to developing 
countries. 
0  New Perspectives in Continuing 
Education and Training in the Euro-
pean Community-Seminar Report. 
European Center for the Development 
of Vocational Training, Berlin, 1983, 
180 pages ................................... $4.00 
Report of a seminar held in Berlin, Oc-
tober  14-17,  1980. 
0  Energy Consumption Per Ton of 
Competing Agricultural Products 
Available to the E.C.  Information on 
Agriculture No. 83, Commission, Brus-
sels, 982, 82 pages ..................... $3.00 
Compares energy use in European agri-
culture by product, with similar use by 
countries exporting to the Community. 
0  Agricultural Price Statistics 1970-
1981. Statistical Office, Luxembourg, 
1983, 338 pages ....................... $13.00 
Annual data on ex-farm prices for crop 
and animal products and purchase 
prices for the means of production. 
0  CAMAC Updated Specifications: 
Volume 1.  EUR  8SOO,  Commission, 
Luxembourg, 1983, 302 
pages ....................................... $18.00 
C4MAC is a modular data-handling sys· 
tern in use with on-line digital comput-
ers and microprocessors. This publica-
tion updates four specifications: 
mechanical forrnat and data-way, par-
allel branch highway, serial highway, 
and auxiliary controllers. 
0  Eurostat Review 1972-1981. Statis-
tical Office, Luxembourg, 1983, 238 
pages ....................................... $12.50 
Macroeconomic data and statistics on 
national accounts, population, industry 
and services, agriculture and foreign 
trade for the E.C. member states, 
Spain,  Portugal, Sweden, the United 
.'J'tates, and japan. 
0  Pollution and Noise in Steelworks: 
Electric Arc Furnaces. EUR  7H3 I, 
Commission, Luxembourg 1982, 47 
pages ......................................... $3 .  .50 
Informatimt and recommendations on 
pollutant emissions and noise in electric 
steelworks. 
0  PoJiution in Rolling Mills. EUR 
793S, Commission, Luxembourg, 
1982, 37 pages ........................... $3.30 
Assessment of pollution hazards 
present or likely to occur in steel rolling 
mills and recommendations on preven-
tiue measures. 
0  The Community's Financial Par-
ticipation in Investments 1981. Statisti-
cal Office, Luxembourg, 1983, 85 
pages ......................................... $6.50 
Statistics on the regional allocation of 
financial aids granted hy the Commu-
nity. 
0  Radiation Protection Programme: 
Progress Report 1982. EUR  8486, 
Commission, Luxembourg, 1983, 
1225 pages ............................... $42.00 
Reports 011 320 indil'idual research 
projects carried out in  1982 under nm-
tract for the Commission. 
0  Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics 
1978-1981. Statistical Office, Luxem-
bourg, 1983,279 pages ............ $1  LOO 
1983 Yearbook. 
0  Yearbook of Regional Statistics 
1983. Statistical Office, Luxembourg, 
1983, 257 pages ....................... $21.00 
Social and economic data by regions 
for  1979. 
0  Energy Statistics Yearbook 1981. 
Statistical Office, Luxembourg, 1983, 
171  pagcs ................................. $21.00 
Statistics on the energy economy in  the 
member states. Includes a supplement: 
Useful Energy Balance Sheets 1980. 
0  Annual Investments in Fixed Assets 
1975-1979. Statistical Office, Luxem-
bourg, 1983, 265 pages .............. $9.00 
Detailed results of the coordinated an-
nual inquiry into capital investments in 
industry. 
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Alitalla's 747 
On some airlines, Business Class is virtually 
indistinguishable from Economy. On Alitalia, it's 
virtually indistinguishable from First Class. 
Our seats are  few. Ancl far between. 
Other airlines flying to Italy seat as many as 
eight Business Class passengers across. On 
Alitalia's 747s out of New York, we seat you four 
across. That's two on one side of the plane and 
two on the other. You can't get stuck in the mid-
dle, because there isn't any. Instead, there's space. 
Space to stand in. Walk in. Stretch your legs in. 
On our DC lOs out of Chicago, the seats are 
arranged in pairs and are  ~iX: across, b:ut the com-
~:: ~~- ::~i;~~~;~~~ 
sengers somewhere in the middle of the plane. 
At Alitalia we put Business Class where First 
Class used to be, up front. So you'll be getting on 
last and getting off first. 
Above it all, fine Italian cuisine. 
From the hearty dishes of the South to the 
delicate subdeties of the North, we serve the kind 
of specialties you'd expect to find only in the finest 
Italian restaurants. 
Of course, no meal would be complete with-
out wines. And ours are from the finest vineyards 
in Italy. 
Add it all up. We think you'll agree: if  you're 
flying to Italy Business Class, you'll want to make 
it your business to fly Alitalia. 
For reservations or for more information, call 
Y<?Ur travel agent or  ~et  .in touch n II. ta  II. a 
Wlth your nearest Alitalia office. n• 